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Summary

In first language acquisition, prosodic structures play a role both in the develop-

ment of speech perception and production. Previous studies show that babies whose

mother language is trochaic prefer this rhythmic pattern compared to other patterns

(Jusczyk, 1999; Jusczyk et al., 1993, 1999). Moreover, children’s first words follow

the rhythmic pattern of the mother language (Demuth, 1995), or they are adapted

to fit this pattern by means of weak syllable omissions (Gerken, 1994a, 1994b, 1996;

among others). So far, only a few longitudinal studies exist on the prosodically con-

ditioned realization of weak syllables and morphemes in monolingual and bilingual

child speech with a direct link to children’s perception of these utterances.

The present thesis aims at filling this gap by presenting results from a produc-

tion study with monolingual German and bilingual German-Italian children along

with a perception study with German children. These two languages were chosen be-

cause they possess different rhythmic and grammatical structures. First, in contrast

to German, Italian has a broader prosodic spectrum. Second, the functional elements

in German carry more grammatical information compared to Italian. Finally, article

use in Italian is higher than in German. These differences form an interesting baseline

to draw a comparison to previous studies on English. English has a similar prosodic

structure to German but compared to Italian, English functional elements carry less

grammatical information. By investigating three different types of weak syllables,

we aim to disentangle the contribution of prosodic biases and the contribution of

grammatical load on the acquisition of German weak syllables.

Chapter 2 presents the Theory of Metrical Phonology on which the two studies

of the present thesis are based. This theory assumes that rhythmic structures are

related to a hierarchical order of prosodic units while disregarding the morphologi-
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cal and syntactic structure. It is demonstrated how this theory is applied to match

German and Italian phrases. Moreover, the similarities and differences regarding the

prosodic structures of German and Italian are exemplified. Both the German and the

Italian syllable may consist of an onset, a nucleus and a coda but only the nucleus is

obligatory. In contrast to Italian, German allows a greater combination of consonants

and consonant clusters are more frequent in German. Both German and Italian are

trochaic languages. Italian belongs to the group of syllable-timed languages whereas

German is described as stress-timed. The difference that plays a role for the present

thesis is that in syllable-timed languages, full vowels in unstressed syllables may not

be reduced.

Chapter 3 addresses morphological aspects of German and Italian verbs as well

as articles. The two languages have in common that verbs consist of a stem and an

ending (with the exception of auxiliaries) and that verbs agree in person and number

with the subject of the sentence. In addition, verb endings in German and Italian

may carry information on time and mood. Italian has many more verbal exponents

than German and some of them attract main stress. In German, verbal endings never

receive main stress. Solely the use of certain affixes depends on the stress pattern

of the stem. For example, the past participle prefix ge- is only used if the following

syllable is stressed. In the dialect of Swabian, the prefix ge- may be reduced to [k]

if the following verb stem does not begin with a plosive. Both German and Ital-

ian use definite articles but in Italian, definite articles occur in more contexts and

thus more frequently compared to German. By contrast, definite articles in German

carry more morphological information compared to definite articles in Italian. In

German, definite articles express information on four cases, three genders and two

numbers whereas in Italian, they express information on two genders and two num-

bers. In Italian, there are several article forms for feminine and masculine nouns.

The choice of the definite article form within the two gender categories is phonologi-

cally conditioned. In German, the choice of the definite article form is grammatically

conditioned.

The steps in monolingual and bilingual first language acquisition are illustrated

in Chapter 4, Section 1 and 2, respectively. Across languages, language development
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proceeds very similarly and even bilingual language acquisition proceeds in the same

steps as for monolinguals (De Houwer, 2009: 5). According to the nativist approach

(e.g., Chomsky, 1957; Pinker, 1984; and others), first language acquisition is initi-

ated by a linguistic device that children have from birth on. This linguistic device

helps babies to set the parameters of the Universal Grammar correctly according

to the language input he or she receives. Regarding the vocabulary size, bilingual

children may be delayed by three to six months compared to their monolingual peers

(McLaughlin, 1978: 74, 91f.). This finding is ascribed to the greater mental workload

that is required when learning two languages compared to one. Section 4.3 presents

a couple of other factors that may have an impact on the rate of language acquisi-

tion: socioeconomic status, word frequency or gender of the child. For children up to

age four, preceding studies found that a higher socioeconomic status has a positive

effect on vocabulary size (Hoff, 2003; Letts et al., 2013). Children up to age two are

more likely to acquire words with a higher frequency compared to words that do not

occur as often in child-directed speech (Harris et al., 1988; Hart, 1991; Huttenlocher

et al., 1991). Girls until the age of two have a larger vocabulary compared to boys

of the same age (Huttenlocher et al., 1991). These three factors play a role in the

experimental design of the empirical part of this thesis. The final section of Chapter

4 presents the research methods used in experiments on speech perception and pro-

duction in young children. Based on this background, the ideal methods to address

the research questions mentioned above are selected (see the description of the design

of the studies).

Chapter 5 outlines the findings by previous perception and production stud-

ies. Rhythmic structures are acquired very early which surfaces in babies’ ability

to distinguish between two languages with different rhythmic patterns (e.g., Nazzi,

Bertoncini and Mehler, 1998). Moreover, previous perception studies found that ba-

bies have a very detailed representation of words in their mental lexicon because

babies are able to detect slight mispronunciations in the label of a familiar object

(e.g., Bailey and Plunkett, 2002; Swingley and Aslin, 2000, 2002; White and Morgan,

2008). Children’s deviations in their word and sentence productions is thus a strategy

to simplify complex structures. Gerken (1994b, 1996) for example examined the pro-
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duction of English weak syllables within phrases that exhibit two different rhythmic

patterns. The author found that weak syllables are more likely to be realized if they

form part of a trochaic foot compared to lapses consisting of two or three adjacent

weak syllables.

The production study with German and German-Italian kindergarten children

is presented in Chapter 6. The main research question is whether the realization of

definite articles, noun-initial weak syllables and prefixes also depends on prosody in

German child speech. Further aspects such as grammatical load of the type of weak

syllable and influences from another language in bilingual children are investigated

as well. One group of German children between the age of 1;8 and 3;10 as well as

one group of German-Italian children between the age of 2;6 and 5;6 were recorded

using elicited imitation. The results demonstrate that the monolingual children tend

to omit weak syllables less often and until a younger age compared to the bilingual

children. Considering the type of weak syllable, the children in the two language

groups omit the word-initial weak syllable Ge- more often than the prefix ge-. This

result speaks in favor of a preference for weak syllables that carry morphological in-

formation.

Chapter 7 is devoted to the perception study with young German children. The

main research questions are whether 18-, 27- and 36-month-olds detect mispronun-

ciations that were found in the children’s speech data in the production study and

whether different types of mispronunciations are rejected as a label for a certain ob-

ject to different degrees in the three age groups. The results confirm the first research

question. They also show that the acceptance of a mispronounced label depends on

the age of the child. The children in the youngest age group accept mispronunci-

ations that simplify complex prosodic structures as long as the trochaic pattern is

preserved. For the children in the oldest age group it is important that all speech

sounds are maintained and a change to a pattern that contains a word-initial weak

syllable induced by a weak vowel insertion is accepted. The children in the middle

age group show an intermediate behavior.

The final chapter provides a general discussion in which the two studies are

reconsidered critically and related to findings from previous studies. Our produc-
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tion study revealed that both German and German-Italian children omit or substi-

tute speech sounds to avoid complex clusters, weak word-initial syllables or difficult

sounds such as the voiceless palato-alveolar fricative [S] (see also Hoff, 2001). The

findings of our production study confirm findings from previous production studies

on the influence of rhythmic patterns on children’s realizations of weak syllables. Our

perception study showed that children in general detect the mispronunciations based

on our production study. We conclude that children’s deviations from the adult form

may be based on a preference for simplex structures rather than on imprecise lexical

specifications. Finally, it is illustrated in what way the present studies may serve as

the basis for future research in that field.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Prosodie spielt eine maßgebliche Rolle sowohl bei der Sprachwahrnehmung als

auch bei der Sprachproduktion im frühkindlichen Spracherwerb. Vorangehende Stu-

dien zeigten, dass Babys, deren Muttersprache trochäisch ist, dieses rhythmische

Muster bevorzugt gegenüber anderen Mustern hören (Jusczyk, 1999; Jusczyk et

al., 1993, 1999). Darüber hinaus folgen die ersten kindlichen Wortäußerungen dem

rhythmischen Muster der Muttersprache (Demuth, 1995), beziehungsweise werden

diesem durch Auslassungen bestimmter unbetonter Silben angepasst (Gerken, 1994a,

1994b, 1996; und andere). Bisher gab es jedoch nur wenige Langzeitstudien, die

die prosodisch bedingte Verwendung von unbetonten Morphemen bei zweisprachi-

gen Kindern untersuchten und den Zusammenhang zur Wahrnehmung der kindlichen

Äußerungen herstellten.

Die vorliegende Promotionsarbeit hilft, diese Lücke zu füllen, indem eine Pro-

duktionsstudie mit monolingual deutschen und bilingual deutsch-italienischen Kin-

dern durchgeführt wurde, sowie eine Wahrnehmungsstudie mit deutschen Kindern.

Der Grund für die Wahl dieser Sprachgruppen ist die unterschiedliche rhythmische

und grammatische Struktur des Deutschen im Vergleich zum Italienischen. Im Gegen-

satz zum Deutschen weist das Italienische ein breiteres prosodisches Spektrum auf.

Das Deutsche besitzt dagegen funktionale Elemente mit viel grammatischer Informa-

tion (Genus, Numerus, Kasus). Der Artikelgebrauch im Italienischen ist höher im

Vergleich zum Deutschen. Diese Unterschiede bieten einen interessanten Vergleich

zu bisherigen Studien zum Englischen, das in Hinsicht seiner prosodischen Struktur

dem Deutschen ähnelt, jedoch in Bezug auf die grammatische Information sind die

englischen funktionalen Elemente noch weniger komplex als die italienischen.
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Kapitel 2 stellt die Prosodische Theorie vor, auf der die folgende Arbeit basiert.

Diese Theorie stützt sich auf den Grundgedanken von Liberman und Prince (1977)

und deren Annahme, dass sich rhythmische Strukturen auf eine hierarchische Anord-

nung prosodischer Einheiten beziehen. Demzufolge wird ein Satz oder eine Phrase

einem metrischen Raster zugeordnet, welches das jeweilige Silbengewicht ausdrückt.

Die morphologische Struktur wird dabei außer Acht gelassen.

Die prosodische Hierarchie, die von Nespor und Vogel (1986) aufgestellt wurde,

umfasst folgende Ebenen, beginnend mit der höchsten: phonologische Äußerung, In-

tonationsphrase, phonologische Phrase, klitische Gruppe, phonologisches Wort, Fuß,

Silbe. Gemäß der “Strict Layer Hypothesis” darf bei der prosodischen Analyse eines

Satzes keine dieser Ebenen übersprungen werden. Einige Studien kommen zu dem

Ergebnis, dass die phonologische Äußerung und die klitische Gruppe im Deutschen

überflüssig sind. Laut Wiese (1996: 3) gibt es keine phonologischen Prozesse, die

Evidenz für diese beiden Ebenen liefern. Für das Italienische sind diese beiden Ebe-

nen aus dem gleichen Grunde ebenfalls überflüssig.

Die kleinste prosodische Einheit ist die Silbe. Diese ist wiederum zerlegbar in

Onset, Nukleus und Coda. Sowohl im Deutschen als auch im Italienischen ist der

Nukleus von mindestens einem Vokal belegt, Onset und Coda können leer sein. Im

Gegensatz zum Italienischen können Onset und Coda im Deutschen eine höhere An-

zahl von Konsonanten aufnehmen und im Deutschen ist eine größere Kombination

aus Konsonanten möglich (z.B. [kn-], [Sl-]). In Bezug auf das Betonungsmuster sind

sowohl das Deutsche als auch das Italienische trochäisch. Ein binärer Fuß besteht

demnach aus einer betonten Silbe gefolgt von einer unbetonten. Bei zwei aufeinan-

derfolgend unbetonten Silben kann nur die erste Teil eines Fußes sein, wenn ihr eine

betonte Silbe innerhalb der gleichen phonologischen Phrase vorausgeht. Die zweite

wird unter der nächsthöheren prosodischen Ebene, des phonologischen Wortes, mit

einem Fuß zusammengefasst. Im Gegensatz zum Deutschen, das als akzentzählend

bezeichnet wird, ist das Italienische silbenzählend. Das für die vorliegende Arbeit

relevante Merkmal silbenzählender Sprachen ist, dass sie Vollvokale in unbetonten

Silben nicht abschwächen können.
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In Kapitel 3 werden die morphologischen Strukturen des Deutschen und des

Italienischen im Hinblick auf die Verbflexion und die definiten Artikel vorgestellt.

Das Deutsche und das Italienische haben gemein, dass die Struktur von Verben aus

einem Stamm und einer Endung bestehen (mit der Ausnahme von Auxiliarverben)

und die Endung nach dem Subjekt in Person (erster, zweiter, dritter) und Numerus

(Singular, Plural) flektiert. Des Weiteren können Verbendungen Informationen über

Tempus und Modus ausdrücken. Der Hauptakzent bei deutschen Verben ohne Präpo-

sition liegt stets auf dem Stamm. Die Präfixe be- und ge- tragen keinen Akzent. Nur

bei trennbaren zusammengesetzten Verben fällt der Hauptakzent auf die Präposition.

Im Italienischen hängt die Position des Hauptakzents bei Verben von der Flexions-

endung ab (Seewald, 1996: 30). Der Stamm wird in der ersten, zweiten, dritten

Person Singular und dritten Person Plural im Indikativ und Konjunktiv Präsens be-

tont. In den übrigen Formen trägt die Verbendung den Hauptakzent.

Deutsche Verben weisen phonologische Alternationen auf (e.g., schlafen – du

schläfst), während es im Standarditalienischen keine solche Alternationen bei Ver-

ben gibt. Dafür findet man im Italienischen Verbendungen, die den Hauptakzent

auf sich ziehen (e.g., das ferne Vergangenheitssuffix -ó), was es im Deutschen nicht

gibt. Lediglich das Auftreten bestimmter verbaler Affixe im Deutschen ist von der

Platzierung des Hauptakzents abhängig. So wird beispielsweise das Präfix ge- zum

Ausdruck der Vergangenheit nur verwendet, wenn die erste Silbe des Verbs den

Hauptakzent trägt. Dieses Präfix kann im Schwäbischen verkürzt werden zu [k-],

falls der folgende Verbstamm nicht mit einem Plosiv beginnt.

Definite Artikel im Deutschen und Italienischen tauchen als freie Morpheme

auf, sie sind unbetont und stets gefolgt von einem Nomen. Der definite Artikel wird

im Italienischen in einer größeren Anzahl an Kontexten verwendet als im Deutschen.

So wird beispielsweise beim unspezifischen Gebrauch von Nomen im Deutschen kein

Artikel verwendet (Zucker ist ungesund), im Italienischen dagegen schon (Lo zucchero

è insano “Sugar is unhealthy”). In Bezug auf die Formen von bestimmten Artikeln

gibt es im Deutschen mehr als im Italienischen. Grund dafür ist die größere morpho-

logische Information, die bestimmte Artikel im Deutschen ausdrücken. Die deutschen

definiten Artikel tragen Informationen zu vier Kasus, drei Genera und zwei Numeri,
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während die italienischen definiten Artikel Informationen zu zwei Genera und zwei

Numeri tragen. Je nach der phonologischen Form des Folgeworts gibt es im Italieni-

schen eine Abwandlung des definiten Artikels.

Kapitel 4 widmet sich den Stufen des Erstspracherwerbs bei monolingualen und

bilingualen Kindern. Nach dem nativistischen Ansatz (Chomsky, 1957; Pinker, 1984;

und andere) erfolgt der Erstspracherwerb dadurch, dass Kinder von Geburt an über

ein spezielles sprachliches Wissen verfügen. Dieses Wissen hilft Kindern dabei, in

Abhängigkeit des sprachlichen Inputs die Parameter, die für seine Muttersprache

zutreffen, richtig zu setzen. Bei mehrsprachlichem Input ist das Kind in der Lage,

getrennte sprachliche Systeme aufzubauen.

Kinder, die mit nur einer Sprache in Kontakt kommen, wachsen einsprachig auf.

Die Schritte im monolingualen Erstspracherwerb weisen sprachenübergreifend große

Ähnlichkeiten auf. Anfangs durchlaufen alle Neugeborenen eine “Brabbelphase”, in

der unabhängig vom Input Ketten aus Konsonant (C)-Vokal (V)-Silben geäußert

werden. Erst zwischen zehn und zwölf Monaten gleicht das Phoneminventar dem

der Muttersprache. Mit ungefähr einem Jahr äußern Kinder ihre ersten einfachen

Wörter, die hauptsächlich aus CV-Silben bestehen und höchstens zwei Silben haben.

Abweichungen von der lautlichen Gestalt des Zielwortes können in Form von Laut-

tilgungen, Angleichungen und Ersetzungen auftreten. Mit zunehmendem Alter wird

die Silbenstruktur und die rhythmische Struktur der Wörter komplexer. Mit einein-

halb Jahren beginnen Kinder, zwei Wörter zu Phrasen zusammenzufügen (Crain und

Lillo-Martin, 2003: 25–28).

Im Alter von zwei Jahren umfasst der Wortschatz ungefähr 400 Wörter. Sprach-

äußerungen bestehen hauptsächlich aus Inhaltswörtern, deren Reihenfolge der von

Erwachsenen entspricht. In der nächsten Phase (zweienhalb bis drei Jahre) umfasst

der Wortschatz circa 900 Wörter und grammatische Wörter treten auf (Crain und

Lillo-Martin, 2003: 28f). In den darauffolgenden Phasen wächst der Wortschatz

weiter und die Satzkonstruktionen werden komplexer.

Die Schritte im simultanen, bilingualen Erstspracherwerb sind ähnlich wie im

monolingualen (De Houwer, 2009: 5). Nur im Hinblick auf das Tempo können

einzelne Verzögerungen um drei bis sechs Monate bei bilingualen Kindern festgestellt
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werden (McLaughlin, 1978: 74, 91f.). Dies ist messbar am kleineren Umfang des

Wortschatzes oder an der Anzahl von fehlerhaften Äußerungen im Vergleich zu mono-

lingualen Kindern im gleichen Alter. Diese Verzögerungen werden oft der zusätzlichen

geistigen Leistung zugeschrieben, die bilinguale durch den Erwerb von zwei Sprachsys-

temen haben. Bahrick und Pickens (1988) sowie Mehler et al. (1988) fanden heraus,

dass sich bilinguale Kinder die Prosodie zu Nutze machen, um zwischen den beiden

sprachlichen Inputformen zu unterscheiden und separate Einträge für beide Sprachen

im mentalen Lexikon zu schaffen.

Weitere Faktoren, die die Geschwindigkeit des Erstspracherwerbs eines einzel-

nen Lerners beeinflussen können, sind der sozioökonomische Status, die Wortfrequenz

und das Geschlecht des Lerners. In Bezug auf den erstgenannten Faktor fanden

vorherige Studien heraus, dass sich ein höherer sozioökonomischer Hintergrund posi-

tiv auf den Wortschatz und die Satzäuerungen bei Kindern bis vier Jahre auswirkt

(Hoff, 2003; Letts et al., 2013). Im Hinblick auf den zweiten Faktor konnte fest-

gestellt werden, dass Wörter mit einer höheren Frequenz im sprachlichen Input der

Eltern im aktiven Wortschatz der Kinder bis zwei Jahre stärker vertreten sind. Ab

dem zweiten Lebensjahr konnte keine Korrelation mehr festgestellt werden (Harris et

al., 1988; Hart, 1991; Huttenlocher et al., 1991). Wenn das Geschlecht des Kindes

weiblich ist, schreitet der Wortschatzerwerb bis zum zweiten Lebensjahr schneller

voran im Vergleich zu Jungen im gleichen Alter (Huttenlocher et al., 1991). Diese

drei Faktoren spielen eine Rolle bei dem Entwurf der beiden experimentellen Studien

dieser Dissertation.

Zur Untersuchung des kindlichen Spracherwerbs gibt es unterschiedliche Me-

thoden, sowohl für die Sprachwahrnehmung als auch für die -produktion. Für die

vorliegende Arbeit relevanten Methoden sind das “Preferential Looking Paradigm

(PLP)” und die “Elicited Imitation (EI)”. Beim PLP werden dem Kind auf einem

Bildschirm zwei Bilder präsentiert, wovon eines über eine Tonaufnahme benannt wird.

Über eine Videokamera werden die Augenbewegungen des Kindes aufgezeichnet und

im Anschluss an den Test wird die Blickdauer pro Bild gemessen (e.g., White und

Morgan, 2008). Beim EI wird das Kind dazu aufgefordert, vorgesprochene Wörter

oder Sätze zu imitieren. Diese Methode zeigt die syntaktische und die semantische
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Sprachverarbeitung von Kindern (für eine detailliertere Darstellung, siehe Lust et al.,

1996: 62ff. oder Lust et al., 1999: 439).

Kapitel 5 bietet einen Überblick über die vorangehenden Studien zum kindlichen

Erwerb der Sprachwahrnehmung und -produktion. Bisher gab es noch nicht viele Stu-

dien, die die direkte Verknüpfung zwischen Wahrnehmung und Produktion in einer

Vergleichsstudie untersuchten. Laut Ingram (1974: 331f.) erfolgt die Sprachwahr-

nehmung früher als die Sprachproduktion, was jedoch nicht implizieren soll, dass

der Erwerb der Wahrnehmung vollständig abgeschlossen ist, bevor Kinder anfan-

gen, bedeutungsvolle Sprachäußerungen zu machen. Solche Äußerungen lassen sich

um den Beginn des ersten Lebensjahres feststellen, wohingegen Sprachwahrnehmung

bereits im Mutterleib stattfindet. Die Erkennung rhythmischer Eigenschaften der

Muttersprache gehört zu den am frühesten ausgeprägten Fähigkeiten innerhalb der

Sprachwahrnehmung. So stellte beispielsweise eine Studie von Nazzi, Bertoncini und

Mehler (1998) fest, dass französische Neugeborene zwischen zwei Sprachen unter-

scheiden können, die verschiedene Betonungsmuster aufweisen.

Vorangehende Studien zeigen ferner, dass Babys bis zu ihrem ersten Lebens-

jahr in der Lage sind, mutter- sowie fremdsprachliche Kontraste wahrzunehmen

(e.g., Eimas et al., 1971). Um den zehnten Lebensmonat beginnen Babys, pho-

nologische Kategorien aufzustellen. Mit Beginn des zweiten Lebensjahrs ähnelt das

Phoneminventar stark dem von Erwachsenen, sodass Babys die Fähigkeit, feine, nicht-

muttersprachliche Kontraste wahrzunehmen, verlieren (vgl. Werker und Tees, 1984;

Werker und Lalonde, 1988; sowie Best, McRoberts, LaFleur und Silver-Isenstadt,

1995). Noch bevor Kleinkinder in der Lage sind, alle Wörter korrekt auszusprechen,

verfügen sie über eine sehr detaillierte mentale Repräsentation, die der Form von

Erwachsenen gleicht. Swingley und Aslin (2000) beispielsweise fanden heraus, dass

englischsprachige 18 bis 23 Monate alte Kinder größere Schwierigkeiten haben, be-

kannte Objekte zu erkennen, wenn die Benennung einen Aussprachefehler enthält

(e.g., vaby anstelle von baby). Ähnliche Ergebnisse wurden in den Studien von Bai-

ley und Plunkett (2002), Swingley und Aslin (2002), Ballem und Plunkett (2005),

White, Morgan und Wier (2005), White und Morgan (2008) sowie Swingley (2009)

erzielt. Die Studien enthielten stets existierende Wörter, da laut Barton (1976) eine
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Untersuchung mit Nichtwörtern keine phonologischen Kontraste testen kann, sondern

den Kindern eine extra Gedächtnisleistung abverlangt.

Generell fällt es Kindern leichter, Wörter zu erkennen, die in einem bekannten

Kontext präsentiert werden (Menyuk und Menn, 1979: 51). Um das zweite Lebens-

jahr hat sich das morphologische Verständnis von Kindern gefestigt. Eine Studie von

Naigles (1990) beispielsweise zeigte, dass Kinder im Alter von zwei Jahren wissen,

welcher Kontext auf einen transitiven und welcher auf einen ditransitiven Gebrauch

eines Verbs hinweist.

Im Hinblick auf die Produktion von Lauten und Lautkombinationen gibt es

Variation sowohl in Abhängigkeit des Sprachenhintergrundes als auch innerhalb einer

Sprechergruppe. Weitere Faktoren, die die Realisierung von Konsonanten beeinflusst,

sind die Position in der Silbe und die Artikulationsart.

Um komplexe Lautkombinationen zu vereinfachen, wenden Kinder unterschied-

liche Strategien an: Tilgung, Assimilation, Ersetzen und Vokaleinschub zwischen

zwei Konsonanten. Bei Ein-Wort-Äußerungen neigen Kinder mit unterschiedlichen

Sprachenhintergründen in einem frühen Stadium des Spracherwerbs zu Silbenaus-

lassungen, sofern diese aus dem bevorzugten Betonungsmuster fallen (Ingram, 1978;

Berman, 1977; Feurer, 1980: 28f.; Mohawk und MacWhinney, 1985: 1112). Auch

bei Mehr-Wort-Äußerungen spielt die Prosodie eine Rolle: Gerken (1994a, 1994b,

1996), Demuth und McCullough (2009) sowie Wijnen et al. (1994) fanden heraus,

dass Kinder unbetonte Silben eher realisieren, wenn sie Teil eines prosodischen Fußes

sind. So zeigte Gerken (1994b) beispielsweise, dass englische Kinder den bestimmten

Artikel the in der Umgebung kissed the pig (“küsste das Schwein”) öfter produzieren

als in der Umgebung kisses the pig (“küsst das Schwein”).

Im Durchschnitt verfügen Kinder im Alter von 19,6 Monaten über 50 Wörter

im aktiven Wortschatz. Die ersten erworbenen Wörter umfassen laut Halliday (1975)

spezielle Handlungen, wie Begrüßungen oder Gefühlsausdrücke. Mit zunehmendem

Wortschatz werden die Sprachäußerungen komplexer. Funktionselemente fehlen an-

fangs noch, jedoch entspricht die Reihenfolge der Inhaltswörter jener des Zielsatzes.

Hyams (1984, 2008) stellte fest, dass Kinder, die mit einer Sprache auwachsen, die

ein umfangreiches Verbflektionssystem besitzt (z.B. Italienisch), Angleichungsregeln
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schneller erwerben als Kinder, deren Muttersprache ein kleines Verbflektionssystem

besitzt (z.B. Englisch).

Kapitel 6 präsentiert die Produktionsstudie mit deutschen und deutsch-italie-

nischen Kindern. Die Studie ging den Forschungsfragen nach, ob die Prosodie auch

einen Einfluss auf Artikel, wortinitiale unbetonte Silben und Präfixe im Deutschen

hat und ob eventuell auch andere Faktoren wie grammatische Information eine Rolle

spielen. Darüber hinaus stellte sich die Frage, in wie fern das Wissen um eine zweite

Sprache die deutschen Satzäußerungen beeinflusst und ob bilinguale Kinder eine ähn-

liche Entwicklung durchlaufen wie monolingual deutsche Kinder. Um die Fragen zu

beantworten, wurden eine Gruppe an deutschen Kindern im Alter von 1;8 bis 3;10

Jahren gewählt und eine Gruppe an deutsch-italienischen Kindern im Alter von 2;6

bis 5;6. Das Deutsche und das Italienische besitzen eine Reihe von Gemeinsamkeiten

(ein vorwiegend trochäisches Muster, Verbflexion, den Gebrauch von bestimmten

und unbestimmten Artikeln), weisen jedoch auch einige Unterschiede auf (eine un-

terschiedliche Akzentzählweise, eine größere morphologische Komplexität der Verb-

endungen im Italienischen, eine größere morphologische Komplexität der Artikel im

Deutschen, höherer Artikelgebrauch im Italienischen).

Das Material der Studie bestand aus Wörtern mit unterschiedlich komplexen

Anfängen (einfacher Konsonant, Konsonantencluster oder unbetonte Silbe), sowie

Sätzen, die entweder ein trochäisches Muster aufweisen (z.B. Peter sucht den Ball)

oder eine Unterbrechung des Musters durch zwei unbetonte Silben (z.B. Peter findet

den Ball). Die Kinder wurden mittels der elizitierten Imitationsmethode (cf. Lust et

al., 1996) über einen Zeitraum von zwei Jahren alle vier bis sechs Monate in einem

separaten Raum in ihrem Kindergarten aufgenommen.

Die Ergebnisse der Studie zeigen, dass die monolingual deutschen Kinder weniger

Schwierigkeiten mit unterschiedlichen rhythmischen Satzmustern im Vergleich zu

den bilingual deutsch-italienischen Kindern haben. Im Vergleich zu den monolin-

gualen Kindern neigen die bilingualen Kinder häufiger und bis in ein höheres Alter

hinein dazu, Silben auszulassen. Silbenauslassungen dienen als Strategie, um ein

rhythmisches Muster aus abwechselnd betonten und unbetonten Silben (Trochäus)

herzustellen (z.B. Lena kitzelt Gespenster → Lena kitzelt Spenster). Die Tilgung
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unbetonter Silben geschieht jedoch nicht völlig willkürlich. Beispielsweise wurde das

“Ge-” in Gesicht getilgt, während das “ge-” in gelaufen kaum ausgelassen wurde, da

Letzteres eine grammatische Information trägt. Eine weitere Strategie, ein trochäi-

sches Muster herzustellen, ist, einen einzelnen Laut wegzulassen (z.B. Gespenster →

Gspenster). Diese Schwa-Tilgung ist im Schwäbischen zulässig. In dieser Studie wird

sie dennoch als Strategie zur Herstellung eines trochäischen Musters angesehen, da

die Versuchsleiterin mit den Kindern Hochdeutsch gesprochen hat und solche Laut-

auslassungen nur in jener Umgebung auftraten.

Die Wahrnehmungsstudie wird in Kapitel 7 dargestellt. Die zentrale Forschungs-

frage ist, ob die in der Produktionsstudie gefundenen von der Erwachsenenform

abweichenden Aussprachevarianten von Kleinkindern im Alter von 18, 27 und 36

Monaten als fehlerhaft wahrgenommen werden. Mit Hilfe des PLP wurden den Kin-

dern korrekte Formen sowie unterschiedliche Abweichungen des Zielwortes präsen-

tiert. Die Ergebnisse der Wahrnehmungsstudie bestätigen die Forschungsfrage. Dem-

nach lässt sich schlussfolgern, dass sich die Kinder in der Produktionsstudie ihren

Fehlern bewusst sind, sie diese jedoch produzieren, um die komplexe Silbenstruktur

beziehungsweise die komplexe prosodische Struktur (zwei aufeinanderfolgende unbe-

tonte Silben) zu vereinfachen.

Des Weiteren zeigen die Ergebnisse der Wahrnehmungsstudie, dass die Kinder in

den drei Altersgruppen unterschiedlich auf die einzelnen Typen an Aussprachefehlern

reagieren. Wurde ein Fehler präsentiert, bei dem die Silbenstruktur am Wortanfang

komplexer wurde (z.B. Trauben an Stelle von Tauben), störten sich die 36-Monate

alten Kinder am meisten daran. Für die kleinste Altersgruppe stiftete dieser Fehler-

typ keine Verwirrung. Ein anderer Fehlertyp bestand darin, dass die prosodische

Struktur komplexer wurde (also ein von den Kindern bevorzugtes trochäisches Be-

tonungsmuster wird zu einem Jambus, wie in Terauben statt Trauben). Auf diesen

Aussprachefehler reagierte die kleinste Altersgruppe mit dem größten Ausmaß an

Verwirrung, von der ältesten Altersgruppe wurde diese Aussprachevariante jedoch

akzeptiert. Die mittlere Altersgruppe verhielt sich jeweils zwischen den anderen bei-

den Altersgruppen. Daraus lässt sich schließen, dass die Silbenstruktur ab einem

Alter von drei Jahren im mentalen Lexikon präzise repräsentiert ist. Bis zum zweiten
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Lebensjahr bevorzugen Kinder ein trochäisches Betonungsmuster, was sich in den

Satzäußerungen widerspiegelt.

Im letzten Kapitel dieser Arbeit werden die Ergebnisse der Produktionsstudie

und der Wahrnehmungsstudie mit den Erkenntnissen vorangegangener Studien in

Verbindung gesetzt. Die Produktionsstudie zeigte, dass sowohl deutsche als auch

deutsch-italienische Kinder einzelne Laute in Ein-Wort-Äußerungen tilgen, assimi-

lieren oder ersetzen, um komplexe Konsonantencluster, unbetonte Anfangssilben oder

schwierige Laute wie [S] zu vermeiden (siehe auch Hoff, 2001). Unsere Produktions-

studie zeigte weiterhin, dass bilinguale Kinder die gleichen Arten an Strategien wie

deutsche Kinder anwenden, um ein trochäisches Muster herzustellen mit nur jeweils

unterschiedlichen Ausmaßen. Diese Ergebnisse unterstützen die Aussage von Lleó

und Rakow (2006), dass sich bilinguale Kinder wie monolinguale verhalten.

Bei der Betrachtung der einzelnen Altersgruppen zeigt sich, dass die bilingualen

Kinder im Vergleich zu den deutschen etwas hinterher sind, sowohl bei der Produktion

von einzelnen Wörtern als auch von Sätzen. Wir begründen dieses Ergebnis mit Hilfe

der Tatsache, dass bilinguale Kinder durch den zeitgleichen Erwerb von zwei Sprachen

eine größere mentale Belastung haben als monolinguale Kinder. Auch deutsche un-

betonte Silben werden von Kindern häufiger realisiert, wenn sie Teil eines trochäi-

schen Fußes sind. In dieser Hinsicht ähneln die Ergebnisse der Produktionsstudie

den Ergebnissen vorangehender Studien zum Einfluss der rhythmischen Struktur auf

die Aussprache von unbetonten Silben (e.g., Gerken, 1994a, 1994b, 1996; Demuth

und McCullough, 2009; Wijnen et al., 1994). Die Ergebnisse von Gerken (1996), die

zeigten, dass englische Kinder in “Lapse”-Phrasen die wortinitiale unbetonte Silbe

häufiger realisieren als den Artikel, konnten in unserer Studie nicht bestätigt werden.

Für die deutschen Kinder ist morphologische Information ausschlaggebend für die

Beibehaltung unbetonter Silben.

Die Ergebnisse der Wahrnehmungsstudie zeigen, dass deutsche Kinder zwischen

18 und 36 Monaten generell in der Lage sind, Aussprachefehler wahrzunehmen, so

wie dies bereits für andere Aussprachevarianten und Sprachenhintergründe gezeigt

wurde (e.g., Swingley und Aslin, 2000). Die Aussprachefehler in unserer Studie waren

das Resultat von Veränderungen in der rhythmischen Struktur oder der Silbenstruk-
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tur und basierten auf den kindlichen Äußerungen der vorangegangenen Produktions-

studie. Die Pilotstudie mit deutschen Erwachsenen zeigte, dass einige der von uns

kreierten Aussprachevarianten eher als Bezeichnung des Zielworts akzeptiert wur-

den als andere Varianten. Die Reaktion der Kinder auf die Aussprachevarianten

wurde vom Alter des Kindes beeinflusst. 18 Monate alte Kinder akzeptieren Ab-

weichungen vom Zielwort, die eine Simplifizierung der Silbenstruktur beinhaltet, das

trochäische Muster muss jedoch beibehalten werden. Dreijährige Kinder dagegen

legen Wert auf die Beibehaltung aller Laute und akzeptieren Simplifizierungen von

Clustern durch den Einschub eines Schwa-Lautes. Das Verhalten der mittleren Alters-

gruppe liegt mittendrin. Diese Ergebnisse entsprechen nicht jenen von White et al.

(2005), die herausfanden, dass die Anzahl veränderter Merkmale direkt proportional

zur Fähigkeit von Kindern ist, die jeweilige Aussprachevariante als Bezeichnung für

ein Objekt zu akzeptieren.

Die Erkenntnisse der Produktions- und der Wahrnehmungsstudie unterstützen

die Annahme, dass sich die Wahrnehmung sprachlicher Strukturen schneller entwi-

ckelt als die Sprachproduktion. Die Kinder unserer Studien verlieren die Präferenz

für ein strikt trochäisches Betonungsmuster in der Wahrnehmung von Wörtern früher

als in der Imitation einzelner Wörter. Damit werden die Ergebnisse der Studien von

Fraser, Bellugi und Brown (1963) sowie Ingram (1974) bestätigt.

Die Tilgung von unbetonten Silben ist laut unserer Produktionsstudie zurück-

zuführen auf die starke Präferenz für ein trochäisches Muster und nicht auf das

stärkere Durchdringen von betonten Silben, da unbetonte Silben nicht grundsätzlich

getilgt wurden, sondern nur in bestimmten Umgebungen. Damit folgen wir der An-

sicht von Gerken (1994a) und nicht der Annahme von Echols und Newport (1992).

Die Ergebnisse der Wahrnehmungsstudie unterstützen unsere Vermutung, dass die

Tilgung unbetonter Silben eine Strategie ist, um ein trochäisches Muster herzustellen

und nicht das Resultat von unpräzisen lexikalischen Repräsentationen sind.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Learning a first language involves the acquisition of many grammatical components,

such as phonological properties of the language to be acquired, the internal structure

of words, the way in which words may be combined to form a syntactic phrase, and

finally, the meaning(s) one utterance can express. Prosodic cues such as rhythmic and

intonational patterns not only come into play very early in language development,

they continue to play a role in the acquisition of other aspects of a language sys-

tem. At an early stage, prosody helps detecting rhythmic preferences of the mother

language which serve as the basis for word segmentation (e.g., Christophe, Dupoux,

Bertoncini and Mehler, 1994). To be able to distinguish their mother language from

other languages and to focus on relevant information, infants and babies use the

prosodic cues of their mother tongue. For example, an earlier study by Mehler,

Jusczyk, Lambertz, Halsted, Bertoncini and Amiel-Tison (1988) demonstrated that

infants are able to distinguish between the rhythmic pattern of their mother language

and that of a foreign language. Babies with a bilingual speech input take advantage

of prosodic information to distinguish between the two languages and to build sepa-

rate entries in their mental lexicon (Bahrick and Pickens, 1988; Mehler et al., 1988).

The present thesis concentrates on the prosody-morphology interface in child

language acquisition. Morphological structures develop faster if the mother language

is morphologically complex compared to languages with lower morphological com-

plexity (e.g., Brown, 1973; Hyams, 1984, 2008). However, in the order of the de-

velopment of a language system, morphological structures are acquired at a similar
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stage cross-linguistically. The effect of prosody on the realization of weak morphemes

has been investigated in numerous previous studies (e.g., Gerken, 1994a, 1994b, 1996;

Demuth and McCullough, 2009; Wijnen, Krikhaar and den Os, 1994). These studies

have shown that weak syllable omissions in English child speech are not arbitrary but

dependent on rhyme and meter. Accordingly, English weak syllables are more likely

to be realized if they form part of a trochaic foot. In Gerken’s 1994b data set for

example, the English definite article was realized more frequently in a sentence like

Tom kissed the pig where “the” follows a stressed syllable as opposed to sentences like

Tom kisses the pig where “the” cannot form part of a trochaic foot because it follows

an unstressed syllable. The effect of prosody on the realization of morphemes in child

speech has not yet been extended to many other languages, especially not to bilin-

gual children who are acquiring two languages with different rhythmic preferences.

A further research area that has been underinvestigated is the effect of a rhythmic

alternation on children’s perception of familiar words. Previous perception studies

have found that children are able to detect slight mispronunciations such as speech

sound replacements (e.g., Bailey and Plunkett, 2002; Swingley and Aslin, 2000, 2002;

White and Morgan, 2008). So far, stress shifts and creations of an extra syllable as a

result of consonant cluster breakups, for example, have not been the focus of atten-

tion. This thesis presents a production study with monolingual German and bilingual

German-Italian children in addition to a perception study with young monolingual

German children. The two studies address these underinvestigated issues and are

connected because the mispronunciations tested in the perception study are based on

the speech productions collected for the production study.

The production study of the present thesis investigates whether prosodic struc-

tures also play a role in the realization of weak syllables in German child speech. By

including three different types of weak syllables, we aim to disentangle the contribu-

tion of prosodic biases and the contribution of grammatical load on the realization of

weak syllables. Another research question is whether certain linguistic structures are

transferred from one language to another in German-Italian bilinguals’ minds. We

chose our two language groups of monolingual German and bilingual German-Italian

kindergarten children for the following reason: German and Italian share a certain
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number of properties (such as the conjugation of verbs, the use of definite articles or

a predominantly trochaic pattern) but on closer examination, some differences can

be found with respect to the number of verbal exponents, frequency of occurrence of

definite articles and accent counting. Further details on the linguistic properties of

German and Italian are provided in the theoretical part of this thesis.

The perception study of the present thesis investigates whether German children

also have a preference for the trochaic pattern in the perception of familiar words.

Different types of mispronunciations are included in the study to find out which struc-

tures are well established in children’s minds. The mispronunciation types are based

on the collected speech data from the first study to test whether children are actually

aware of their deviations from the adult form in the production of complex rhythmic

structures. The consideration of three age groups between 18 and 36 months in the

perception study sheds light on the development of more or less complex structures

in the acquisition of a first language.

The present thesis aims to answer the question of how German and German-

Italian children acquire German prosody, especially which syllables of lexical items

and which morphemes are realized in which rhythmic patterns. It will be investigated

whether the two language groups undergo the same phases in their development and

whether different factors such as the rhythmic structure of the input language(s) as

well as grammatical load of the morpheme in question come into play at different

stages. The perception study provides answers to the questions: 1) do younger Ger-

man children perceive children’s deviations from the target word as erroneous? and

2) how detailed are words stored in children’s mental lexicons?

Chapter 2 presents the Theory of Metrical Phonology on which the two studies

of the present thesis are based. This theory assumes that rhythmic structures are

related to a hierarchical order of prosodic units. It is demonstrated how this theory

is applied to match German and Italian phrases. Moreover, the prosodic structures

for German and Italian sentences are outlined.

Chapter 3 addresses the differences between German and Italian verb and ar-

ticle structure from a morphological viewpoint. The two languages have in common

that verbs usually consist of a stem and an ending and that verbs inflect in agreement
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with the subject of the sentence. Italian has many more verbal exponents than Ger-

man and some of them attract main stress. In German, verbal endings never receive

main stress. Both languages use definite articles but as opposed to German, article

use in Italian is more frequent because articles occur in more contexts. By contrast,

the definite article in German carries more morphological information compared to

the definite article in Italian.

The steps in monolingual and bilingual first language acquisition are illustrated

in Chapter 4, Section 1 and 2, respectively. Cross-linguistically, monolingual children

take the same steps in their language development and these steps are observable even

in bilingual language acquisition (De Houwer, 2009: 5). According to the nativist ap-

proach (e.g., Chomsky, 1957; Pinker, 1984; and others), first language acquisition is

initiated by a linguistic device that children have from birth on. This linguistic device

helps babies to set the parameters of the Universal Grammar correctly according to

the language input they receive. Section 4.3 addresses some factors that may have an

impact on the rate of language acquisition (such as socioeconomic status or gender of

the child). These factors play a role in the experimental design of the empirical part

of this thesis. The final section of Chapter 4 presents the research methods used in

experiments on speech perception and production in young children. Based on this

background, the ideal methods to approach the research questions mentioned above

are selected in the description of the design of the studies.

Chapter 5 outlines the findings by previous perception and production studies.

Previous perception studies found that babies have a very detailed representation of

words in their mental lexicon because babies are able to detect slight mispronunci-

ations in the label of a familiar object (e.g., Bailey and Plunkett, 2002; Swingley

and Aslin, 2000, 2002; White and Morgan, 2008). Children’s early word and sen-

tence productions display a strict trochaic pattern if the rhythmic structure of the

input language is trochaic. Gerken (1994b, 1996), for example, examined children’s

realizations of English weak syllables in different prosodic environments. She found

that weak syllables are more likely to be realized if they form part of a trochaic foot

compared to lapses consisting of two or three adjacent weak syllables.
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The production study with German and German-Italian kindergarten children

is presented in Chapter 6. The main research question is whether the realization of

definite articles, noun-initial weak syllables and prefixes also depends on prosody in

German child speech. Further aspects such as grammatical load of the type of weak

syllable and influences from another language in bilingual children are investigated

as well. The research questions are outlined in greater detail in Section 6.1, followed

by the hypotheses in Section 6.2. The design of the study is illustrated in Section

6.3, followed by the results (6.4) and the discussion (6.5).

Chapter 7 is devoted to the perception study with young German children. The

main research questions are whether 18-, 27- and 36-month-olds detect mispronun-

ciations that were found in the children’s speech data in the production study and

whether different types of mispronunciations are rejected as a label for a certain ob-

ject to different degrees in the three age groups. The research questions are outlined

in greater detail in Section 7.1, followed by the hypotheses in Section 7.2. The de-

sign of the study is illustrated in Section 7.3, followed by the results (7.4) and the

discussion (7.5).

The final chapter provides a general discussion in which the two studies are

reconsidered critically and related to findings from previous studies. Moreover, it is

illustrated in what way the present studies may serve as the basis for further research

in that field.
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Chapter 2

Metrical Phonology

Chomsky and Halle (1968), among others, observed that the phonological structure

of a sentence is not directly linked to its syntactic structure. The authors base

this observation on the fact that speech pauses do not necessarily coincide with the

divisions in the syntactic structure which they illustrate by the following example

(Chomsky and Halle, 1968: 372):

(1) a. This is [NP the cat that caught [NP the rat that stole [NP the cheese]]].

b. (This is the cat) (that caught the rat) (that stole the cheese).

According to Chomsky and Halle (1968: 371f.), complex syntactic phrases are bro-

ken down into phonological phrases which may override syntactic bracketing. The

prosodic structure of a phrase refers to phonological boundaries and ignores syntactic

labels (Dresher, 1996: 41). Thus, there is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship

between the syntactic and the prosodic categories of a sentence. This assumption has

found several supporters: Hayes (1989) as well as Nespor and Vogel (1986) among

others. Hayes argues that a reference to the syntactic structure in the formulation of

a phonological rule would determine a scope that is too narrow. Syntactically driven

scopes would produce rules that apply only within a certain phrase, for example an

adjectival phrase. However, rules with such a restricted scope are not found in natural

languages (Hayes, 1989: 205). Nespor and Vogel (1986: 254) agree that the prosodic

structure differs from the syntactic structure of a sentence. However, the authors
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point out that the two components are not completely independent. Due to the fact

that syntactic factors may play a role in determining prosodic categories above the

word level, prosody may be used for disentangling ambiguous sentence structures.

The first ones to elaborate on this idea were Liberman and Prince (1977). Their

Metrical Theory of Phrasal Stress is based on the assumption that rhythmic struc-

tures relate to the hierarchical order of prosodic units in words and phrases. The

linguistic material is aligned with a metrical grid which represents the relative promi-

nence of the syllables. In this process, the morphological structure of the phrase

in question is disregarded. Liberman and Prince (1977: 298) list the example of

compensation which is morphologically structured into [[compensat]ion] whereas the

phonological structure is [[compen][sation]]. In larger utterances, however, syntac-

tic structures correspond to prosodic units. By means of this theory, the authors

formulate rules for stress assignment in English nouns, verbs and adjectives. The

application of an extrametricality rule in certain environments provides enough room

for the Metrical Theory of Phrasal Stress to account for the rhythmic behavior of

weak prefixes, stress shifting suffixes as well as different stress patterns in adjectival

compounds versus nominal compounds. Moreover, an explanation is provided for

stress shifts in certain word combinations, e.g. thir"teen; "men versus thirteen "men.

By means of a stress shift to the first syllable of the first word, a clash is avoided

and the preferred rhythmic pattern of alternating strong and weak syllables is ob-

tained (Liberman and Prince, 1977: 255, 309f.). According to the authors, stress

shifts are also found in other languages than English. Kiparsky (1973), for example,

describes a stress shifting rule for German. In three-syllable-words, adjacent primary

and secondary stressed syllables are allowed as in "GroBvater (“grandfather”). The

stress-attracting prefix Ur- leads to a shift of the main stress to the first syllable as in

"UrgroBvater (“great-grandfather”). Liberman and Prince (1977: 311) conclude that

stress shifts are natural phenomena and the result of general rhythmic preferences in

these languages.

The present chapter provides an introduction to phonological structure at a

supra-segmental level based on the groundbreaking work of Liberman and Prince

(1977) and their followers Hayes (1988), Nespor and Vogel (1986) and others. This
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theoretical basis serves for the better understanding of the production and perception

studies presented in Chapter 6 and 7, respectively, as well as for the discussion part

(Chapter 8). The first part of this chapter is concerned with a metrical analysis of

stress languages. Tone languages are not described here, as they are not part of the

experimental studies. For a detailed analysis of tone languages, please consult e.g.,

Goldsmith (1990) and references therein. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 provide a more precise

analysis for German and Italian, respectively. These two languages are relevant for

the empirical part of this thesis.

2.1 Metrical structure

Within phonological theory, Nespor and Vogel (1986) advance the view that the

phonological component of the grammar is not restricted by syntactic boundaries (as

proposed by the early generative theory). Instead, the phonological domain should

be considered as “a set of interacting subsystems, each governed by its own princi-

ples” (Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 1). These subsystems can be found in the theory of

prosodic phonology which is concerned with the hierarchical segmentation of larger

speech units (such as phonological utterances) into smaller units (such as syllables).

The assignment of linguistic rhythm to speech units is reconstructed based on the

relative syllable weight.

(2) The Prosodic Hierarchy (based on Nespor and Vogel, 1986)

phonological utterance
|

intonational phrase
|

phonological phrase
|

clitic group
|

phonological word
|

foot
|

syllable
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As the present thesis is concerned with relative syllable weight in German sentences,

the prosodic hierarchy proposed by Nespor and Vogel (1986) is adopted. It assumes

seven prosodic units that form a phonological utterance. The lowest end is comprised

of the smallest unit, the syllable. The Prosodic Hierarchy is depicted above.

Before turning to a brief description of each prosodic unit, a note is made on the

composition of the Prosodic Hierarchy. The arrangement of the units is not arbitrary

but follows several constraints some of which are listed below:

(3) Constraints on the prosodic structure of phonological utterances:

a. “Strict Layer Hypothesis”: every prosodic constituent Coni dominates

only the next lower prosodic constituent Coni-1 (Selkirk, 1984b, 1996;

Peperkamp, 1999).

b. “Maximal Articulation”: metrical structure is binary branching (Prince,

1989: 55).

c. “Uniformity”: feet are branching into syllables that are either labelled as

“strong” or “weak” and feet themselves are also labelled as “strong” or

“weak” (Prince, 1989: 55).

The first constraint (3a) expresses the fact that the single constituents of the hier-

archy are not interchangeable. For example, a foot always dominates at least one

syllable and a phonological word dominates a foot. The strict layer hypothesis is

violated when one unit in the hierarchy is skipped, e.g., when a phonological word

directly dominates a syllable that is not parsed into a foot. With respect to the

second constraint (3b), at most two syllables may form a foot, one phonological word

encompasses at most two feet and so forth. In trochaic languages, a foot can only

contain one weak syllable. An adjacent weak syllable is left unfooted. The final con-

straint (3c) indicates that syllables are either strong or weak. Liberman and Prince

(1977: 257) point out that stress is relational in nature: if one syllable receives stress,

the adjacent syllable is unstressed. Further details on relational stress may be found

in Subsection 2.1.1.
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Let us now turn to a brief description of each prosodic unit, starting with the

largest unit, the Phonological Utterance. The examples for each unit of the Prosodic

Hierarchy are taken from English but this shall not imply that these units exist only

in English.

The phonological utterance (Utt) is the largest constituent in the prosodic hier-

archy. An Utt may be constructed by a broad range of sentence types. The following

examples demonstrate that in English, an Utt may consist of (a.) a full sentence,

(b.) a fragment of a sentence, and (c.) a sequence of two sentences:

(4) Some examples for English phonological utterances, taken from Nespor and

Vogel (1986: 225, 228, 242):

a. [I’d love to hear a nightingale sing.]Utt

b. [A hundred eggs.]Utt

c. [Don’t call Anna. I want to.]Utt

Evidence for the combination of two sentences into one utterance comes from phono-

logical processes at the sentence boundary within an Utt. In the surface form of

example 4c, an intrusive [r] may be found: ... Anna[r] I ... (Nespor and Vogel,

1986: 242). Another phonological processes that may occur at the sentence bound-

ary within an Utt is flapping. Flapping affects the coronal stops /t/ and /d/ in

American English which under certain circumstances are pronounced as a voiced flap

(for further information on flapping see Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 223f.). Nespor and

Vogel (1986: 237) provide the following example for a cross-sentential application of

this phenomenon: It’s late. I’m leaving. → ... la[R] I’m ... . Two adjacent sentences

may only be combined into one Utt, if they observe certain phonological as well as

pragmatic conditions and if “there exists a syntactic relation [...] and/or a positive

semantic relation” (Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 244). This phenomenon of combining

two sentences into one Utt is called “U restructuring”. As far as relative prominence

within an English Utt is concerned, the rightmost node under Utt receives main

stress, the remaining nodes are weak (Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 222f.).
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The intonational phrase (IP) corresponds to one intonation contour marked by

a possible pause, e.g., breathing (Dresher, 1996: 43). The number of IPs within one

Utt depends on factors such as speech style and speech rate (Nespor and Vogel, 1986:

187). Speakers can mark the boundaries of an IP for example by inserting a break or

by lengthening the vowel of the final syllable (Nespor and Vogel, 1986) or by placing

the main accent on the final syllable of an IP (Bierwisch, 1975: 37). Certain syn-

tactic constructions require a special intonation curve and thus form an IP on their

own. Nespor and Vogel (1986) list the following examples where each IP is marked

by square brackets ([ ]IP):

(5) Some examples for intonational phrases, taken from Nespor and Vogel (1986:

188, 201):

a. [Lions]IP [as you know]IP [are dangerous]IP.

b. [My brother]IP [who absolutely loves animals]IP [just bought himself an

exotic tropical bird]IP.

c. [Let’s invite]IP [Arnold]IP, [Arthur]IP, [Archibald]IP [and Zachary]IP.

Insertions such as the parenthetical expression “as you know” (a.) and nonrestrictive

relative clauses (b.) are predetermined to form a separate IP. Hence, the remaining

material surrounding the IP also needs to form at least one IP (Dresher, 1996: 43).

In listings (c.), each component forms a separate IP. For further information on the

IP, please consult for example Nespor and Vogel (1986: 187–220).

The smaller unit below the IP is the phonological phrase (ϕ), which in turn

dominates at least one clitic group (see below). According to Nespor and Vogel (1986:

165), the ϕ is introduced as a constituent in the prosodic hierarchy to determine the

domain of application of certain phonological rules, which could not be expressed by

syntactic boundaries. Nespor and Vogel (1986) provide the example of the Italian

dialect spoken in Florence which exhibits the phonological rule of “Raddoppiamento

Sintattico”. This phenomenon includes word-initial consonant lengthening under cer-

tain circumstances, the most important being the existence of a preceding word that
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must belong to the same phonological phrase. A number of other examples from

different languages to illustrate the scope of the ϕ are listed in Nespor and Vogel

(1986: 177ff.). With respect to this domain, each phonological phrase embraces a

clitic group with a lexical head and the consecutive clitic groups on the nonrecursive

side until the next clitic group with a different lexical head is reached. In languages

where embedded sentences are bound to the right, a ϕ consists of a phrasal head

and the preceding part that belongs to the same ϕ. In languages where embedded

sentences are bound to the left, a ϕ consists of a phrasal head and the following part

that belongs to the head (Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 168). Concerning the relative

prominence within a ϕ, the strong node is the rightmost one in languages with right

branching syntactic trees and the reverse is true for languages where syntactic trees

are left branching. All remaining nodes are weak (Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 168). In

English, for example, the phonological phrase The absent-minded-professor consists

of the head professor which is strong. The sister nodes branching to the left are

weak, as illustrated in the figure below (Selkirk, 1980b: 15f.).

Figure 2.1: The prosodic structure of the phrase The absent-minded-professor, based
on Selkirk (1980b: 15).

The clitic group (CG) is directly dominated by the phonological phrase. The

origin of the word “clitic” is Greek and means “(to) lean”. Following the view of

Nespor and Vogel (1986: 145), the form of a clitic is similar to a word but clitics

cannot form an utterance on their own. They need a “host” to which they attach to

their left or right hand side. Concerning the phonological dependence of clitics, there

are three possible categories: in some languages, clitics belong to the phonological
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phrase (in which respect they are similar to independent words) whereas in other

languages, clitics belong to the phonological word (in which respect they resemble

the status of affixes). In addition, some clitics do not form part of the first or the

second group due to their special behavior and thus build a third group. Harris (1969:

119) provides an example for the type of clitics that behave like independent words:

in Spanish, the attachment of clitics (such as clitic pronouns) never causes a stress

shift. For example, in dando “giving (gerund)” the first syllable is stressed. This

syllable does not lose its main stress under the attachment of the two clitics nos “to

us” and los “them” as in dandonoslos “giving us them”. By contrast, Classical Latin

is a language in which clitics behave like affixes. According to Zwicky (1977: 30),

the reason is that the process of cliticization causes a stress shift to the syllable that

precedes the clitic, as in v́ırum “the man (acc.)” → virúmque “to the man (acc.)”

(see further examples in Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 146ff.).

The Welsh particles exhibit a mixed behavior and thus provide evidence for the

third group. Zwicky (1985: 300–302) illustrates that the affirmative particle “y(r)”

appears obligatorily in certain environments whereas in others, its use is not allowed.

In these environments, the other affirmative particles “fe” and “mi” may be used

facultatively. In colloquial Welsh speech, the affirmative particles behave differently:

“y(r)” appears as a reduced phonological form attached to the verb whereas the other

two forms are not reduced.

The same reason that argues for the existence of the phonological phrase ap-

plies to the existence of a clitic group in the prosodic hierarchy: there are certain

phonological phenomena that only apply to a group consisting of a word and one or

more clitics and, within this group, clitics may show a mixed phonological behavior.

For more examples on the phonological domain of the CG, the reader is referred

to Nespor and Vogel (1986: 149ff.). The domain of the clitic group is the clitic in

combination with its host. The clitic is located at the right or left side of the host,

depending on the syntactic structure, i.e. the element with which the clitic shares

more category memberships (Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 150f.). There are two possible

forms of relative prominence within a CG: the first is characterized by the assignment

of the strong node to the phonological word, irrespective of its position within the
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CG. The second specifies that the position of a phonological word determines whether

it is stressed or not. The first form applies to the majority of languages. There are a

few languages that relate to the second form, for example French where main stress

always falls on the final phonological word (Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 155f.).

The phonological word (ω) is immediately dominated by the CG and its domain

embraces the placement of primary stress and other phonological processes (Julien,

2002: 17). The ω constitutes the link between phonology and morphology in that

the elements of the morphological structure serve as the basis for the construction of

a ω. Thus, each non-compound word forms a ω regardless of whether it underwent

derivational processes or not. In German, compound words form two or more sepa-

rate phonological words: the first ω is made up by the first member of the compound

combined with optional prefixes, the second ω is formed by the second member of

the compound in addition to optional suffixes, (e.g., [Unglücks-]ω[fall ]ω “accident”;

[Haus-]ω[türen]ω “front doors”, affixes are underlined). Unattached elements form a

ω on their own (Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 121). For examples from different languages

the reader is referred to Nespor and Vogel (1986: 110–141). The relative prominence

of feet within a ω depends on language-specific parameter settings. According to

Nespor and Vogel (1986: 142), the number of parameter settings is finite. Within

a given language, the unmarked stress system predicts that the strong foot is either

the rightmost or the leftmost foot.

The immediate unit below the phonological word is the foot (Σ). In agree-

ment with the Strict Layer Hypothesis outlined above, each foot of a string must be

grouped into a phonological word and syllables in turn cannot be attached to phono-

logical words but must first be grouped into feet. Metrical Theory assumes that the

foot constituent is fundamental for the assignment of stress (Liberman and Prince,

1977). Moreover, Nespor and Vogel (1986: 90–103) illustrate that various phono-

logical processes may be more easily accounted for by referring to the foot rather

than to stress patterns. The domain of a foot embraces at most two syllables out of

which one is relatively strong and the other weak. Based on his analysis of various

languages, Hayes (1980) demonstrates that the possibilities of syllable groupings is

very restricted for each language. Languages have either binary feet (i.e. two syllables
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per foot) or unbounded feet (i.e. various numbers of syllables) in which case the sec-

ond constraint on the prosodic structure (3b) is violated. Hayes observed only a few

exceptional instances of ternary branching feet in languages with binary branching

feet. Another type of foot contains one single stressed syllable which Nespor and

Vogel (1986: 84) consider as marked. A further note on the structure of the syllable

is made in relation to syllable weight. In some languages, syllable weight is relevant

in determining foot structure, resulting in quantity sensitive feet. On the contrary,

languages where syllable weight does not play a role have quantity insensitive feet

(Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 84). These distinctions lead to four different foot types

(adopted from Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 84):

a) binary, quantity sensitive

b) binary, quantity insensitive

c) unbounded, quantity sensitive

d) unbounded, quantity insensitive

At this point, these different foot types are not further engrossed, but will be re-

sumed in sections 2.2 and 2.3 for German and Italian, respectively.

The syllable (σ) constitutes the smallest unit in the prosodic hierarchy. The

most sonorant segment – usually a vowel (V) – forms the nucleus (N) of a syllable.

Less sonorant elements – i.e. consonants (C) – form the onset (O) and the coda (Co),

depending on whether they are preceding or following the vowel. The nucleus and

coda together make up the rhyme (R) of a syllable. A syllable minimally consists of

a nucleus, whereas the onset and coda are optional (e.g., Davenport and Hannahs,

2010: 74f, 77f.; Kenstowicz, 1994: 252f.; Selkirk, 1980a: 3ff.). In general, the syllable

is structured as followed:
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σ

R

O N Co

C C V C C

Figure 2.2: The basic structure of a syllable.

The nucleus usually consists of a vowel. However, in many languages including

English and German, syllabic consonants such as nasals and liquids may form a syl-

lable on their own in a weak branch of a foot, e.g., bottle (Davenport and Hannahs,

2010: 15) or the final syllable in the German verb handeln “(to) act”.

σs

R

O N Co

b 6 t

σw

R

O N

l
"

σs

R

O N

h a n

σw

R

O N Co

d l
"

n

Figure 2.3: Syllable structure for English and German syllabic consonants.

The way sound segments are grouped into syllables depends on the sonority of

the segments as well as on phonotactic restrictions that are effective cross-linguistically

or only in a certain language (see examples below). Sonority describes the “loudness

in relation to other speech sounds” (Davenport and Hannahs, 2010: 75). The corre-

sponding level is indicated by the sonority hierarchy (illustrated by e.g., Davenport

and Hannahs, 2010: 75f. and Selkirk, 1982: 343, 1984a: 116ff.):
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(6) Sonority Hierarchy:

stops > fricatives > nasals > liquids (= [l, ö]) > glides (= [j, w]) > vowels

The nucleus consists of the most sonorous segment and the sonority decreases

towards both syllable ends. This is a so-called “phonotactic restriction” that can

be found cross-linguistically (e.g., Davenport and Hannahs, 2010: 76). Additionally,

there exist language-specific phonotactic restrictions: [.kn] is an illegal syllable onset

in English, but it is allowed in Danish and German (e.g., Davenport and Hannahs,

2010: 76). Cross-linguistically, some syllables are structured in a way that forms

an exception to the sonority hierarchy: for example, in the word-initial consonant

clusters of English stoat, skunk, and German Sprache “language”, sonority does not

increase towards the vowel. In the word-final consonant cluster in English fox, the

vowel is followed by a stop which in turn is followed by the more sonorous fricative

[s]. Only sibilants ([s, z, S, Z]) are allowed to form exceptions (e.g., Davenport and

Hannahs, 2010: 76). For further details on language-specific exceptions in German

and Italian see sections 2.2 and 2.3.

The syllable boundary is determined by onset maximization: where possible

(without violating any phonotactic constraints or the sonority hierarchy), consonants

should form part of the onset rather than the coda (e.g., Davenport and Hannahs,

2010: 77), for example, plastic [plæ.stIk], frantic [fôæn.tIk]. The resulting sequence of

consonants in the onset should be a grammatical beginning of a word which is true

for [st] but not for [nt].

As outlined above, syllables are not directly grouped together to form words

(Nespor and Vogel, 1986). At an intermediate level, syllables are grouped into feet.

This level is necessary to account for phonological processes such as stress assignment.
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2.1.1 On the notion of stress

In lexical stress languages, syllables within one word never carry the same amount

of prominence. The position of stress is usually indicated from the right word edge.

In balloon, main stress falls on the final syllable, in cabbage, the penultimate syllable

bears main stress, whereas in telephone, the antepenultimate syllable is stressed.

Stressed syllables are perceived as more prominent than weak syllables in that the

former are louder, have a longer duration and a higher pitch (e.g., Davenport and

Hannahs, 2010: 78). Moreover, vowels in stressed syllables are never reduced. In

stress-timed languages (explained in the subsection below), vowels in weak syllables

are often reduced to schwa or other lax vowels which are typically shorter than tense

vowels (Davenport and Hannahs, 2010: 79; Echols, 1996: 152; Hayes, 1988: 6). In

words consisting of at least four syllables, we find a syllable with secondary stress. For

example in acupuncture, main stress falls on the “first” syllable, but the penultimate

is more stressed compared to the ultimate and the antepenultimate syllable. Hence,

linguists commonly refer to three degrees of stress: primary ("), secondary () and no

stress (e.g., Davenport and Hannahs, 2010: 79).

A common feature for all languages is to have an alternating pattern of stressed

and unstressed syllables, known as “eurythmy” (e.g., Davenport and Hannahs, 2010:

79). To analyze the stress pattern of a language, the domain of the foot comes into

operation. As mentioned above, a foot consists of a strong and a weak syllable. A

“trochee” is described as a foot consisting of a strong syllable followed by a weak

one. In the reverse case, we speak of an “iamb”. Further details on suprasegmental

structure at the foot level are provided by Davenport and Hannahs (2010: 171–173).

Sentences do not exclusively consist of a rhythmic pattern of alternating strong and

weak syllables. Some sentences exhibit a-rhythmic syllable sequences, which may

occur in two forms: lapses and clashes. The terms are adopted from Nespor (1988).

She defines stress lapses as “concentrations of scar[c]ely prominent positions” and

stress clashes as “concentrations of prominent positions” (Nespor, 1988: 194). In

this thesis, two adjacent weak syllables are referred to as a lapse. For example, in

Laura tickles the bear, the final syllable of the verb “tickles” and the definite article

“the” are both unstressed and therefore, the two syllables create a lapse. Examples
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for lapses in German are provided in Section 6.3.2. In many languages, clashes are

often resolved for the ease of pronunciation. A frequently cited example are the

two words thir "teen and "men which in combination demonstrate a stress shift as in

"thirteen "men (Liberman and Prince, 1977: 255; Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 177).

In larger units above the word-level, the position of stress is more flexible than

at the word level. For example, Davenport and Hannahs (2010: 84) point out that

main stress may be shifted to a syllable within a sentence to signal contrast. The

authors provide the example of He likes watching football. Typically pronounced,

main stress falls on the syllable “foot”. In case the syllable “watch” receives main

stress, the speaker indicates that the agent likes watching football but not playing it.

2.1.2 Function of stress

In all languages we find syllables that are in some form more prominent or “stressed”

than others. Among the languages with lexical stress, we need to distinguish between

languages with free stress and languages with fixed stress. In the latter type, primary

stress is always assigned to the same syllable within a word. Hence, a phonological

rule can determine which syllable bears the main stress (Hayes, 1995: 31). Exam-

ples for languages with fixed stress are Polish and Czech among others. In Polish,

main stress almost always falls on the penultimate syllable of the word, whereas in

Czech, the initial syllable bears main stress (e.g., Davenport and Hannahs, 2010:

81). In English, the rules for stress assignment are more complex and are not further

elaborated on at this point. For more details on this topic the reader is referred

to Davenport and Hannahs (2010: 81ff.). According to Davenport and Hannahs

(2010: 80) among others, stress in fixed stress languages designates word boundaries,

whereas in free stress languages, stress may resolve homographs as the distinction

between nouns and verbs (a "compound – (to) com"pound).

Languages with lexical stress can be divided into two groups according to their

stress pattern: stress-timed and syllable-timed languages. A good overview of this dis-

tinction can be found in Pike (1972: 34ff.), among other supporters (e.g., Abercrom-

bie, 1967; Dauer, 1983; Ladefoged and Johnson, 2010; Nespor, Shukla and Mehler,

2011). According to Abercrombie (1967: 97f.), English, German, Russian and Arabic
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for example form part of the first category, while French, Spanish, Italian and Yoruba

for example are syllable-timed languages. Stress-timed languages are characterized

in that the stressed syllables occur at equal intervals, whereas in syllable-timed lan-

guages, each syllable is allotted the same amount of time. Abercrombie (1967) illus-

trates this distinction with the following example: the English question Which is the

train for Crewe, please? displays four stressed syllables (“which”, “train”, “Crewe”,

“please”). These occur in isochronous succession which results in the shortening

of the unstressed syllables. In this example, “is” and “the” are much shorter than

“for”. Besides the occurrence of syllable shortening, Dauer (1983: 79) observed some

other phonological features that distinguish the two language groups: for example,

syllable-timed languages display a smaller variety of syllable types than stress-timed

languages, and vowel reduction does not occur in the former. The two series of pulses

relevant for the languages of the empirical part of this thesis are exemplarily demon-

strated below, based on Nespor et al. (2011: 1149):

a. stress-timing: ("σσ) ("σσσ) ("σσ) ("σσ) ("σσσ) ("σσ)

b. syllable-timing: (CV) (CCVC) (CV) (CV) (CVC)

Nespor et al. (2011: 1148f.) point out that a language cannot possess both types

of isochrony as languages usually display different syllable types and primary and

secondary stress are not always strictly alternating.

This section demonstrated general metrical properties that may be found in

stress languages. The first part described the components of the prosodic hierar-

chy from the largest unit, the utterance, to the smallest unit, the syllable. It was

demonstrated that the units of the prosodic hierarchy are in a strict order and may

not be skipped. Directly linked to the syllable, the notion of stress was introduced.

The different degrees of stress were presented as well as the terms “stress lapse” and

“stress clash”. A function of stress is to differentiate between languages with fixed

stress and those with free stress. Furthermore, stress is relevant in the distinction be-

tween stress-timed and syllable-timed languages. The following two sections provide

more details on metrical properties of German and Italian, respectively, and point out

language-specific discrepancies from the universal aspects introduced in this section.
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2.2 Metrical properties of German

For the phonological structure of German, Wiese (1996: 83) proposes a reduced hi-

erarchy compared to the universal hierarchy illustrated above. Wiese argues that

the phonological utterance and the clitic group are not relevant for German due to

the lack of evidence for these categories. This view is also advanced by Prinz (1991:

75ff.). The structure of the German prosodic hierarchy is illustrated below.

(7) The Prosodic Hierarchy for German (based on Wiese, 1996: 83)

intonational phrase
|

phonological phrase
|

phonological word
|

foot
|

syllable

The single units of the prosodic hierarchy in German do not differ in their structure

compared to the general hierarchy outlined above. The following paragraphs unveil

the distinctive features for German. A detailed analysis of each unit may be found

in Wiese (1996: 27–84).

According to Wiese (1996: 83), the highest prosodic unit in the universal hierar-

chy, the phonological utterance, does not provide the opportunity to express prosodic

phenomena in German that could not be expressed in the next lower unit. Similar to

the intonational phrase of the universal prosodic hierarchy outlined in (2), the IP in

German also marks phrase boundaries within a sentence that is syntactically analyzed

in a different way (Wiese, 1996: 77ff.). In German, the existence of a phonological

phrase is based on phenomena such as word deletion and stress shift – two aspects

that cannot be accounted for by a similar syntactic structure (Wiese, 1996: 73ff.).

Clitics in German never cause a stress shift. Examples for clitics are contrac-

tions such as ’s (short for es) as in gibt’s “are there” and m (short for dem) as in

aufm “on top of”. Due to the clitics’ lack of influence on the stress pattern of Ger-
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man phrases, I follow the view of Wiese (1996) and argue for the redundancy of the

clitic group as an extra prosodic level in German. The example of gibt’s thus forms

one syllable as the clitic ’s has a coronal place of articulation which is allowed in

the syllable appendix in German (see Figure 2.5 below). Aufm, by contrast, has two

syllables because the clitic m with its labial place of articulation cannot form part of

the syllable appendix in German.

An extra challenge for the analysis of phonological words in German is posed

by compounds as there are no strict limits on the number of nouns or noun stems

involved. The example of Haustürschloss (“main door lock”) from Wiese (1996: 73)

demonstrates that the assignment of the phonological word structure is recursive.

Each morpheme of the compound is a noun and constitutes a phonological word on

its own. The label of the node combining the first two nouns is also a noun. Ac-

cording to the phrase structure grammar, a category receives a bar sign (´ ) if it is

identical to the category of the unit it immediately dominates. In this respect, the

morphological analysis by Wiese violates the Strict Layer Hypothesis. This hypoth-

esis prescribes that each prosodic unit is dominated by the next higher prosodic unit

in the hierarchy. It thus does not allow two nodes on top of each other that have the

same categorical label. Consequently, the Strict Layer Hypothesis is to be rejected

for compounds consisting of free morphemes.

ω´

ω´

ω ω ω

Haus tür schloss

Figure 2.4: Phonological word structure of the compound Haustürschloss.

According to Hayes (1980) and others, feet are binary-branching. Thus, the

German foot consists of a strong syllable (s) which is optionally followed by one

weak syllable (w). Examples are provided by e.g., Wiese (1996: 57). According to
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the binary-branching model, the word Frau “woman” forms a foot (s), as does the

trochaic word Achtung “attention” (sw). The word Ferien “holidays” has an sww-

pattern which leaves the final weak syllable unfooted. Further details on the internal

structure of feet are provided in the passage on lexical stress in German.

The syllable structure in German follows universal structures presented in the

preceding section. The German syllable consists minimally of a nucleus; the positions

in onset and coda may be occupied optionally. In line with the basic structure of a

syllable (c.f. Figure 2.2), the nucleus in German contains maximally two slots (Ken-

stowicz and Rubach, 1987; Hall, 1992b: 47). Long vowels and diphthongs take up

two positions (e.g., Hall, 1992b: 149; Wiese, 1988: 62). To a certain extent, I follow

Grijzenhout and Joppen (1998: 8) in assuming that up to three segments may occur

before and after the nucleus (e.g., Strich “line”, Obst “fruit”). The authors suggest

that the onset offers two positions, whereas the coda offers one. According to Grijzen-

hout and Joppen (1998) as well as Wiese (1988), extra coronal consonants may be

attached to both syllable edges through extrasyllabicity; this view is rejected in the

present thesis. According to Hall (1992b: 76), coronal obstruents that are directly

dominated by the phonological word are in appendix positions of the same syllable.

These extra coronal obstruents would allow the application of phonological rules that

actually do not surface. Hall provides the example of Stand “stand” where the coro-

nal stop in the onset is not aspirated in the surface form. In case the word-initial

strident occurs outside the syllable, the aspiration rule predicts the syllable-initial /t/

to be aspirated. Therefore, I put forward the following syllable structure for German:

σ

appendix

R

appendixO N Co

C C C V Son C C C

Figure 2.5: German syllable structure.
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Three consonants may be placed in the appendix of a syllable (one in initial

position and two in final position). The positions in the appendix are filled if the

consonantal positions in the onset and/or coda are filled by other consonants of the

syllable. In case there are three segments prevocalically, the first is always a strident

(Hall, 1992b: 68); if three or four segments are following the nucleus, the final two

are always coronal obstruents (Hall, 1992b: 48). Consonants that are placed in the

syllable appendix usually form an exception to the Sonority Hierarchy, for example,

word-initial /pt/ as in ptolemäisch “ptolemaic” or /Stö/ as in Strand “beach”. Such

language-specific phonotactics are ranked higher than inner syllabic sound sequences

prescribed by the Sonority Hierarchy. Affricates also form an exception to the Sonor-

ity Hierarchy as in syllable-final position, the sonority does not decrease between the

first and the second consonant (see below).

German allows a comparatively great variety of consonant combinations in the

onset, e.g., [kn] as in Knie “knee”. Another aspect that adds to the complexity of

consonant sequences in German are the affricates [
>
pf], [

>
ts], [

>
tS] and [

>
dZ] (e.g., Pferd

“horse”, Zahn “tooth”, Matsch “mud”, Dschungel “jungle”). Affricates are combi-

nations of two sound segments which share their major place of articulation (labial,

alveolar and palatal, respectively). Opinions on the phonological treatment of af-

fricates as belonging to single units or two separate ones are divergent. In this thesis,

the view of Giegerich is adopted. He claims that affricates are phonologically treated

like single units (Giegerich, 1986: 103). Giegerich bases his view on Trubetzkoy’s

elaboration on the distinction between a monomorphemic interpretation of two ad-

jacent sound segments and a bimorphemic one (Trubetzkoy, 1962: 50ff.). According

to the monomorphemic definition by Trubetzkoy, the two sound segments need to

be homorganic and there must not be a syllable boundary between the two, which

applies to affricates. For a critical discussion of Giegerich’s claim see Hall (1992a).

Syllabic consonants also exist in German. They do not differ from the syl-

labic consonants outlined in the preceding section. Therefore, one example from Hall

(1992b: 47) is cited to illustrate this phenomenon in German: lesen “(to) read” is

transcribed as [le:.zn
"
]. Here, the onset of the second syllable is occupied by the voiced

fricative [z] and the nucleus consists of the syllabic nasal [n
"
].
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The German Sonority Hierarchy conforms to a great extent to the universal

Sonority Hierarchy illustrated in (6). The main difference is the separation of the

liquids in the German hierarchy: /ö/ has a higher sonority compared to /l/ (Wiese,

1996: 260). Evidence is provided by the legal coda /öl/ as in Kerl “fellow, guy” but

there are no examples with a coda cluster of /lö/. Further details on the German

Sonority Hierarchy and the exact distance between the sound segments on a sonority

scale may be found in Hall (1992b: 64) and Wiese (1996: 258ff.).

The preceding part demonstrated the language-specific regularities for the syl-

lable structure of German. Syllable-related processes such as final devoicing or aspi-

ration in German do not form part of the object of research in chapters 6 and 7 and

are therefore ignored at this point. More details on such processes may be found in

Hall (1992b: 52ff.). The following section (2.3) is concerned with metrical properties

of Italian. Details on the rules of stress assignment in German are provided in Section

2.4 below.

2.3 Metrical properties of Italian

For Italian, the prosodic hierarchy below is proposed. Evidence for the single con-

stituents of the hierarchy are drawn from previous analyses in the literature.

(8) The Prosodic Hierarchy in Italian

intonational phrase
|

phonological phrase
|

phonological word
|

foot
|

syllable

Nespor and Vogel (1986: 205ff.) provide evidence for the existence of the into-

national phrase in Gorgia Toscana, a regional dialect of Italian. In this dialect, the
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intonational phrase provides the domain for the application of a phonological rule

that causes intervocalic voiceless plosives to be realized as voiceless fricatives. Vogel

(1991) proposes that the intonational phrase is to be assumed for standard Italian

as well. She bases her view on the transfer of the prosodic unit in native Italian

speakers learning a foreign language that contains an intonational phrase. Vogel’s

analysis revealed that native Italians apply the rule of resyllabification within Eng-

lish phonological phrases (such as Jake ought... [dZeI.kO:t], Vogel, 1991: 59), but this

phenomenon was not observed within intonational phrases (such as He’s great, as

you know ...[greIt.Pæz]..., Vogel, 1991: 60). Vogel takes these findings as evidence for

a transfer of the intonational phrase in standard Italian.

Support for the existence of the phonological phrase in Italian was provided in

the general section on the prosodic hierarchy above. The example of “Radoppiamento

Sintattico”, a phenomenon observed in central and southern varieties of Italian, was

taken as evidence for the prosodic unit of the phonological phrase, as a syntactic ana-

lysis would fail to clearly determine the domain of application. Another argument

for the phonological phrase comes from an analysis by Meinschaefer (1999), which is

explained in the following paragraph.

The clitic group is an unnecessary unit in the prosodic hierarchy in Italian. An

analysis of Italian clitics by Monachesi (1999a, 1999b) showed that they behave like

affixes in Italian. The author bases her assumption on the facts that Italian clitics are

highly selective in the choice of their host and that they show a strict ordering within

a phrase – two typical characteristics for affixes. Further evidence for the clitic group

being superfluous in the Italian prosodic hierarchy comes from an analysis by Mein-

schaefer (1999). She observed that the application of final vowel deletion in standard

Italian (also known as “troncamento”) can be explained by referring to the domain of

the phonological phrase. Previous accounts assumed that this phenomenon applies

to the clitic group consisting of a verb and a clitic (e.g., Nespor, 1990). Meinschaefer

was able to demonstrate that the phenomenon of final vowel deletion is not restricted

to verbs but applies to nouns and adjectives as well. This finding strengthens her

view of the domain of the phonological phrase for the phenomenon of “troncamento”

in Italian.
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Evidence for the existence of the prosodic constituent of a phonological word is

provided by Vogel (1993). Her analysis on the voicing of intervocalic /s/ in certain

environments revealed that the domain of application can be described by referring

to the phonological word. Morpheme-internally and before inflectional suffixes, /s/-

voicing occurs, within compounds or phonological phrases it does not.

The syllable structure in Italian follows universal principles. In Italian, the syl-

lable minimally consists of a single phoneme, a vowel, which constitutes the nucleus.

Maximally, a syllable comprises five phonemes (Bortolini, 1976: 13f.). Two conso-

nants in onset or coda position are rare (around 5% of onset types are clusters and

less than 0.5% of all coda types are clusters). Triplets are even rarer and only found

in neologisms such as sprint and sports, see Figure 2.6 below (Bortolini, 1976: 8f.).

σ

R

O N Co

s p r i n t

σ

R

O N Co

s p o r t s

Figure 2.6: Syllable structure for Italian triplets within a syllable.

2.4 Stress assignment in German and Italian

The present thesis holds the view that in German and Italian among other languages,

stress is assigned on the basis of stress rules (see for example Giegerich, 1985). In this

view, the smallest unit that may serve as the domain of application of a stress rule is

the foot which is specified as iambic or trochaic depending on the language. In words

or phrases consisting of more than one foot, the direction of foot structure formation

needs to be defined (from right to left or left to right) along with the alignment of

the head (right or left). Finally, it needs to be pointed out whether stress assignment

is sensitive to syllable quantity or not.
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As mentioned above, the stress-bearing unit is the syllable. According to the

stress rule for German single words, main stress falls on the final syllable if it contains

a coda or a long vowel (Hall, 1992b: 24). A number of words form an exception to

that rule which are addressed below. If the final syllable does not contain a coda, the

penultimate syllable is stressed in case it contains a coda. Some disyllabic German

words containing two underlyingly weak syllables still exhibit a trochaic pattern. The

prerequisite for enabling this pattern is that some consonants behave ambisyllabically

(Hall, 1992b: 49–52). The pair of Widder “ram” and wieder “again” illustrates this

phenomenon: both first syllables in the two words bear main stress. The first syllable

of the latter word contains a long vowel ([i:]) and therefore fills two positions in the

rhyme. The intervocalic voiced stop [d] forms the onset of the second syllable. The

first syllable of the former word contains a short vowel ([I]) and hence, the rhyme

of that syllable only has one position. In this word, the intervocalic voiced stop is

ambisyllabic to add another position to the first syllable. All consonants in German

may be ambisyllabic, except for the glottal sounds /h/ and /P/ (Wiese, 1996: 36). In

words with more than two syllables, the antepenult is stressed if neither the ultimate

nor the penultimate syllable contains a coda (e.g., Paprika “pepper”). The stress

assignment rule applies before the process of derivation which is why the lexical stem

of words containing a suffix carries main stress (e.g., freundschaftlich “friendly, ami-

cable”; Lebhaftigkeit “liveliness”). This may be explained by the cyclic application of

the stress rule: the unaffixed stem undergoes stress assignment before the suffixes are

attached. After the derivation process, a second cycle of stress assignment is blocked

by the “Elsewhere Condition” (Hall, 1992b: 24): “[t]he presence of stress on the stem

syllable [...] preempts the assignment of stress on other syllables within the word.”

Other words that form exceptions to the stress assignment rule belong to the class

of loanwords (such as Epidermis “epidermis”) or to the class of proper names (e.g.,

Hamburg) which often do not follow the language-specific stress rules. A detailed list

of exceptions with possible sources may be found in Hall (1992b: 25f.). Hall’s stress

rule for simple German words is in line with Giegerich (1985). Giegerich divides

German words into native and nonnative items from the outset and then provides a

stress assignment rule for both groups of words (Giegerich, 1985: 76ff.).
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German has a binary trochaic foot structure. This means that at most two

syllables may be combined to form a foot and only the first syllable is stressed. Extra

weak syllables are left unfooted. Feet are assigned from right to left and the left

syllable within a foot is stressed (e.g., Domahs, Wiese, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and

Schlesewsky, 2008; Féry, 1998; Vennemann, 1991). According to Alber (1997), the

foot type in German is usually quantity-sensitive as stress is attracted by heavy syl-

lables. German loanwords, however, may form an exception as a light syllable can

receive secondary stress (e.g., Avantgar"dist “avantgardist”, Alber, 1997: 4). Féry

(1998: 105–107) conducted an analysis on the rhythmic pattern of German disyllabic

and trisyllabic single words. Her analysis revealed that 40.5% of disyllabic words

follow the trochaic pattern (e.g., "Tasche “bag”) and 59.5% violate it (e.g., Sa"lat

“salad”). Concerning three-syllable words, Féry (1998: 107) found that 51.0% dis-

play a wsw-pattern (e.g., Ga"rage “garage”), 30.0% a wws-pattern (e.g., Dia"mant

“diamond”) and 19.0% an sww-pattern (e.g., "Paprika “sweet pepper”).

Wiese (1996) follows the view by Liberman and Prince (1977) in that the per-

ception of stress is based on a relative prominence of phonological units. Wiese (1996:

272) points out that German has three degrees of stress (primary, secondary and no

stress). Stress clashes are resolved by destressing the second syllable with primary

stress as illustrated in the example below (Wiese, 1996: 306). Wiese also assumes

that the stress shift is initiated by a call for an alternating stress pattern – the fun-

damental principle of rhythm. Further details on the rules of stress shift in German

are provided by Wiese (1996: 306ff.).

(9) "Gast “guest” + "Arbeiter “worker” → "Gastarbeiter “guest-worker”

With respect to larger utterances, Wiese (1996: 302ff.) provides rules for phrasal

stress in German which is not determined by word- or affix-specific properties. En-

suing from the phonological phrase, a certain degree of freedom is created to allow

for contrastive stress, for example if the speaker would like to emphasize an element

within a phrase, as in Heike schaut Fußball, sie spielt es nicht (“Heike watches foot-

ball, she doesn’t play it). According to Wiese (1996: 302), the prevailing rhythmic

pattern of German phrases with and without contrastive stress is trochaic.
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Similar to German, Italian also has a three-way distinction between stress lev-

els: primary, secondary and no stress. Primary stress usually falls on the penultimate

syllable (e.g., mano ["ma:no] “hand”; amico [a"mi:ko] “friend”, see Clivio and Danesi,

2000: 61f.). The authors also list a number of words which do not follow this rule

(e.g., cittá [tSi"t:a] “city”; lampada ["lampada] “lamp”).

Following the view by D’Imperio and Rosenthall (1999) and others, Italian has

binary, quantity-insensitive trochaic feet. Hence, a foot minimally consists of a strong

syllable and maximally of a strong syllable followed by a weak one. Stress assign-

ment is not influenced by the internal structure of syllables. D’Imperio and Rosenthall

(1999: 12) base this assumption on the fact that secondary stress is variable in some

morphologically complex words in Italian. Stress is assigned from right to left and

the head of a phrase is the rightmost stressed syllable.

Based on the core vocabulary of two Italian dictionaries, Kaschny (2011) con-

ducted an analysis on the frequency of stress patterns in single di- and trisyllabic

words. Her results reveal that 98.0% of Italian two-syllable words are trochaic and

2.0% are iambic. With respect to three-syllable words, 74.3% display a wsw-pattern

(e.g., amico [a"mi:ko] “friend”), 23.0% an sww-pattern (e.g., lampada ["lampada]

“lamp”) and 2.7% a wws-pattern (e.g., luned̀ı [lune"di] “Monday”).

In larger utterances, we also find strategies to avoid two adjacent strong or weak

syllables. Nespor (1988) states that the rhythm rule allows for beat deletion in clashes

and beat insertion in lapses to achieve a more alternating pattern. She provides the

example of sarà fatto “(it) will be done” in which the underlined part is underlyingly

a clash. On the surface, the first syllable of the second word is pronounced with a

greater stress than the preceding syllable (Nespor, 1988: 198).

This section demonstrated that German and Italian share certain properties in

the assignment of stress (foot structure, direction of stress assignment, head of the

word or phrase), whereas other properties are different (syllable-quantity as a respon-

sible factor for stress assignment). The outlined facts serve as background information

for the production study with German and German-Italian children (Chapter 6). The

following chapter presents further properties of German and Italian that are shared

or deviating with respect to the morphological structure of the two languages.
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Chapter 3

Morphological Structure

The field of morphology is concerned with the internal structure of words. Etymolo-

gically, the term “morphology” stems from Greek morphé which relates to the science

of the forms (e.g., Seewald, 1996). In the area of linguistics, a morphological analysis

concentrates on the form of words, more specifically on the occurrence of single units

and their corresponding meaning. The smallest unit that carries meaning is called a

“morpheme”. A speaker can revert to his or her knowledge of single morphemes to

deduce the meaning of a novel derivative.

In view of the material included in the empirical part of this thesis, the present

chapter sets the ground for the morphological analysis of German and Italian single

words and sentences in the following sections. The present introductory part provides

the theoretical background by demonstrating the domains of the field of morphology,

the classifications of morphemes and their definitions as well as examples for the ap-

plication of morphological processes.

Two statuses of morphemes are distinguished: first, lexical morphemes which

serve as the stem of a word and bear the core meaning. Second, grammatical mor-

phemes which are found in the form of function words as well as affixes and express

relations (e.g., Seewald, 1996: 4f.). The word shoes for example consists of a stem

which carries the core meaning shoe and of the suffix -s which adds the information

of plural. In this example, shoe forms a free morpheme, whereas the suffix -s is a

bound morpheme. Free morphemes are characterized as being able to form a word

on their own, whereas bound morphemes always attach to another morpheme. The
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words shoe and shoes are two word forms that are grouped under the lexeme SHOE,

the abstract form. A lexeme carries the basic meaning and it contains all possible

word forms that can be generated by the addition of conjugational or declensional

affixes. Grammatical rules determine which concrete word form is used in a certain

context (e.g., Booij, 2005: 3). According to linguistic conventions, capital letters are

used for lexemes to distinguish them from word forms.

The free morphemes of a language’s inventory can be grouped into two cate-

gories: a closed class and an open class. The closed class contains articles, pronouns

as well as conjunctions. It is called “closed” because the number of elements can-

not be extended by means of word formation (e.g., Booij, 2005: 51; Seewald, 1996:

3). The open class embraces nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. It is labelled as

“open” because this class can be expanded by word formation. For example, the verb

(to) baby-sit has entered the English language comparatively late. It is based on the

nominal compound babysitter which is made up of the nouns baby (the theme) and

sitter (the agent). The verb is a derivation of the noun where the agent suffix -er is

lost. More details on the directionality of conversion may be found for example in

Plag (2010: 108ff.).

The processes of conjugation and declension belong to the domain of inflection.

For example, the verbal endings are called the inflectional endings of a verb and the

declinational endings of a noun are the inflectional endings of a noun (such as plural

endings in English or case endings in German). The main characteristic is the con-

sistent word category of all word forms of one lexeme (Seewald, 1996: 5). Further

elaborations on inflection are provided in the following sections.

The process of word formation stands in opposition to inflectional processes

(compare Figure 3.1 below). Word formation processes involve the formation of new

words to create new lexical units. Here, the addition of a morpheme may change the

word class of the new word. For example, the noun teacher is derived from the verb

(to) teach by the addition of the agent suffix -er. This suffix is a bound morpheme

that in this case changes the word class. A further division is made between the

process of derivation and the process of composition. A compound is formed by the

conjunction of two morphemes which may but do not have to be free. For example,
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the compound airport consists of the two free morphemes air and port. The com-

pound bicycle on the contrary is made up of the free morpheme cycle and the bound

morpheme bi-. Words like cranberry form a special case as they are composed of the

free morpheme berry and the bound morpheme cran-, which only attaches to berry.

In this instance we speak of a “unique morpheme” (Seewald, 1996: 8).

Morphological patterns differ in their degree of productivity according to their

frequency of occurrence in the creation of new words (e.g., Haspelmath and Sims,

2010: 114ff.). The productivity of a morpheme can be measured for inflectional as

well as word formation processes. For example, the German plural suffix -s is consid-

ered as productive because it occurs together with words that entered the German

language comparatively recently, e.g. Handys “cell phones” and it occurs in combi-

nation with family names, e.g. Müllers. In contrast, the English nominal suffix -al

is unproductive. There is a fixed number of words containing that suffix and it is

not used any more to form new words (Haspelmath and Sims, 2010: 67). Haspel-

math and Sims (2010: 116f.) proposed that the measurement of productivity should

not be considered as a two-point scale where morphemes are located. Rather, the

productivity of a morphological pattern should be applied to a certain area, such as

phonology, morphology, semantics or pragmatics. According to Haspelmath and Sims

(2010: 129–131), one pattern may be restricted to one of these areas. The following

figure illustrates the set-up of the domain of morphology.

morphology

word formationinflection

derivation composition

Figure 3.1: The subdomains of the field of morphology (based on Seewald, 1996: 6).

By means of substitution it is tested whether a morpheme can occur in dif-

ferent environments without changing its meaning. Lexical morphemes usually do
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not change their meaning. Grammatical morphemes may display a special feature:

one morpheme may carry two different meanings depending on the environment in

which it occurs. For example, the English morpheme -s expresses plural if it occurs

in combination with a noun (e.g., cats). At the same time, -s marks third person

singular verb forms in the present tense (e.g., walks). According to Booij (2005),

morphemes that may express two functions occur more frequently in fusional lan-

guages than in agglutinative languages. In the former type, single morphemes may

express several grammatical meanings (e.g., Booij, 2005: 42; Haspelmath and Sims,

2010: 329). In the latter type, the meanings are expressed by separate morphemes

that are attached to the word stem. Therefore, the number of morphemes per word

is much higher compared to fusional languages. Turkish, for example, is considered

to be an agglutinative language, as illustrated by the following example (based on

Csató and Johanson, 1998: 208):

(1) An example for an agglutinative language: Turkish buradakilerden

bura-
here

da-
LOC.

ki-
DER.

ler-
PL.

den
ABL.

“from the ones here”

Apart from the double function of a morpheme, it is possible that two (or even more)

morphemes have the same form but differ in their meaning (so-called “homonyms”).

An example from English would be “second” which is either the sixtieth part of the

duration of a minute, number two in a sequence or a synonym for the verb support.

Two morphemes that are identical in their phonetic form but differ in their spelling

are called “homophones”, e.g. weak and week. Two morphemes are said to be “syn-

onyms” in case they have a similar meaning, e.g., help and aid.

A further distinction is made between simplex and complex morphological

words. Words that are neither derived nor compounded are called “simplex”, e.g.,

baby. On the contrary, words that originate from word formation are “complex” such

as baby-sit. Two main subgroups of affixes exist in Germanic and Romance languages:

prefixes and suffixes. The former type precedes the stem and rarely causes a change

in word class (e.g., (to) do – (to) undo). The later type follows the stem and may
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change the word category (e.g., (to) walk – walked; (to) walk – walker). According to

Seewald (1996: 10), morphological rules in Italian are applied in a hierarchical order:

before inflectional rules are applied, all derivational processes must be completed. As

a result, the inflectional suffix occupies the rightmost position and the derivational

suffix stands in-between the stem and the inflectional suffix. The same order also

applies to word formation in German.

The remaining part of this chapter focuses on the morphological aspects that

are relevant for the words of the test phrases used in the perception and production

study. The first section elaborates on the different article systems in German and

Italian, their properties and the contexts in which they are used. The second section

is concerned with the morphological structure of the verb as well as its surface forms

in a phrase. Special focus lies on German and Italian – the two languages that form

the basis of the study outlined in Chapter 6.

3.1 Morphological properties of the definite article

in context

In German and Italian, definite articles represent a subgroup of articles along with

the subgroup of indefinite articles. Definite articles in German and Italian occur

as free-standing morphemes, they are unstressed (unless intended to be interpreted

contrastively) and are followed by a noun (Kupisch, 2006: 57). In this respect, the

German and Italian articles differ from other languages where definiteness is expressed

by suffixation (e.g., Danish), by a combination of a determiner and a suffix (e.g., Nor-

wegian) or by the position of the noun phrase in a sentence as in Russian or Polish

(Vater, 1991: 15).

Across languages, the definite article differs in its use as well as in its informa-

tion load resulting in different number of forms. The definite article is commonly used

when referring to a specific object that is usually known to the recipient (e.g., Power,

1986: 145). In addition to this general rule on article use, there are language-specific

contexts that require, allow or prohibit article realization. Examples for divergent

article use in German compared to Italian are provided in the first subsection. The
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second subsection presents the information load carried by German and Italian defi-

nite articles. In addition, the different forms of German and Italian definite articles

will be discussed.

3.1.1 Definite article use in German and Italian

In German, the definite article is used in order to refer to a specific, known object. It

is not used in combination with the name of a language, most geographical places (ex-

cept for certain countries such as die Niederlande “the Netherlands” and die Schweiz

“Switzerland”, among others), nouns in a general sense, time, mass nouns, after

prepositions with a general meaning, and usually not with abstract nouns or ideas

(compare the examples in the table below). In Italian by contrast, the definite article

occurs in more environments compared to German and English. Just as in German

and English, it is also used when referring to a specific object that has been intro-

duced before. Moreover, the Italian definite article is used in combination with the

name of a language, geographical places, nouns in a general sense, time, substances,

after prepositions with a general meaning, abstract nouns or ideas. The table below

provides examples (based on Renzi, Salvi and Cardinaletti, 2001: 382; Vater, 1991:

15; Stefano Quaglia, personal conversation).

Table 3.1: Definite article use in German and Italian

German Italian English translation
Josef versteht Italienisch. Josef capisce l’italiano. “J. understands Italian.”
Europa ist ein Kontinent. L’Europa è un continente. “Europe is a continent.”
Freunde sind wichtig. Gli amici sono importanti. “Friends are important.”
Es ist 8:00 Uhr. Sono le otto. “It’s 8:00 a.m.”
Zucker ist ungesund. Lo zucchero è insano. “Sugar is unhealthy.”
Vor Gebrauch spülen. Lavare prima dell’uso. “Clean before use.”
Musik ist mein Leben. La musica è la mia vita. “Music is my life.”

The greater number of environments of article use in Italian compared to Ger-

man is reflected in the frequency of occurrence of determiners including articles in

child-directed speech. A study conducted by Kupisch (2006: 60f.) revealed that de-

terminer phrases occur to a significantly higher extent in Italian compared to German.

Moreover, Kupisch (2006) points out that articles in Italian have a comparatively low
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number of types but a much higher number of tokens compared to other word classes

such as nouns. The observation by Kupisch on the number of types and tokens with

respect to articles can also be applied to German.

3.1.2 Forms and functions of German and Italian definite

articles

In German, the definite article is congruent with the noun of the noun phrase in

its gender, number and case. German distinguishes between three genders (mas-

culin, feminin, neuter), two numbers (singular, plural) and four cases (nominative,

accusative, dative, genitive). Italian, on the other side, distinguishes between two

genders (masculin, feminin) and two numbers (singular, plural). In contrast to Ger-

man, the Italian definite article does not contain any case information. The Italian

definite article harmonizes with the noun of the noun phrase in its gender and number

(Schwarze, 1988: 20).

Many forms of German definite articles are needed to express the large number

of functional distinctions. The forms are in allomorphemic variation as their distri-

bution is determined by the syntactic structure as well as the lexical information of

the following noun. The material of the empirical part of this thesis includes only

the definite singular and plural articles in the nominative and accusative case. For

reasons of clarity, the different forms are listed in the table below (e.g., Eisenberg

and Kunkel-Razum, 2009: 256ff.):

Table 3.2: The German definite article forms in the nominative and accusative case

nominative accusative
singular der (masc.), die (fem.), das (neut.) den (masc.), die (fem.), das (neut.)
plural die (masc., fem., neut.) die (masc., fem., neut.)

In contrast to German, the distribution of the Italian definite article forms is

determined not only by the lexical environment but also by phonology. The Italian

singular definite article is expressed by four allomorphemic forms: il, lo, la and l’

(Seewald, 1996: 7). Il is used before masculine nouns starting with a consonant,

except for a few exceptional cases where lo is used. Lo usually occurs in front of the
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palatal glide [j]. In front of feminine nouns starting with a consonant, la is used. The

abbreviated form l’ occurs in front of all nouns starting with a vowel or the bilabial

glide [w]. The plural definite article is expressed by three different forms: i, gli and

le. For masculine plural nouns, i is used as a counterpart to il, whereas gli is used as

a counterpart to lo and l’. Le is used for feminine plural nouns (Regula and Jernej,

1975: 110). Further elaborations on the article system in Italian may be found in

Kupisch (2006: 59f.) as well as in Schwarze (1988: 20–26).

In contrast to German, the gender of most Italian nouns is indicated by the

noun ending. Singular nouns ending in -a are usually feminine, whereas nouns end-

ing in -o are usually masculine. The corresponding plural ending is -e for feminine

nouns and -i for masculine nouns. According to Chini (1998: 42), the gender of

71.5% of the Italian nouns is determined by the ending.

In conclusion, Subsection 3.1.1 has shown that definite article use in German is

triggered by a smaller number of environments compared to Italian. Therefore, the

definite article in German is less frequent than in Italian. As opposed to Italian, the

definite article in German carries more morphological information. Moreover, differ-

ent article forms exist in German and Italian. In Italian, the forms are phonologically

conditioned whereas in German, they form part of the lexical entry. The next section

is concerned with the properties of the verb structure in German and Italian.

3.2 Morphological properties of the verb in context

The verb plays a central role in a sentence as it determines the sentence structure

(Seewald, 1996: 43). This is due to the valency of the verb which differs across verbs.

On a semantic level, verbs are referred to as the predicate of a sentence. Each pred-

icate has a certain number of arguments (such as the subject or objects) of whom

some are mandatory and others optional. Depending on the predicate, the number

of mandatory arguments differs. Predicates with one object are transitive, predicates

with two objects are ditransitive and predicates that do not require an object are

intransitive.
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The verb is the word class that contains the most inflections. German and

Italian, like most Indo-European languages, have three persons (first, second, third)

and two numbers (singular and plural). The German and Italian verbs are inflected

in agreement with the person and number of the subject. Morphological properties

that are characteristic for German and Italian are depicted in the following two

subsections.

3.2.1 The structure of the verb

The verbs in German and Italian consist of a stem and an ending. A few exceptions

are formed by the German and Italian auxiliary verbs sein / essere “(to) be” and

haben / avere “(to) have”. In German, conjugated forms like bin “am” and sind

(“are3rd PERS. PL.”) do not contain a verb ending. Likewise, the Italian third person

singular è “is” does not display a verb ending either. These exceptional verbs are

very few in number and are not considered any further in this subsection.

In German and Italian, the verb stem expresses the lexical information and the

ending contains information on the tense, mood, person and number. In contrast

to German, Italian has an optional infix that may occur between the stem and the

ending. In this case, it expresses tense and mood and the ending carries only informa-

tion on person and number (Seewald, 1996: 23). German has seven verbal endings

to express person, number, tense and mood whereas Italian has 25 verbal endings

(Schwarze, 1988: 103ff).

There are finite and infinite verb forms in German and Italian. The finite forms

agree in person and number with the subject of the sentence. The infinite forms are

not conjugated. In German, these forms appear in the infinitive and in the future

I. In Italian, they appear in a higher number of environments: in the infinitive, the

gerund, the present participle and the past participle form. In German and Italian,

the three tenses (past, present, future) are realized in a single verb form or in two

verb forms combined, for example in the past participle form which is composed of

an auxiliary (have or be) and a verb form (for Italian: see Seewald, 1996: 24).

The majority of the verbs in the Italian vocabulary inventory are derivatives

that are built on the basis of a noun or an adjective. According to Seewald (1996:
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69), the verbs are classified into three categories. The first group consists of verbs

that are directly verbalized without an additional derivational suffix. Seewald (1996:

69f.) provides the examples of filtr-o “filter” → filtr-are “(to) filter” and miglior-e

“improved” → miglior-are “improve” among others. The second group of verbs is

derived from a noun or an adjective by means of one of the suffixes -izz-, -ific- or

-eggi-. Seewald (1996: 71) lists the following examples: class-e “class” → class-ific-

are “classify” and ampi-o “large” → ampl-ific-are “enlarge”. The third group of

verbs displays a nominal or an adjectival stem in combination with a prefix. Seewald

(1996: 72) provides the following example: scatola “box” → inscatolare “(to) box”.

The author indicates that the forms *inscatola and *scatolare are ungrammatical in

Italian. Thus, in contrast to the verbs in the other two categories, the derivation

process in this category requires a simultaneous prefixation to form a verb.

3.2.2 Stress assignment within the domain of the verb

In German verbs, main stress is assigned to the verb stem if it is not preceded by a

preposition (e.g., "fahren “(to) drive”) or if it is preceded by an inseparable preposition

(e.g., um"fahren “(to) drive round”). In case the verb is composed of a separable

preposition and a verb, the preposition bears main stress (e.g., he"runterfallen “(to)

fall down”; um"herfahren “(to) cruise around”). The prefixes be- and ge- are never

stressed (e.g., be"schenken “(to) make a present”; ge"schenkt “donated”).

In Italian, stress assignment in verbs is not as straightforward as in German.

As opposed to the remaining word classes that exhibit fixed word stress in Italian,

the verbal class has variable stress, depending on the inflectional endings. Seewald

(1996: 30) reports that the verbs are divided into two categories: the first contains

stressed verbal stems, the second has unstressed verbal stems. Stems are stressed

in the indicative and conjunctive present forms in the first, second and third person

singular as well as in the third person plural. In the remaining forms, the ending

bears main stress. Further details on stress-shifting affixes in Italian are listed in

Subsection 3.3.2.

This section presented the morphological structure of German and Italian verbs.

The structure per se is identical in the two languages. Concerning the amount of
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verbal exponents, Italian outnumbers German. Further differences between the two

languages may be found with respect to stress assignment within the domain of the

verb. In the following section, morphophonological processes relating to the verb in

German and Italian are exhibited.

3.3 The morphology–phonology interface with

reference to the verb

Morphemes may display different surface forms as in the German example Tag [tha:k]

“day” – Tage [tha:.g@] “days”. These two different forms of TAG are due to the

phonological process of final devoicing that requires all underlying voiced syllable-

final stops and fricatives to surface as voiceless. (Further details on this process

may be found e.g., in Wiese, 1996: 200–205.) Hence, the two surface forms occur in

complementary distribution, depending on whether the final devoicing rule applies or

not. Phonological processes that create different forms of one morpheme are subject of

the field of morphophonology (e.g., Akhmanova, 1971: 69ff.). The aim of this field is

to formulate rules for the environments that require different surface forms of the same

morpheme. The following two subsections concentrate on the morphophonological

alternations with reference to the verb in German and Italian.

3.3.1 Morphophonological alternations

One group of German verbs exhibits stem vowel alternations depending on the in-

flectional ending. Verbs to which this phenomenon applies are called “strong”, for

example schlafen “(to) sleep” – du schläfst “you sleep” and fallen “(to) fall” – er fiel

“he fell”. The former is a result of umlauting, the latter case involves a stem vowel

replacement. Standard Italian verbs, on the contrary, do not show vowel alterna-

tions. An exception is the dialect of Ischia (Campania) which possesses metaphony,

a process that causes raising of a stressed vowel if it is followed by a syllable with

a high vowel. Maiden (1991: 159) provides the following examples: canti (“youSG

sing”), standard Italian: [kanti], Ischia: [kEnd@] and cantavi (“youSG sang”), stan-
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dard Italian: [kanta:vi], Ischia: [kandEv@]. There is an ongoing discussion whether

this process is triggered morphologically or phonologically. Details on this discussion

would exceed the scope of this thesis. For an analysis see e.g., Gaglia (2007) and

references therein.

A further phenomenon in German is final devoicing which requires all syllable-

final underlying voiced obstruents to surface as voiceless (as in the example Tag –

Tage above). This rule also applies to the verb stem in case the inflectional ending

does not form an extra syllable or is not overtly marked. The first condition applies

to verbal endings such as -st and -t which do not form a separate syllable when they

are added to the stem. Stem-final underlying voiced obstruents thus form part of

the coda. Consequently, these underlying voiced obstruents follow the final devoicing

rule (e.g., gibst [gIpst] “(youSG) give”, sagt [za:kt] “(he) says”). With respect to the

second condition, not overtly marked endings occur in the imperative in the singular,

for example: Sag (mir)! [za:k] “Tell (me)!”. In colloquial speech, the first person sin-

gular ending is often omitted which provides a third application of the final devoicing

rule: (ich) hab [hap] “(I) have”. In Italian, final devoicing does not occur.

3.3.2 The factor stress

In contrast to Italian, we do not find any stress-shifting verbal affixes in German. As

mentioned in Subsection 3.1.2 above, the Italian verb stems are stressed in the third

person singular indicative forms among others. For example, the verb mangia “eat

3rd PERS. SG PRES.” follows this principle in that it consists of a strong-weak syllable se-

quence. To indicate remote past tense, the suffix -ò is used which is stress-attracting.

The resulting verb form of the example above is mangiò which exhibits a weak-strong

syllable sequence. This example demonstrates that certain inflectional suffixes cause

a stress shift in Italian. Further affixes that cause a stress shift are suffixes that ex-

press future, conditional or the first and second person plural imperfect. More details

and examples may be found in Schwarze (1988: 93ff.).

In German, the process of affixation does not take place completely indepen-

dently of stress. The occurrence of certain affixes is restricted by the prosodic struc-

ture of the host (Wiese, 1996: 85ff.). Wiese elaborates on several stress-sensitive
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affixes in German but the focus of the following paragraph lies on the prefix ge- as it

forms part of the material used in the production study (Chapter 6).

The prefix ge- is part of the past participle form together with the suffix -(e)t

or -en, depending on whether the verb is regular or irregular (Wiese, 1996: 89). The

suffix is necessary to express the past participle form, whereas the prefix ge- only

occurs in certain environments. The emergence depends on the rhythmic pattern of

the verb: if the first syllable bears main stress, the prefix is obligatory (e.g., "regnen

“(to) rain” – ge"regnet “rained”). For the remaining verbs the prefix is not used (e.g.,

stu"dieren “(to) study” – stu"diert “studied”). The rule on the use of ge- as well as

further examples may be found in Kiparsky (1966: 70f.) and Wiese (1996: 90).

Since the participants in the study stem from Southwest Germany, a special

note is made on the spoken dialects of this region. The dialects allow the prefix ge-

as well as word-initial weak Ge- to surface without the schwa if the following sound

is a fricative. The /g/ of the prefix as well as the fricative of the verb stem are both

realized as voiceless regardless of the underlying presence of voicing (Klausmann,

Kunze and Schrambke, 1997: 51). Thus, speakers of Alemannic or Swabian may

realize the beginnings of the standard German words gesagt [g@.za:kt] “said” and

gefragt [g@.fKa:kt] “asked”, for example, as [ks] and [kfK] respectively.

This section focused on the morphophonological processes within German and

Italian verbs. In contrast to standard Italian, German verbs possess vowel alterna-

tions and final devoicing. Italian has stress-shifting verbal affixes which are not found

in German. The following chapter presents the steps in monolingual and bilingual

child language acquisition in addition to some effects on early vocabulary development

and the research methods used to investigate children’s language development.
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Chapter 4

Child Language Acquisition –

Basic Principles

One specific characteristic of human beings is the ability to acquire a complex system

such as a language very early in life. According to a generative approach to language

acquisition, this fact is due to an innate linguistic knowledge that each speaker has

at disposal from birth on (Chomsky, 1957; Pinker, 1984; and others). The generative

approach was established by Chomsky in the late 1950s and 1960s (cf. Chomsky,

1965, 1969). It is based on the idea that sentence production neither results from the

imitation of other productions nor from the retrieval from a comprehensive built-in

repertoire. Instead, we build sentences we have never heard before. The same ap-

plies to the processing of spoken sentences. Children are confronted with this task

from very early on. The generative approach explains why children master this task

without producing random errors.

The generative approach assumes that the process of language acquisition is

not initiated by language teaching but advanced by innate knowledge, also called the

“Language Acquisition Device” (LAD). The concept of the LAD is based on the idea

that all children are born with the prerequisite to learn a natural language because

they are equipped with a knowledge of grammar. The grammar that children have

at their disposal is the so-called “Universal Grammar” (UG). UG consists of princi-

ples and parameters that are shared by all human beings. It implies that all natural

human languages have certain properties in common. Other properties by contrast
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appear at the surface only in some of the languages, depending on whether the pa-

rameter is set to “on”. Thus, there is a constant interaction between the application

of universal principles and the parameter setting for properties that are special for

the mother tongue. The process of child language acquisition involves a circular se-

quence of linguistic input, parameter setting and feedback: based on the linguistic

input, children set the parameters and receive feedback on correctly and incorrectly

realized parameter settings. Incorrectly set parameters are then reset. In case a child

receives language input from two or more languages, he or she becomes bilingual or

even multilingual (further information on this topic may be found in Section 4.2).

The present chapter forms the basis for the two studies that are presented in

chapters 6 and 7. First, the developmental steps are outlined for normal-developing

children who are exposed to one language from birth (Section 4.1). The subsequent

Section 4.2 provides details on bilingual child language acquisition. Section 4.3 consid-

ers three factors that may have an impact on the vocabulary development in children:

socioeconomic status, word frequency and gender. These factors need to be taken

into consideration in the design of an empirical study. Finally, Section 4.4 presents

an overview of different research methods to collect production and perception data

from children. These methods will be resumed in the empirical part of the thesis.

4.1 Monolingual child language acquisition

Children are denominated as growing up monolingually if they are exposed to one

language in their environment (e.g., De Houwer, 2002). Previous research on the steps

in first language acquisition (LA1) in monolinguals found that they are consistent for

children who grow up with the same mother language. Although previous research

showed variability in children’s acquisition rate, their developmental steps coincide

and children apply similar strategies. Even cross-linguistically, children were found

to pass through a similar acquisition process and to produce the same systematic

errors, e.g., based on overgeneralizations or structure simplifications (e.g., Crain and

Lillo-Martin, 2003; Hoff, 2001).
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The present section concentrates on the stages of first language acquisition

starting from the very beginning until the age of five, when children have acquired

complex sentences including subordinate clauses. Stages in language acquisition re-

search are defined as being invariant and as exhibiting a constant order (Ingram, 1986:

28). Ingram explains that according to this definition, there is room for overlap across

single stages but a later stage never takes place before an earlier one. Further details

on the definition of this term may be found in Ingram (1986). Since the language

acquisition rate varies between children, the age ranges for each phase are provided

in the sense of an averaged value (Crain and Lillo-Martin, 2003: 25–32).

Learning a language from birth starts with a phase in which infants listen to

the language spoken by the surrounding speech community. Infants perceive the con-

tinuous stream of speech utterances from their caregivers and start to extract the

relevant speech sounds from that input. At a very early age, infants are already able

to perceive slight differences in speech sounds (e.g., the presence or absence of voicing

as illustrated by Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk and Vigorito, 1971). This first phase in

LA1 lasts until babies are approximately six months of age and it also comprises the

first meaningless sound productions.

With the development of the speech apparatus, babies start to produce sounds

and simple sound strings consisting in a consonant (C) and a vowel (V). This phase

is also called the “cooing -” or “babbling phase” (Leopold, 1947: 139f.). These early

productions do not yet completely correspond to the speech sounds babies hear in

their direct environment. In the next phase from about six to ten months of age,

children’s babbling comprises various CV-syllables, which are uttered repeatedly and

which are sometimes altered by just one phoneme. Between ten and twelve months,

children babble according to the sounds in the input. Up until now, metrical par-

ameters are not yet reflected in children’s productions (Fikkert, 1994: 200).

Around the first year of life, children start producing their first single, mean-

ingful words. These include names for people in the direct environment as well as

labels for frequently used items. At this point and even beyond this phase, children’s

utterances do not always correspond to the adult form (e.g., Hoff, 2001: 126f.; Smith,

1973). Common mispronunciations include the deletion of sounds or weak syllables
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at both syllable edges (e.g., cracker → [kæk]; banana → [nænæ]), assimilation (e.g.,

duck → [g2k]), and substitution (e.g., rabbit → [w]abbit).

With the beginning of children’s first word productions, the prosodic template

consists of a core syllable (CV). In a next step, children start to produce left-headed

quantity insensitive binary feet, where words with more than two syllables are re-

duced to two syllables, e.g. Dutch schommelen /"sXOm@l@[n]/ “(to) swing”→ ["fu:m@]

/ ["fOm@] (Fikkert, 1994: 228f.). The rhythmic structure of children’s two-syllable

utterances corresponds to the rhythmic pattern of the target language. For children

growing up with a trochaic language, children’s disyllabic words consist of a stressed

syllable, optionally followed by an unstressed syllable. Target words with three or

more syllables are reduced to one or two syllables in child speech. Usually, children

retain the syllable with the highest prominence which may be followed by an un-

stressed syllable. Other observations reveal that the most prominent syllable in child

speech is not necessarily the most prominent syllable of the target word but the result

of a stress shift, e.g. Dutch olifant /"o:li:fAnt/ “elephant” → [fAnt] (Fikkert, 1994:

210).

The development of metrical parameters proceeds quickly in this phase. In a

next step, children’s metric template maximally consists of two trochaic feet instead

of one. Target words with a primary and a secondary stress are now produced as

words with two primary stresses. A new stress assignment rule predicts that heavy

syllables should be stressed which leads to the output form of two adjacent stressed

syllables in case the target word consists of two heavy syllables, e.g., Dutch papier

/pa:"pi:r/ “paper” → ["pi:"pa:j] (Fikkert, 1994: 212). A frequently observed phe-

nomenon is the addition of a “dummy syllable”. Within the productions of one girl,

it was observed that she produces both the form with an empty weak syllable slot

and the form where the weak branch of the foot is filled with a nonce syllable, e.g.,

Dutch indiaan /Indi:"ja:n/ “Indian” → [ha:n] / ["ha:nI] (Fikkert, 1994: 219).

Around the age of 1;6, children start combining two words into simple phrases

(Crain and Lillo-Martin, 2003: 27). Thereby, children are able to ask for things or to

express requests. Within an intonation phrase unit, the intonation pattern usually

falls at the end of the two-word utterance. Children are now able to make a differ-
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ence between primary and secondary stress. In a trochaic language where stress is

assigned from right to left, the first syllable of the last binary foot bears the primary

stress and this rule is now acquired by children in this stage. Moreover, children have

come to understand that words do not consist of two adjacent syllables with primary

stress. So, children are able to defoot an initial, monosyllabic foot if it is followed by

another foot as in Dutch pantoffels /pAn"tOf@ls/ “slippers” → [pAn"tOfOls] (Fikkert,

1994: 231). The phases outlined so far contain children’s very first steps in language

acquisition until the first word productions and combinations. The phases above are

all combined into stage 0 (Crain and Lillo-Martin, 2003: 25–28).

In stage I, children have completed the second year of life (Crain and Lillo-

Martin, 2003: 28). Their vocabulary is about 400 words and their utterances mostly

contain single-word productions as well as two- and three-word phrases, consisting of

content words. Grammatical words are missing but the phrase conveys a meaning,

such as “Daddy sit chair”. The word order of children’s utterances predominantly

corresponds to the adult form and mispronunciations cease to occur.

Stage II lasts from approximately 2;6 to 3;0 years (Crain and Lillo-Martin, 2003:

29). Children have a vocabulary of approximately 900 words and now start producing

grammatical words. Among these words are determiners, prepositions and pronouns

as well as grammatical endings, for example the English present progressive form and

the past tense form. A common phenomenon is that children at this stage overgener-

alize. The past tense marker -ed, for example, is often used for irregular verbs leading

to incorrect forms such as *goed. In this stage, children’s sentences still consist of

just one clause.

When children reach stage III, they are approximately three to three and a half

years old and their vocabulary inventory comprises around 1200 words (Crain and

Lillo-Martin, 2003: 30). Children continue acquiring grammatical morphemes, such

as auxiliary verbs and prepositions. They start producing syntactic transformations

for the construction of yes/no-questions or wh-questions.

According to Crain and Lillo-Martin (2003: 30f.), at the age of three and a half

to four years, children move into Stage IV. Their vocabulary has the size of approxi-

mately 1500 words and they now start to form multi-clause sentences, such as relative
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clauses and conjoined clauses. At this stage, children still produce many deviations

from the adult form based on overgeneralizations.

At stage V (four to five years of age), children’s vocabulary has around 1900

words (Crain and Lillo-Martin, 2003: 31). Children’s conjoined clauses now contain

subordinate clauses including temporal adverbs such as “before” and “after”. Chil-

dren start to develop metalinguistic abilities which are seen in children’s abilities to

define words or to correct themselves.

After this stage, children’s utterances become more complex and their voca-

bulary inventory increases (see further details in Crain and Lillo-Martin, 2003: 31f.).

The illustration of the first five developmental stages is sufficient for the age of the

children included in the production and perception study (chapters 6 and 7 respec-

tively). Details on children’s perceptual development are provided in Subsection

5.1.1. The following section constitutes the counterpart of the present section and

provides the developmental steps for bilingual children.

4.2 Bilingual child language acquisition

In contrast to monolingual child language acquisition where children grow up with

one language from birth onwards, children are referred to as bilingual or multilin-

gual if they are exposed to two or more than two languages respectively from birth

onwards (e.g., De Houwer, 2002). The type and amount of languages acquired by

children depend on the surrounding speech community. Since multilingualism is not

included in the empirical part, the focus in the present section lies on bilingualism.

The degree of proficiency in both languages of a bilingual speaker is not de-

fined consistently in the literature. Definitions range from a very broad specification

where the competence in both languages needs to be matured to a level that enables

the speaker to fulfill basic needs (Grosjean, 1989) to a highly proficient knowledge

with full fluency in both languages (Bloomfield, 1961: 56). A third view put for-

ward for example by Haugen (1968) and McLaughlin (1978) suggests that a bilingual

speaker must be able to “produce complete and meaningful sentences” in both lan-

guages (Haugen, 1968: 10) even if one language is dominant compared to the other.
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This view is adopted in the present thesis as it reflects the most frequently observ-

able cases in which the two languages dominate in different areas across bilingual

children. Language dominance may be observed in different situations or when inter-

acting with different people in the child’s environment: for example, children may use

one language during meals and the other when playing and yet other children speak

one language with their family members and the other with their peers. Therefore,

the terms “first language” and “second language” are generally not used in a context

with children who grow up with two languages from very early on. Instead, the terms

“language A” and “language α” have been in use for the past decades (based on the

idea of Wölck, 1989; see also De Houwer, 2009: 2).

In general, bilingual competence may be achieved through two types of expo-

sure: “language acquisition” and “language learning”. In the former case, a language

is acquired in a natural setting whereas in the latter case, a language is learned

through formal instructions in a school setting, which is usually the case for older

children and adults (e.g., McLaughlin, 1978: 57, 59f.). The present thesis is only

concerned with bilingual language acquisition due to the bilingual children’s natural

exposure to both languages from birth onwards.

Bilingual acquisition can be further divided into simultaneous and sequential

first language acquisition. Simultaneous language acquisition refers to bilinguals who

acquire their two languages at the same time from birth onwards and who are exposed

to both languages to a more or less equivalent extent. Sequential language acquisi-

tion refers to bilinguals who first acquire one of the two languages and afterwards the

other one. According to McLaughlin (1978: 73), the cutoff age is at three years. The

author emphasizes that sequential as well as simultaneous bilinguals can achieve full

fluency in both languages. Solely the type of exposure to the two languages marks

the distinction between simultaneous and sequential acquisition.

In a bilingual language environment, children acquire both languages presup-

posing that they have direct access to them. The best motivation to acquire both

languages is given if children have a positive emotional relation to both languages, for

example because each parent speaks one of the languages (e.g., De Houwer, 2009). A

common observation in bilingual children are errors based on interferences from one
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language into the other. This phenomenon has been investigated in several studies,

but the amount of interaction differs among those findings. In production, Rūķe-

Draviņa (1965) found that children substitute sounds from one language into the

other. In this study, the easier uvular /K/ from the dialect of Sk̊ane was produced

instead of the more difficult apical /r/ in the Czech language. Other investigators

noted that children tend to use words from both languages within one sentence (e.g.,

Burling, 1959). In a study by Leopold (1947), the recorded child used her competence

in one language to generate new words in the other language. The pronunciation of

the new words was adapted to the language-specific phoneme inventory. Morpholog-

ical mixing occurred for example in a Swedish-Estonian child investigated by Oskaar

(1970). The child produced Swedish morphemes combined with Estonian endings.

Despite the occurrences of language interference, Bahrick and Pickens (1988) as

well as Mehler et al. (1988) found that newborns are able to keep their two languages

apart from the beginning. These studies indicate that the ability to extract prosodic

structures helps early bilinguals to form separate entries for the two languages in

their mental lexicon. Infants in a very early phase have not yet established a reper-

toire of consonants and vowels for their native languages on which they could rely to

distinguish between the two languages, but they are able to use prosody to distin-

guish between them. A study by Shafer, Shucard and Jaeger (1999) confirm these

results. This study closely investigated the types of languages to be distinguished.

The results show that three-month-old infants growing up in an English-speaking

environment have more difficulties distinguishing English from Dutch compared to

English and Italian as the latter two languages are prosodically more distinct. The

fact that bilingual children are able to establish two separate grammatical systems is

embraced as the “Separate Development Hypothesis” (see confirming experimental

data by De Houwer, 2009: 52ff.). A widely accepted strategy to prevent language

interference is achieved if the domains of language use are clearly separated as in

the one-parent-one-language approach (McLaughlin, 1978: 94). Interference between

languages is enhanced in case both parents speak both languages with the child and

in case the two languages are closely related.
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Concerning the language acquisition rate, previous studies found that bilingual

children who are exposed to both languages from birth onwards take the same de-

velopmental steps in the acquisition process as monolinguals. In certain linguistic

aspects, bilingual children lag behind monolinguals by three to six months on aver-

age (McLaughlin, 1978: 74, 91f.). For example, the lexicon for one language develops

faster in monolinguals and their error production is lower compared to bilinguals.

This is due to the fact that bilingual children have the additional task of building

two separate language systems. McLaughlin states that bilinguals and monolinguals

make use of the same set of strategies in language processing which serves as a basis

to dissociate language-specific properties. Curtin, Byers-Heinlein and Werker (2011)

reiterate this observation for perception.

The milestones in bilingual child language acquisition are outlined for example

by De Houwer (2009: 5). The author states that exactly like monolingual infants,

bilingual infants start to babble in syllables between six months and one year of age.

By the age of one year, bilingual babies possess the perceptional competence of a

high number of words and phrases in both languages. At the beginning of the first

year of life, bilinguals begin to speak their first single words that are nearly adult-like

in one or even both languages. Bilingual children start combining two words by the

age of two and short sentences appear between the second half of the third year and

age three. Around the age of four, bilingual children are able to produce sentences

including subclauses. De Houwer (2009: 5–7) reports that variation exists across

bilingual children with respect to language development and even within children

with respect to their language competence in both languages. The author attributes

this variation in bilingual children to different amounts of speech input across the two

languages. Usually, the language competence of monolingual and bilingual children

is equalized when they enter school. The following section is concerned with effects

that have been discussed to have an impact on the vocabulary development in child

language acquisition in general.
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4.3 Effects on early vocabulary development

There is broad consensus in the literature that children need linguistic input in order

to acquire a language successfully. All children who share their mother language go

through the same sequence of stages in their language development. However, various

factors may have an impact on the acquisition rate of an individual learner. Based

on previous research findings, the following paragraphs examine three of these factors

more closely: socioeconomic background, word frequency, and gender. The impact

of these factors is readdressed in the design of the empirical studies of this thesis.

Socioeconomic status

In recent years, several studies were able to establish a link between the socioeconomic

status (SES) of the family of the child and his or her language acquisition rate. Hoff

(2003) conducted a study with two-year-old children who stem from families with

different socioeconomic backgrounds to test the hypothesis that there is an impact

of SES on productive vocabulary development. The author found that the children

of parents with a higher SES show faster progress in their productive vocabularies.

Hoff’s explanation is that relatively uneducated mothers talk less frequently to their

children and in shorter sentences compared to more educated mothers. Longer sen-

tences consist of richer vocabulary, more complex grammatical structures and more

varied syntactic frames.

Letts, Edwards, Sinka, Schaefer and Gibbons (2013) were able to establish simi-

lar findings in a study with children between two and seven years of age. The results

reveal that there is a correlation between the social class of the mother and the child’s

performance in language production. This effect diminishes with increasing age. The

authors observed that especially younger children from middle-class mothers are ex-

posed to a richer vocabulary, longer sentences and a higher number of word roots as

opposed to children from lower-class mothers.

The study by Black, Peppé and Gibbon (2008) tested children aged four to

eleven years, but did not find a significant interaction between SES and the lexical

development in children.
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In conclusion, a higher SES of the family of the child has a positive effect on the

active vocabulary development for children up to the age of four years approximately.

Word frequency

The second factor which may have an effect on the acquisition rate of children’s first

words is frequency of occurrence. A logical assumption is that the more frequently

a word occurs in parental utterances, the more likely it is to be acquired early by

the child. In order to investigate this issue, Hart (1991) conducted a longitudinal

study with children whose starting point in word production varied between the ages

of eleven and seventeen months. The observation was stopped when children had

reached the age of three years. In the beginning of the observation, the author finds

a considerable correlation between the words uttered by the children and the linguis-

tic input provided by the parents. However, this association decreases six months

after the beginning of testing. By the age of two years, there is a significant re-

duction in the strength of the correlation. Hart concludes that parental input has

a demonstrable impact on early vocabulary acquisition. The decline in correlation

suggests that children increasingly produce new words on the basis of aspects other

than frequency, for example word associations and cognitive processing (Hart, 1991:

298f.).

Huttenlocher, Haight, Bryk, Seltzer and Lyons (1991) conducted a similar study

on the influence of language input on the vocabulary growth in children. The results

reveal that there is an interdependence between parental speech input and vocab-

ulary development at 16 months of age. These results could not be confirmed for

two-year-olds. This finding corresponds to the results obtained by Harris, Barrett,

Jones and Brookes (1988: 87) in their study on word frequency effects on early lan-

guage development.

Gender

It is often assumed that language is structured analogously in all native speakers of

that language. However, according to Ullman, Miranda and Travers (2008: 291), var-

ious factors have an impact on the neuro-cognitive function of each individual, one of
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the most crucial ones being gender. The authors report several previous studies with

adults which reveal that women tend to perform better than men in tasks involving

language. In episodic memory tasks, women show an advantage with respect to the

recall of lexical items and paragraph content. Likewise, females outperform males

when it comes to the naming of synonyms or word associations (Ullman et al., 2008:

292). The question is: how early does the gender difference with regard to vocabulary

growth surface?

Huttenlocher and colleagues (1991) conducted a study focusing on two aspects:

(i) the relation between parental speech input and the rate of children’s vocabulary

growth as well as (ii) gender differences. The participants in the study were between

14 and 26 months old and they were observed at several points during that period of

acquisition. The authors found a significant correlation between the amount of ex-

posure to speech and the degree of early vocabulary growth. Moreover, the average

vocabulary acceleration tended to proceed faster in girls than in boys, independently

of the number of words uttered by the parent(s). However, at around the age of

20 to 24 months, the gender differences decreased (Huttenlocher et al., 1991: 242f.),

which is consistent with findings by e.g., Maccoby (1966: 42f.). As girls do not re-

ceive a higher amount of language input than boys, Huttenlocher et al. concluded

that the gender differences found in early vocabulary growth “seem to reflect early

capacity differences” with respect to first language acquisition (Huttenlocher et al.,

1991: 245f.). An EEG-study conducted by Shafer, Yu and Datta (2011) found that

English- as well as English-Spanish-speaking girls until the age of 14 months obtain

better results in the detection of the [E]-[I]-vowel contrast than their male peers.

In conclusion, the process of LA1 is influenced by external factors. As demon-

strated above, word frequency and the child’s gender have an effect on the early

vocabulary development. Until the age of two, highly frequent words are acquired

faster compared to low frequency words. In addition, girls are usually faster in the

acquisition process. The socioeconomic background of the child correlates with the

production rate until around the age of four. These factors are revisited in chapters

6 and 7, in the description of the experimental setups. It is left open for further dis-

cussion which of the analyzed factors has the greatest impact. The following section
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is devoted to the research methods that are applied to study children’s development

of speech perception and production.

4.4 Research methods

There is a strong interaction between children’s production and perception devel-

opment. As mentioned above, babies acquire the language or languages that are

spoken in their speech community with relative ease. By the time children start to

produce their first words, they have already acquired many aspects of their mother

language(s). The early steps that children make in their language production devel-

opment were played out above. However, children’s development in speech perception

should not be neglected in the acquisition path. The reason is that children’s pro-

duction competence does not necessarily reflect children’s perception abilities. Long

before children produce their first words, they have acquired perceptual knowledge on

many language-specific properties concerning the sound inventory, permissible sound

combinations and rhythmic patterns of their native language. For example, regarding

the realization of single words that are frequent in the child’s input, children often

know how a word should be pronounced even if they are not yet able to produce

it correctly (e.g., Swingley and Aslin, 2000, 2002). Moreover, children are likely to

talk in environments that provide contextual and social support. The parents often

interpret incomplete sentences uttered by their child to be able to understand him

or her. As a result, children attempt to avoid complex structures. Therefore, it is

possible that children’s productions underrepresent their language competence. A

further advantage of investigating children’s perceptional competence is that it sheds

light onto the process of language acquisition. At a stage when children are able

to produce a certain complex structure, the acquisition process of this structure is

already completed. A perception study may reveal which strategies children apply

to process complex structures (Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff, 1996: 106). The following

two subsections present research methods to investigate children’s language develop-

ment in perception and production, respectively.
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4.4.1 Methods to investigate children’s production develop-

ment

In contrast to perception studies, investigations on the process in children’s speech

production take place in a more direct way. One possibility for obtaining speech data

from children is to record their spontaneous utterances. This method has the advan-

tage that data collection occurs in a natural way (often in a familiar environment)

and children do not have the feeling of being “tested” (e.g., Stromswold, 1996). The

disadvantage is that it may take a long time until one child has produced enough data

including the linguistic structure under investigation. Moreover, children often chose

a simpler way to formulate phrases which does not reflect their language competence.

To elicit certain linguistic structures some methods are applied to generate a

playful setting. For example, in a study on word formation, children at a preschool age

were asked to produce plural forms of nonsense objects (Berko, 1958). The method

used in this study is the picture-naming task in which one picture is labeled by the

experimenter and the corresponding counterpart has to be mentioned by the child.

Usually, children’s utterances are elicited with the help of picture books and/or pup-

pets to create an environment suitable for children and to maintain their attention.

In cases where whole sentences are the object of investigation, speech data may

be collected with the help of two methods. The first is called “Elicited Production”.

Here, the linguistic structure is elicited from children by means of a “leading state-

ment” from the experimenter. Thornton (1996: 77) provides the example in which

children are supposed to produce a passive construction. The experimenter provides

a setting like: “The crane is tickling one of the zebras. Ask the puppet which one.”

Children are supposed to respond: “Which zebra is getting tickled by the crane?”

The experimenter is urged not to provide a similar structure in the input to what the

children are supposed to say. The second is the “Elicited Imitation Method”. Here,

the experimenter provides the whole sentence and children are supposed to repeat it

(e.g., Lust, Flynn and Foley, 1996: 62ff.; Lust, Flynn, Foley and Chien, 1999: 439).

Elicited imitation is an established method to test young children’s language skills

as it reflects their syntactic and semantic processing. It provides “direct evidence of
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the child’s grammar construction for particular targeted aspects of grammar” (Lust

et al., 1996: 62f.). Furthermore, this method does not depend on the child’s vo-

cabulary inventory and therefore, external factors that have an impact on the child’s

language development can be neglected.

4.4.2 Methods to investigate children’s perceptual knowledge

In order to take a closer look at children’s language competence, perception studies

take advantage of children’s attention spans. Usually, infants show their interest in a

speech signal by turning their head towards the sound source. When for example a

caregiver enters the room out of the baby’s field of vision, the baby turns his or her

head towards the adult upon hearing him or her talk. If babies are interested in the

sound string, they keep looking at the source. The Head Turn Preference Procedure

(HPP) is based on this observation. In this test method, young children between the

age of six and twelve months are presented with auditory stimuli if they turn their

head towards a flashing light mounted above a loudspeaker which is situated at the

left or right side of the child. The sound sequence from the loudspeaker is stopped

if the child looks away for more than 2s.1 Looking times for different sound stimuli

can be measured and compared. Studies including the HPP are used to demonstrate

for example whether children perceive different intonation or sound patterns (e.g.,

Jusczyk et al., 1993).

The Switch Procedure (SP) is applied to examine whether children detect fine

phonetic contrasts. Children are first habituated to a certain syllable that is presented

repeatedly while they are looking at a checkerboard on a screen. As soon as children’s

looking times towards the screen decline sharply, the habituation process is completed

and the new syllable is presented. This new syllable usually differs only in one

segment with an alternated manner or place of articulation. If children start to fixate

the screen again, it can be deduced that they noticed the switch.2 The procedure is

mostly applied at a stage when children start to form phonetic categories (i.e. between

6 and 14 months of age).

1For more information on the experimental setup, please consult Houston (2005) or Jusczyk,
Friederici, Wessels, Svenkerud and Jusczyk (1993).

2For more information on the experimental setup, please consult Stager and Werker (1997).
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In the Preferential Looking Paradigm (PLP), children’s looking times are also

measured but in this experimental setup, two objects are presented on a screen. One

of them is labelled and children usually turn their head towards that specific object

if the label is pronounced correctly. In case the label contains a small pronunciation

error and children notice this error, they are confused and switch their gaze between

the two objects.3 Studies applying the PLP have shown that children are able to

detect small mispronunciations at the word onset and offset (e.g., White and Morgan,

2008). The designs of the perception studies outlined above are nearly identical in

many laboratories in the world to allow for scientifically established comparisons

between language-specific results.

The present chapter depicted the stages in language development for normal-

developing monolingual children as well as bilingual children. It was pointed out

that the developmental stages are invariant and proceed in a constant order for all

children, regardless of the amount of languages children are exposed to. However,

variation in rate of acquisition occurs across children and within bilingual children for

their two languages. Moreover, three effects on the rate of vocabulary development

were outlined. First, a higher socioeconomic status of the family of the child has a

positive impact on the vocabulary development until approximately the age of four

years. Second, high-frequency word are acquired earlier than low-frequency words but

frequency effects diminish after the age of two. Finally, several studies investigating

gender effects were able to show that the vocabulary inventory grew faster in girls

compared to boys. The effect of gender decreases between the age of 20 to 24 months.

It was pointed out that both perception and production studies are necessary to shed

light onto the process of language development in children. Subsequently, several

methods to investigate children’s perception and production were introduced. This

background information serves as the basis for the selection of the research methods

of the two studies of this thesis. The following chapter provides results from previous

research on the acquisition of complex rhythmic and prosodic structures. Evidence

from previous studies will be taken as the basis for the research questions of the

studies of this thesis.

3For more information on the experimental setup, please consult e.g., Swingley (2003).
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Chapter 5

The Acquisition of Phonological

and Morphological Structures in

Early Childhood

As mentioned in Chapter 4, children’s steps in their language development are very

similar across languages. The phases in which children acquire certain aspects of

their mother language follow the same order and children’s early productions devi-

ate from the adult form in comparable systematics. Based on previous studies, the

present chapter provides insights into the acquisition of different phenomena within

the syllable and at the word-level. In general, most research findings are based on

monolingual child speech. Where available, reference is also made to results obtained

from bilingual children.

A general problem pointed out by Menyuk and Menn (1979: 52) is the fact

that there is only a limited number of studies investigating the direct link between

perception and production within one group of children. The studies that took both

aspects into consideration obtained contradictory results with respect to the order of

acquisition. In the 1950s and 1960s, the prevailing opinion was that perception pre-

cedes production. McCarthy (1954: 520) formulated it in the following way: “Most

writers agree that the child understands the language of others before he actually

uses language himself.” A study on the relation between children’s production and

comprehension abilities conducted by Fraser, Bellugi and Brown (1963) supports this
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view. Their results demonstrate that three-year-old children perform better at point-

ing at the correct picture of a scene named by the experimenter than describing it

themselves. In the 1970s, skepticism towards this assumption arose. Revised scores

in a study by Fernald (1972: 611) suggest that children’s perception and production

skills develop at the same rate. The children’s tasks were to select one picture out of

a pair of contrasting pictures that matched the experimenter’s description of a scene

and to describe a depicted scene. Overall, there was no significant difference between

children’s perception and production scores. Clark, Hutcheson and Buren (1974: 49,

52) went as far as claiming that production is ahead of some parts of comprehension.

The authors argue that in order for the child to be able to follow an adult’s utter-

ance, the child must have established a picture of the whole situation. By contrast,

a child’s utterance is usually based on a context that is already obvious to the child.

Ingram (1974: 331f.) examined the above mentioned studies on the relation

between the development of production and comprehension in greater detail. Based

on these research findings in total, Ingram is convinced that there is a developmental

gap between comprehension and production and that the former evolves earlier than

the latter. Ingram points out that the definitions of comprehension and production

should be clear: the view suggesting that comprehension precedes production does

not imply that the whole process of comprehension is completed before the onset of

production. The following subsections on previous perception studies precede the

subsections on children’s production, in line with the view of Ingram (1974).

5.1 The acquisition of sound segments and sound

strings

According to Best (1984: 99), babies are considered as prelinguistic until their first

year of life. That means that babies’ early babbles are meaningless as they do not

refer to objects or events. Moreover, babies do not yet have any language compre-

hension skills. The prelinguistic phase does not imply that infants do not develop

sensitivity to the sounds of their mother tongue or that they are not sensitive to

certain aspects of language, such as rhythm and intonation. For such aspects, early
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sensitivity has been demonstrated. The point is, however, that sounds, rhythm and

intonation are not employed yet in a linguistic system.

The focus of the present section lies on the emergence of phonology at the begin-

ning of babies’ linguistic phase. As opposed to the development of young children’s

receptive abilities, their developmental steps in production can be traced easily. While

the previous chapter concentrated on the methods to gain insight into children’s de-

velopment of language competence, the present section is concerned with research

findings from previous studies. When children start to produce their first meaningful

sound strings, their utterances often contain deviations from the adult-form (cf. Sub-

section 5.1.2). Yet, children’s perceptional knowledge of the adult-like pronunciation

is already well established (cf. Subsection 5.1.1). The following two subsections pro-

vide results from previous studies that demonstrate the disparity in phonological

development in perception and production.

5.1.1 Perception

Previous studies demonstrate that new-borns are able to perceive contrasts that are

phonological in their mother language and even some phonetic contrasts that are not

part of their mother tongue. Eimas et al. (1971) conducted a study on the percep-

tion of the acoustic voicing cue in one- and four-month-old English-speaking infants.

The material included consonants with different degrees of voicing. Consonantal con-

trasts were chosen so that the two members of the pair either fall into two separate

categories or within one category of adult speakers. The researchers were able to

show that the infants in the two age groups are able to discriminate both types of

contrasts. Best results were obtained in case the voicing cue of the consonant pair

crossed the phonological boundary of English. Eimas et al. (1971: 306) attribute the

discrimination abilities to infants’ innate knowledge of language.

Similar results were attained by Eilers, Gavin and Wilson (1979) in their study

on the voicing contrast in English and Spanish. Across the two languages, this con-

trast is realized by means of different voice onset times. The results by the English-

or Spanish-speaking six-to-eight-month-olds show that both language groups are able

to discriminate their native contrast. The Spanish-speaking babies also detected the
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English voicing contrast but the English babies were unable to detect the non-native

contrast. Eilers et al. (1979: 16) attribute this finding to the greater saliency of the

English boundary in that it has additional phonetic cues visible in the first formant.

With respect to the discrimination between different places of articulation, the

study by Moffitt (1971) was able to demonstrate that 20- to 24-week-olds possess

perceptual capacities to distinguish between two CV-syllables whose consonant ei-

ther has a labial or a dorsal place of articulation. Moffitt follows the opinion of

Eimas et al. (1971) in that newborns possess innate language capacities. The author

argues that the acquisition process is too complex to be completed by the age of 20 to

24 weeks, or even one month as in the study by Eimas et al. (1971). A good overview

of earlier studies on babies’ discrimination abilities within their first year of life may

be found in Aslin and Pisoni (1980) as well as Morse (1974).

Around the age of ten months, babies start building phonological categories

for the sounds of their mother tongue. Consequently, children’s ability to discrimi-

nate fine phonetic differences diminishes unless they serve to distinguish between two

separate speech sounds in their mother tongue. Werker and Tees (1984) conducted

a study on the discrimination abilities of native and non-native speech sounds in

English infants and English as well as Salish adults. As a result of an increase in

exposure to language, infants within their first year of life gradually lose the ability to

discriminate a non-native sound contrast. By the average age of 11.5 months, infants

perform equal to adult English speakers. These results find support in further studies

conducted for example by Best, McRoberts, LaFleur and Silver-Isenstadt (1995) as

well as Werker and Lalonde (1988).

With respect to the perception of meaningful sound strings, Barton (1976) con-

ducted a study on the discrimination of minimal pair words with English-speaking

children aged 27 to 35 months. Part of the material included contrasts that are usu-

ally acquired comparatively late, such as the voicing contrast in syllable-final position

(as in the minimal pair log and lock) and the two liquids in a cluster (as in the min-

imal pair clown and crown). The results clearly show that children perform best in

discriminating the contrasts if the two words are familiar. Barton thus recommends

to avoid using nonce words in research projects whose aim is to test phonemic con-
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trast acquisition. In his opinion, children’s actual phonological competence is not

tested because they are exposed to additional memory challenges.

Other studies using a laboratory setup also found that infants’ mental repre-

sentations are usually detailed enough to detect slight mispronunciations regarding

a change in place or manner of articulation. In a perception study using the prefer-

ential looking paradigm, Swingley and Aslin (2000) found that English-speaking 18-

to 23-month-olds’ recognition of familiar words drops significantly if they contained

a pronunciation error that involved a change in manner of articulation or voicing

of one sound segment (e.g., baby–vaby ; dog–tog). Compared to production studies

which showed that children in this age range produce such mispronunciations (e.g.,

Holmes, 1927), children’s mental representations are much more advanced than their

productions of words. Swingley and Aslin (2000) conclude that no inferences should

be drawn about the detail of children’s mental representations based on word pro-

ductions. Further support for these findings comes from Bailey and Plunkett (2002)

as well as Swingley and Aslin (2002) for English. These findings were expanded to

Dutch in a study by Altvater-Mackensen, Van der Feest and Fikkert (2014). The

researchers found that 25-month-old Dutch toddlers detect a change from a stop to

a fricative and vice versa in word-initial position.

Ballem and Plunkett (2005) investigated 14-month-olds’ reactions towards mis-

pronunciations using pairs of familiar and novel words. The results show that children

are able to notice mispronunciations in a novel word after a training phase. However,

a higher degree of sensitivity is obtained in familiar word pairs. White, Morgan and

Wier (2005) found that children’s degree of rejection of a presented label is directly

proportional to the number of features that are altered. Upon the visual stimulus of

a shoe, for example, the auditory stimulus “goo” caused a significantly higher degree

of confusion compared to “foo”. The former auditory stimulus involves a change in

manner of articulation as well as a change from the absence of voicing to the presence

of voicing, whereas in the case of “foo” only the place of articulation is altered. A

follow-up study by White and Morgan (2008) confirmed these results.

A study including mispronunciations at the word-onset and -offset was con-

ducted by Swingley (2009). By means of a preferential looking paradigm, the author
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tested 14- to 22-month-old English-speaking children as well as native English adults.

The results show that both participant groups were able to detect the pronunciation

errors in both environments and the adults showed slightly clearer results compared

to the children.

Smith (1973: 185ff.) suggests that children’s development of perceptual cate-

gorization features is ahead of the development of meaningful sound strings. Studies

on children’s acquisition of sound segments and strings are presented in the following

subsection.

5.1.2 Production

Children’s early realizations of sounds and sound strings deviate from the adult form.

Across children, there are individual strategies to cope with simplex and complex

structures which makes a generalization on phonological development in children dif-

ficult (e.g., Barton, 1976: 124; Ingram, 1978: 149). However, the amount of strategies

is limited and certain patterns can be applied to several children within one group.

Single phonemes may cause production difficulties to a different extent, depend-

ing on the position in the word in which they occur. Previous studies, for example

by Olmsted (1971: 203f.), showed that English-speaking children from the age of 15

months onwards acquire fricatives first in word-medial and -final position whereas

stops occur earlier word-initially and -medially than word-finally. With respect to

vowels, the results of the study by Olmsted (1971: 205f.) demonstrate that vowels

are generally acquired earlier in word-initial and -medial position than in word-final

position. There are a few exceptions such as [a] which appears simultaneously in all

three positions. Olmsted further showed that the picture for diphthongs is not as

clear as for monophthongs. In addition, the phonetic properties of the sounds also

play a role in the acquisition rate. Nasality and frication have a slightly negative

effect on the rate of acquisition. Voice, by contrast, did not have an effect on the

acquisition rate for children in all age groups combined (Olmsted, 1971: 186–188).

Among the recurring strategies to simplify a string of speech sounds are omis-

sion, assimilation and substitution of sounds. Smith (1973) conducted a longitudinal

production study with an English-speaking child from two years two months onwards.
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The author observed that the child has a tendency to reduce consonants to obtain a

CVCV-structure (Smith, 1973: 162ff.): at an early stage, liquids are omitted word-

finally, e.g. ball → [bO:], clusters consisting of /s/ followed by a consonant are reduced

to that consonant, e.g. spoon → [bu:n]. Moreover, the child systematically omits a

nasal if it is followed by a voiceless consonant, e.g. bump → [b2p]. Sound assimila-

tions occur in combination with substitutions: antler is realized as [æNkl@]. Other

occurrences of substitutions can be observed for example in tickle → [gigu]. Similar

examples for simplification processes may be found for example in Hoff (2001: 126f.).

According to Holmes (1927), his daughter’s early word productions contain

sound replacements (most importantly, the initial fricative /f/ is realized as [ph]),

devoiced consonants (e.g., /dZ/ → [tS]) and cluster simplifications (e.g., /sp/ → [f];

/st/ → [t]). Moreover, the author noted syllable-reduplications (e.g., bib [bIbi]) as

well as reductions of polysyllabic words where the prominent syllable is maintained

(for example pudding [pu], butter [bA]). The motivations for the omission of the weak

syllable will be addressed in Subsection 5.2.2.

Lleó, Kuchenbrandt, Kehoe and Trujillo (2003) conducted a study on coda ac-

quisition in Spanish-German simultaneous bilinguals as well as German and Spanish

monolinguals aged one to three years. It was demonstrated that the bilinguals pro-

duce Spanish singleton codas with greater accuracy than the monolinguals. However,

bilinguals obtain similar accuracy results for German codas compared to monolin-

guals. Lleó et al. (2003) base the finding that bilinguals are advanced in their coda

acquisition in Spanish on their exposure to German where singleton codas occur more

frequently. The authors argue that the variation in coda acquisition in German and

Spanish can be explained by an interaction between the bilinguals’ two systems.

Not all studies comparing monolinguals’ and bilinguals’ language performance

have found that bilinguals outperform monolinguals. With respect to the vocabulary

size, for example, a study by Allman (2005) showed that English-Spanish-bilinguals

between 28 and 78 months have a smaller active vocabulary compared to English

or Spanish monolinguals of the same age group. Regarding the total active vocabu-

lary size, however, bilinguals outperform monolinguals according to Allman’s study.

Other findings on bilinguals’ and monolinguals’ vocabulary size are contradictory.
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The study by Bialystok et al. (2010) confirms Allman’s findings with respect to the

passive vocabulary size, whereas the study by De Houwer et al. (2014) with 20 month-

olds contradicts Allman’s results (active and passive vocabularies combined).

5.2 The acquisition of rhythmic structures

While children’s acquisition of segmental phonology has been the object of study

for a long time, comparatively recent interest arose in the establishment of rhyth-

mic structures pertaining to the mother tongue. Rhythm plays a role at the very

early stages in the language acquisition process, for example in the detection of word

boundaries (e.g., Christophe et al., 1994). Moreover, rhythmic structures affect the

realization of weak syllables in early child speech. Based on previous perception and

production studies, the following two subsections provide further findings related to

the emergence of rhythmic structures.

5.2.1 Perception

Children’s perceptual development of their native language’s prosodic structures is

the earliest acquired receptive ability. Previous research provides evidence for infants’

prenatal extraction of the prosodic cues. For example, the study by Mehler, Jusczyk,

Lambertz, Halsted, Bertoncini and Amiel-Tison (1988) shows that infants who are a

couple of days old are able to detect a language change from their mother language

to another language. Nazzi, Bertoncini and Mehler (1998) used the high-amplitude-

sucking procedure to demonstrate that, based on prosodic information only, French

newborns are able to discriminate between two languages with different stress pat-

terns (English versus Japanese as well as English versus Spanish). The infants’ per-

formance in discrimination was low in the condition that included two languages

of the same stress pattern (English versus Dutch). The researchers conclude that

infants are sensitive to prosodic information very early in life which helps them to

concentrate on their native language’s properties. The finding that very young chil-

dren have more difficulties discriminating prosodically similar languages compared to

prosodically distinct languages was confirmed by a study by Shafer et al. (1999).
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Previous studies have further demonstrated that in the second half of their first

year of life, infants become sensitive to the prosodic pattern of their mother tongue.

For example, Jusczyk, Cutler and Redanz (1993) conducted a perception study with

six- and nine-month-old American infants including words that either contained a

strong-weak or a weak-strong syllable pattern. The infants in the older age group

show a preference for the first type of words whereas the younger infants do not have

a preference. The authors base these results on the infants’ growing awareness for

the English stress pattern that is predominantly trochaic. Thus, prosodic preferences

are established well before children speak their first words. The impact that this

“prosodic template” (Gerken, 1994a) has on early word and sentence productions is

presented in the following subsection.

5.2.2 Production

In one-word-utterances, young children tend to omit weak syllables (e.g., Allen and

Hawkins (1980), Echols and Newport (1992); Ingram (1978) for English-speaking

children; Berman (1977) for an English-Hebrew-speaking child). This phenomenon

has been observed in several languages around the world: e.g., Berman (1977) for

Hebrew; Feurer (1980: 28f.) for Mohawk and MacWhinney (1985: 1112) for Hungar-

ian. Echols and Newport (1992) conducted a production study with English-speaking

children in their one-word-stage, ranging from 17 to 23 months of age. The mate-

rial consisted in single multisyllabic English words that were part of the children’s

spontaneous speech. The results reveal that stressed and/or final syllables are most

likely to be maintained and uttered with greater accuracy. The authors ascribe this

finding to the higher acoustic prominence of these two types of syllables compared

to unstressed, non-final syllables. The latter type of syllables in English never has a

long vowel and is thus less salient.

Gerken (1994a, 1994b) found another factor that is responsible for the real-

ization of weak syllables within a word. By means of an elicited imitation method,

Gerken recorded single nonce-word productions by two-year-olds. The words either

had a strong-weak-weak-strong (swws) or a weak-strong-weak-strong (wsws) syllable

pattern. The results reveal that weak syllables are more likely to be omitted in the
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first environment with two adjacent weak syllables. Gerken concludes that children

apply a metrical template which is responsible for the omission of weak syllables that

do not form part of a trochaic foot.

With respect to larger speech utterances, Gerken (1994b, 1996), Demuth (1995,

1996) as well as Demuth and McCullough (2009), among others, found that children

are also more likely to realize unstressed syllables if they can be parsed into trochaic

feet. In a study with 26- to 28-month-olds, Gerken (1994b) included English sen-

tences that exhibit either a trochaic pattern or a stress lapse. The results show that

weak syllables are more prone to omission if they form part of a lapse compared to

a trochaic phrase. Thus, the finding that weak syllable omissions in single words

depend on the rhythmic structure of the word could be confirmed for her sentence

production data. Moreover, Gerken found different strategies for omissions in words

versus sentences: in swws-words, children omitted the second weak syllable more

frequently than the first. In swws-phrases, no such preference could be established.

The author concludes that the rhythmic structure of words and sentences is parsed

differently. Words are considered as a single phonological phrase and syllables are

thus processed linearly. Sentences, on the contrary, are first divided into phonolog-

ical phrases according to the theory of prosodic phonology. In the second step, the

prosodic template is applied within each phonological phrase. Gerken’s follow-up

study from 1996 substantiates her theory of the prosodic template. The material in

the revised experimental setup included three consecutive weak syllables as well as

different types of weak syllables (articles and weak noun-initial syllables). The study

reveals that articles are more prone to omission if they form part of a www-sequence

compared to a ww-sequence as articles do not form part of the prosodic word in

the first case. Moreover, weak word-initial syllables are preserved slightly more often

than the definite article in a lapse phrase. Gerken (1996: 705) concludes that children

prefer not to parse syllables into feet across two lexical words.

Demuth (1995, 1996) provides an account for children’s weak syllable omissions

based on Optimality Theory (OT) as developed by Prince and Smolensky (1993). Ac-

cording to OT, universal constraints are ranked in a different order in each language

which allows for language-specific output forms. Demuth holds the view that chil-
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dren’s steps in their approximation to complex syllable-sequences can be attributed

to a specific ranking of constraints. For example, the constraint that prescribes a

binary foot structure (“FTBIN”) as well as the constraint “NO-CODA” are initially

ranked high, leading to an output form like ["ho:tA] instead of /"o:li:fAnt/ in Dutch

child speech (Demuth, 1995: 15, 18). In a later stage, the constraint that disallows

complex consonant clusters is ranked higher than “NO-CODA”, generating ["o:fA"fAn].

Finally, the constraint that prescribes to fill out syllable positions with segmental

material (“FILL”) is ranked highest leading to the adult-like output form.

Another study on the effect of rhythmic structures on German children’s realiza-

tion of weak syllables based on an OT-account was conducted by Grimm (2009). Her

speech corpus comprises German spontaneous and imitated simplex and compound

words produced by four children who were recorded over a period of twelve months.

Grimm’s results reveal that prosodic units have an impact on children’s early word

productions. In the initial stage, children realize words consisting in monosyllabic or

disyllabic (sw) feet. Weak syllables that do not form part of this pattern are absent

in children’s output forms. In the second stage, compound words whose constituents

consist of one foot are realized correctly, whereas constituents and simplex words con-

sisting in two feet are still reduced. In stage three, children maintain all syllables in

simplex words which underlyingly consist in two feet. Only the surface stress pattern

is altered in that main stress is shifted from the second foot to the first syllable. Weak

syllables that cannot be parsed into a foot continue to be omitted. In stage four, the

stress pattern in simplex words is realized correctly. In the final stage, weak syllables

that do not form part of a foot are now realized. According to Grimm (2009: 64f),

the developmental steps in the acquisition of complex rhythmic structures can be

related to a reorganization of a limited set of constraints in each stage. For example,

the constraint which requires a trochaic pattern is initially ranked high and in the

final stage, it appears at a lower end of the hierarchy. By contrast, the constraint

requiring a maximum amount of syllables in the output is initially ranked low and

in the end, it is ranked high. A change in the assignment of main stress on the first

syllable in stage three can be explained by a higher ranking of the constraint that

requires the leftmost strong syllable within a prosodic word to be stressed. In stage
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four, this constraint is ranked low and thereby, the rightmost strong syllable within

a prosodic word is stressed correctly.

In sum, simplex structures are generally ranked higher than faithfulness con-

straints in the first stages in language acquisition. On a phonological level, this

leads for example to reduced consonant clusters, assimilations and disyllabic feet in

children’s early utterances. In later stages in language development, faithfulness con-

straints are ranked higher than simplex structures generating adult-like output forms.

The study conducted by Demuth and McCullough (2009) investigated the rea-

lization of weak articles in English based on spontaneous child utterances. It was

found that four of the five children aged one to two years produce a significantly

higher number of articles if they are part of a trochaic foot. For the one child that

produced a similar number of footed and unfooted articles, the researchers carried out

an acoustic analysis of her utterances. This analysis reveals that at an earlier stage,

long pauses occur between the article and the preceding as well as following word,

indicating that all articles are treated as separate prosodic words. The authors con-

clude that morphosyntactic development is closely related to prosodic development.

Moreover, children’s rate of phonological development is responsible for differences

across children’s article use.

Lleó and Rakow (2006) recorded spontaneous two-word-utterances from bilin-

gual German-Spanish children as well as monolingual German and Spanish children

aged around two years. The researchers found that monolingual German children

produce a pause between the two words, which was not observed for the Spanish

monolinguals. Furthermore, the monolingual German children produce the first syl-

lable of the second word with a higher tone compared to the final syllable of the

first word, whereas the Spanish children produce a level tone. The bilingual children

behave almost like the monolinguals when speaking the respective language although

some interferences between the two languages are visible. As a conclusion, bilingual

children who acquire two languages with some prosodic differences are able to detect

these differences and form two separate entries for each language.

The following subsection addresses the development of morphological elements

in child language acquisition.
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5.3 The acquisition of morphological elements

The development of morphemes starts with the production of first words around the

first year of life. Difficulties in the selection of the correct inflectional or derivational

suffix may persist until age five years (e.g., Berko, 1958; Clark and Hecht, 1982;

Gwinner, 2007 on derivation; Gwinner, 2009 on inflection and derivation). In the

present section, the focus of attention lies on the type of words that are acquired at

an earlier stage than others. Moreover, it concentrates on the emergence of inflection.

Again, the passive vocabulary inventory grows at a faster rate compared to the active

one. This unequal acquisition rate also applies to morphological processes such as

inflection. The following two subsections substantiate these statements with findings

from previous studies.

5.3.1 Perception

Early studies with children around their first year of life showed that they are able to

understand a certain set of words if they are presented in a familiar context (Menyuk

and Menn, 1979: 51). By the age of two years, children have a clear understanding

of how morphemes are combined into larger phrases. For example, Naigles (1990)

conducted a perception study using the preferential looking paradigm with children

aged two years. The audio stimuli consisted of English sentences with a transitively

or an intransitively used nonce verb. The children had the choice between two pic-

tures where puppets either performed a causative or a non-causative action. The

author found that children clearly match the picture with a causative action with the

transitive sentences and the non-causative action with the intransitive sentences.

5.3.2 Production

In a study on English children’s active lexicons, Nelson (1973: 36) found that the

vocabulary size of 50 words is reached by the age of 1;7,6 on average. Part of the

early vocabulary inventory are words denoting specific actions, such as greetings

and demands or expressions of feelings (Halliday, 1975). With a growing vocabu-

lary inventory, children start combining words. According to the CHILDES database
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(MacWhinney, 2000), the following exemplary phrases are found in early child speech

(based on the corpus by Roger Brown):

1. Car coming. (Eve, 1;6)

2. Cromer wear glasses. (Eve, 2;1)

3. After Papa fix it. (Eve, 2;2)

It is obvious that the linear order is correct, but functional elements are missing.

Among these missing elements are the following: inflectional suffixes, articles and

finite verbs in phrases that also contain an infinite verb. In contrast, content words

are present in early utterances.

Studies on the acquisition of agreement rules have shown that in languages

with a rich verbal inflection system (such as Italian), morphology is acquired earlier

than in languages with a sparser inflectional system (such as English). Hyams (1984,

2008) observed that in multi-word utterances, Italian-speaking children at the end

of their second year of life correctly inflect the verb to agree in person and number

with the subject. English-speaking children on the contrary do not master correct

verb inflections until the age of two years nine months (Brown, 1973). Compared to

Italian, German has less verbal inflections but its verb morphology is still considered

as comparatively complex. German children start to correctly inflect verbs around

the age of two years (Bittner, 2003: 64).

In spontaneous utterances, inflectional morphemes consisting of a single con-

sonant are more likely to be realized early if only two positions in the rhyme are

occupied. In a study by Grijzenhout and Penke (2005), young German children’s

spontaneous utterances contain the third person singular marker -t more often in

combination with verb stems such as schwimm- /SvIm/ (“swim”) compared to verb

stems such as wein- /VaIn/ (“cry”). A similar result was found by Marshall and

van der Lely (2007) for English-speaking children with Specific Language Impair-

ment (SLI) aged twelve years. The authors used the word elicitation task to elicit

English past tense forms of existing verbs. The results show that SLI-children’s pro-

ductions of the inflectional morpheme -ed is inversely proportional to the complexity

of the syllable structure.
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Bernhardt and Stemberger (1998: 475ff) use Optimality Theory to summarize

previous findings on children’s realization of morphological elements in English (such

as the plural suffix, the third person singular marker, the past tense maker or the

present progressive form) depending on the syllable structure and the foot structure

of the lexical element. These morphological elements may lead to an increase in com-

plexity of the syllable or foot structure, respectively. For the verb or noun hug, for

example, the plural suffix, the third person singular marker and the past tense maker

would add a position in the coda which already contains one consonant. An extra

weak syllable is added by the addition of the present progressive marker for verbs

such as copy or by the addition of the third person singular marker for verbs such

as punish which results in the dispreferred foot structure (sww). Previous studies

found that children at an early stage in their language development omit morpholog-

ical elements if the coda position is already filled or if the foot structure is already

binary. Based on these findings, Bernhardt and Stemberger (1998: 476f) explain that

the phonological constraints “NotComplex(Coda)” and “Binary(Foot,σ)” are ranked

higher than morphological constraints. The following section gives greater insight

into Optimality Theory with reference to the realization of morphological elements.

5.4 A possible interaction of prosodic and mor-

phological constraints

As mentioned in subsections 5.2.2 and 5.3.2 above, there is another approach for

the explanation of children’s weak syllable omissions besides the Theory of Metrical

Phonology. This approach is based on Optimality Theory (see Prince and Smolensky,

1993) and is used for example by Demuth (1995, 1996). Demuth (1995) puts forward

several constraints that are ranked in different ways in each developmental stage

yielding different output forms (compare her example of Dutch olifant “elephant”,

illustrated in Subsection 5.2.2). Among these prosodic constraints are the following

(taken from Demuth, 1995 as well as McCarthy and Prince, 1995):
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FTBIN: feet are binary

FILL: syllable positions are filled with segmental material

*COMPLEX: consonant clusters are not allowed

NO-CODA: syllables may not have codas

PARSE-SEG: underlying segments are parsed into syllable structure

ALIGNPrWd: each lexical stem consists of a prosodic word which consist of a

binary branching foot

MAX-IO: every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output (phono-

logical deletion is prohibited)

DEP-IO: every segment of the output has a correspondent in the input (phono-

logical epenthesis is prohibited)

Some of these prosodic constraints contradict each other which requires a hi-

erarchical ordering of these constraints. Constraints that are ranked high are less

often violated in contrast to others that are ranked low and may be violated more

often. In the adult realization of words such as German Ball [bal] “ball”, for example,

“MAX-IO” is ranked higher than “NO-CODA”. At an early stage in child language

development, the order is reversed which results in output forms such as [ba]. The

order of the above mentioned prosodic constraints will play a role for an OT analy-

sis of the speech data collected in the production study (Chapter 6). The different

hierarchical orders of the children in the different age and language groups will be

readdressed in the general discussion (Chapter 8).

The morphological constraint “REALIZE-MORPHEME” prescribes that for every

morpheme in the input, some phonological element should be present in the output

(e.g., van Oostendorp, 2005). This constraint is violated (along with the “MAX-IO”-

constraint), for example, if children omit unstressed definite articles in lapse phrases

as found by Gerken (1994b, 1996) and others. In case only parts of the unstressed

morpheme are realized, the “REALIZE-MORPHEME”-constraint is not violated but

the “MAX-IO” still is. A possible developmental path in the production of lapse

phrases could consist of the following stages:
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Stage 1: lapse phrases are avoided by the omission of an entire syllable
(“ALIGNPrWd” >> “REALIZE-MORPHEME”, “MAX-IO”)

Stage 2: the first or second weak syllable of the lapse is not yet realized
completely whereas the other syllable is realized correctly
(“REALIZE-MORPHEME” >> “ALIGNPrWd”, “MAX-IO”)

Stage 3: lapse phrases are realized correctly
(“REALIZE-MORPHEME”, “MAX-IO” >> “ALIGNPrWd”)

The extent to which the prosodic and morphological constraints interact in the

speech data collected from German and German-Italian children will be shown in the

general discussion. In addition, an analysis of the speech data based on the Theory

of Metrical Phonology is provided. The following chapter presents the experimental

setup and the results of the production study with German and German-Italian chil-

dren.

Previous research presented in this chapter demonstrated that there is an inter-

relationship between the development of morphological elements and the development

of prosodic structures in early childhood. At an early stage, bound morphological

items are realized if the syllable structure does not become complex or if the foot

does not consist of more than two syllables. In a similar vein, the realization of

unbound morphemes depends on the rhythmic structure of the phrase. Only in a

later stage when children have acquired more complex prosodic structures are mor-

phemes realized correctly. Two theories may be used as a reference to explain these

findings: Metrical Theory and Optimality Theory. According to the former theory,

young children have a metrical template that prevents output forms that contain

complex structures such as consonant clusters and feet consisting of more than two

syllables. At a later stage, the template allows more complex structures and children

are able to produce adult-like output forms. The latter theory ascribes the reduced

output forms in children’s early stages to high ranked constraints that disallow com-

plex structures. Later in language development, those constraints are ranked lower

than the faithfulness constraints generating correct realizations of morphemes. The

two theories are thus not contradictory but explain the findings from two different

viewpoints.
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Chapter 6

Production Study on German and

German-Italian Children’s

Development of Complex

Structures

Rhyme and meter affect children’s early speech utterances both on the word level

and on the sentence level. With respect to single word productions, Grijzenhout and

Penke (2005) showed that children’s realization of bound grammatical morphemes

depends on the syllable structure that children assume at a certain point in their lan-

guage development. The children who participated in Grijzenhout and Penke’s study,

produced the German verbal inflection morpheme -t to a greater extent if the rhyme

of the verbal stem consisted of two positions only (for more details, see Subsection

5.3.2). Considering sentence productions, children’s early realizations of unstressed

morphemes such as articles and prefixes often depend on rhythmic structures (such as

an alternating pattern of strong and weak syllables) that children have established at

a certain point in their development. Gerken (1994a, 1994b, 1996) as well as Demuth

and McCullough (2009) among others (cf. Section 5.2.2) demonstrated that English

children are more likely to realize weak syllables if they form part of a trochaic foot.

English articles carry less functional load compared to German articles which inflect

for gender, number and case. English and German both possess word-initial weak
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syllables but German also has a weak inflectional prefix. Considering different types

of German weak syllables, German speech data form an interesting basis for a com-

parison with previous findings on English.

So far, only a few studies exist on the prosodically constrained acquisition of

morphemes in children with two competing lexicons (see for example Lleó, 2006 on

Spanish speech data by Spanish-German bilinguals and other studies cited in Subsec-

tion 5.2.2). The present study contributes to the closure of this gap by investigating

the interplay of prosody and morphology in German and Italian. These two languages

share a number of properties but are also divergent in a few aspects. German and

Italian are both trochaic but German is referred to as a stress-timed language and

Italian as a syllable-timed language. The concomitant distinction that is relevant for

this study is the lack of vowel reductions in syllable-timed languages. In addition,

German and Italian both exhibit verb inflections but the morphological complexity

varies for the two languages. German has seven verbal endings to express person,

number, tense and mood, one prefix to express past participle and stem vowel alter-

nations in strong verbs triggered by certain verbal endings. In comparison, Italian has

25 verbal endings (Schwarze, 1988: 103ff) but neither verbal prefixes nor stem vowel

alternations (with the exception of one Italian dialect, see Subsection 3.3.1 above).

Definite articles exist in German and Italian but their morphological complexity dif-

fers. In German, four cases, three genders and number are distinguished whereas in

Italian, definite articles inflect according to two genders and number. Overall, article

use is more frequent in Italian than in German (see Subsection 3.2.1 above).

As mentioned in Subsection 5.3.2, Italian-speaking children correctly apply verb

inflections by the end of their second year of life (Hyams 1984, 2008). In this respect,

English-speaking children who acquire a sparser inflectional system lag approximately

one year behind (Brown, 1973). This difference adds another variable for consider-

ation for the present production study. An earlier version of this study including

preliminary results was submitted as an article for conference proceedings together

with Sascha Gaglia and Janet Grijzenhout. This chapter is more detailed and it

presents the final results based only on the data collection of the author of this the-

sis. This study focuses on German speech utterances by German and German-Italian
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children. For a comparison with Italian speech data, please consult Gwinner, Gaglia

and Grijzenhout (2012).

6.1 Research questions

The theoretical background provided in chapters 2 to 4 gives rise to the following

research questions:

1. Is the realization of weak syllables in German child speech also conditioned

by prosody as in English child speech? Are the realizations of (i) articles, (ii)

word-initial weak syllables and (iii) prefixes conditioned by prosody in the same

way in German child speech as in English child speech? Do other factors such

as grammatical load carried by the respective weak syllables also play a role?

2. When two languages are acquired simultaneously, do they influence each other

with respect to the acquisition of phonology and morphology? Are language-

specific structures transferred to another language in bilingual children?

3. At what age are German and German-Italian children able to correctly pro-

duce all weak syllables in non-trochaic syllable sequences? Which strategies

do German and German-Italian children use in order to avoid two adjacent

weak syllables? Is the developmental path the same for monolingual children

and bilingual children who acquire two languages simultaneously with different

prosodic and morphological properties?

6.2 Hypotheses

Based on the findings of previous studies, the following hypotheses proposed:

1. Weak syllables are expected to be realized more often when they can be prosod-

ified as the weak member within a trochaic foot compared to lapse positions,

just as previous studies by Gerken (1994a, 1994b, 1996) and others have found.

This prosodic bias is expected to become evident in the children’s productions
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of single words with an initial weak syllable, as well as in the children’s imita-

tions of lapse phrases. Within lapse phrases, we assume that prosody affects the

three different types of weak syllables to a different degree, depending on their

grammatical load. Definite articles express gender, number and case, whereas

the prefix only expresses past tense. Word-initial Ge-/Be- lack grammatical

information. Consequently, the verbal prefix ge- should be omitted more often

than articles but less often than Ge-/Be-. Within lapses, we should find a clear

preference for the omission of the noun-initial weak syllable compared to the

preceding verb-final weak syllable because of the higher amount of grammatical

information of the latter. The definite articles den/die/das should be omitted

equally often as verb-final weak syllables because they both contribute gram-

matical information (articles: case, number, gender, definiteness; verb endings:

person, number, tense, mood). For lapses that consist of a weak noun-final

syllable followed by the weak verbal prefix, we expect the weak syllable to be

omitted more often than the prefix due to the higher amount of grammatical

information of the latter.

2. Previous studies have found a lot of mixing and code switching in bilinguals.

The bilinguals in our study may show some Italian traces in their German

speech. It is likely that we will find some Italian words instead of an unknown

German word. In single word productions, phonological adaptations to Ital-

ian may occur in the form of replacements of sounds that are phonological in

Italian but not in standard German (e.g., schwa realized as a full vowel) or res-

olutions of word-initial consonant clusters that do not exist in standard Italian

(e.g., [Sr], [Sl]). As articles are more frequent in Italian compared to German,

German-Italian children are expected to omit articles less often than German

children. Further interferences might occur with respect to the realization of

verb inflections. As previous studies have demonstrated, children whose native

language possesses a rich inflectional system acquire verbal inflections at an ear-

lier stage than children whose native language possesses a poorer inflectional

system. Thus, the bilingual children are expected to realize verb-final weak

syllables more often than the monolingual German children.
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3. Younger children are predicted to produce fewer weak syllables in non-trochaic

environments than older children in both language groups. Since the bilinguals

have to acquire two systems simultaneously, it is expected that it takes them

more time to build two distinct grammars. Hence, their development may

proceed in smaller steps compared to the monolinguals. It is further assumed

that the German and German-Italian children use different strategies to avoid

noun-initial weak syllables. German children should either omit the initial

schwa-syllable completely, or omit only schwa if the resulting consonant cluster

is permissible in German (e.g., C[@]."CVC→ ∅ "CVC / "CCVC). German-Italian

children are not expected to delete schwa because consonant clusters are less

frequent in Italian compared to German. Therefore, the bilinguals should either

omit the initial schwa-syllable completely or turn schwa into a full vowel (V)

in combination with a stress shift to the first syllable as standard Italian does

not allow syllables with schwa (e.g., C[@].CVC → ∅ "CVC / "CV.CVC).

6.3 Method

The following subsections provide information on the participants, material and pro-

cedure chosen for the production study.

6.3.1 Participants

The children who participated in the production study were recruited from the fol-

lowing two language groups: one group of monolingual German children (aged 1;8

to 3;10 years; number of recordings: 28) and one group of bilingual German-Italian

children (aged 2;6 to 5;6 years; number of recordings: 28). We recorded approxi-

mately the same number of girls and boys within each language group. As outlined

in Section 4.3, gender only plays a strong role in language development until the age

of two years which is why we do not expect any differences based on the gender of

the children. All participants were normal-developing children and their language

background as well as vocabulary inventory is assessed by a parental questionnaire.

The monolinguals heard and spoke exclusively German and the bilinguals receive
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roughly equal amounts of German and Italian language input at their home and

kindergarten. A vocabulary test revealed that the bilinguals’ vocabulary inventories

were approximately the same size in German and Italian. More information on the

bilinguals’ language input and language competence are provided in Appendix B.

Both language groups were divided into two subgroups with respect to their age:

• German AG 1: 1;8–2;5 years (average 2;2); number of recordings: 14

• German AG 2: 2;6–3;10 years (average 3;0); number of recordings: 14

• German-Italian AG 2: 2;6–3;10 years (average 3;3); number of recordings: 14

• German-Italian AG 3: 4;1–5;6 years (average 4;10); number of recordings: 14

Note that there is no age group 1 (AG1) for the bilingual children due to the lack

of access to children in that age range. For the ease of comparison with the mono-

lingual children, the younger bilingual age group is labelled “age group 2” (AG2)

and the older “age group 3” (AG3). All children stem from Southwest Germany.

The monolinguals were recorded in two different kindergartens in Konstanz and the

bilinguals in a kindergarten in a suburb of Stuttgart. The kindergartens of the partic-

ipants are located in a neighborhood of middle- to upper-class families. We therefore

assume that the monolingual and bilingual participants in our study have a similar

socioeconomic status. The dialectal forms of Stuttgart and Konstanz both contain

schwa-deletions in the same environments.

6.3.2 Material

The experimental material consists of single words as well as sentences. Single word

productions were included in the study to ensure that they themselves would not

cause any difficulties that could have been attributed to a complex prosodic sentence

structure. The single words (N=41) differed in onset complexity with the following

types:
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a) simplex onset: e.g., Vogel “bird” (N=11)

b) complex onset: e.g., Blume “flower” (N=14)

c) weak syllable: e.g., Geschenk “present” (N=16)

The words with a simplex onset contain the following German consonants that

may appear as singletons in word-initial position: [p, t, k, b, d, g, f, S, z, ö, l]. These

consonants occur in words that are native German and highly frequent as opposed to

other German consonants that may appear in the same environment (e.g., [s] and [Z]).

The consonant clusters in the words of type b) consist of all German consonants that

may be combined with a liquid. The target words of type c) all began with weak Be-

or Ge- followed by one or two consonants that are permissible in this environment.

We selected easily illustratable single target words.

The target sentences included in the study either followed a trochaic pattern

or exhibited one stress lapse. We included three conditions, as illustrated by the

following examples (target syllables are underlined):

1. Condition 1: prosodically weak article

a) trochaic: e.g., "Peter "sucht den "Ball. “Peter looks for the ball.”

b) lapse: e.g., "Peter "findet den "Ball. “Peter finds the ball.”

2. Condition 2: weak noun-initial syllable (Be- or Ge-)

a) trochaic: e.g., "Peter "malt Ge"sichter. “Peter draws faces.”

b) lapse: e.g., "Peter "kitzelt Ge"spenster. “Peter tickles ghosts.”

3. Condition 3: verbal prefix ge-

a) trochaic: e.g., "Peter "hat Pa"pier ge"faltet. “Peter folded paper.”

b) lapse: e.g., "Tim ist "Auto ge"fahren. “Tim drove the car.”

A complete list of the words and sentences may be found in Appendix A.
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6.3.3 Procedure

For the present production study, we used an elicited imitation method (cf. Lust

et al., 1996; further explanations on this method may be found in Section 4.4). In

a quiet room at their kindergarten, children were recorded separately every two to

four months over a period of two years. The equipment consisted of a mobile digital

recorder (Microtrack 24/96TM) and a stereo electric microphone. The recordings

were saved as WAV-files to be compatible with the speech analyzing program praat©

(Boersma and Weenink, 2013). The words and sentences were elicited with the help

of picture books and puppets to create a playful setting. Children were asked to

label the presented object and to describe the scene that was displayed in the picture

book or acted out by the puppets (e.g., instructor: Was macht Peter da? “What is

Peter doing there?”; child: Peter malt Gesichter. “Peter draws faces.”). If a child

did not utter the target word or sentence, the experimenter provided it and the child

was asked to repeat it. Imitations and spontaneous utterances were not analyzed

separately as the numbers would have been to small. Each child received a small gift

for participation. All tests were conducted and analyzed by the author of this thesis.

In case it was unclear whether a child omitted a syllable completely or maintained

parts of it, the recordings were analyzed using praat©. 12.5 % of the recordings were

analyzed additionally by a trained research assistant. The two analyzed versions

were congruent by approximately 99%. Divergent cases were listened to again and

discussed to find a common solution.

6.3.4 Data analysis

We use the following labels to describe the children’s production variants of the target

sentences:

“correct”: A child’s utterance is labeled as correct if it contains the same number of

syllables as in the target sentence provided by the experimenter. We disregard

slight phonological changes such as sound substitutions or consonant cluster

reductions within a word. The phonological changes were analyzed separately

in the single word productions.
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“omitted weak syllable (target)”: In all conditions, we find some utterances where

the target weak syllable is omitted by the child. In Condition 1, it refers to

the definite article (e.g., Peter findet ∅ Ball), under Condition 2, the weak

word-initial syllable is deleted (Peter kitzelt ∅spenster), and under Condition

3, the verbal prefix is omitted (Tim ist Auto ∅fahren).

“omitted preceding weak syllable”: In lapse phrases, some of the children’s utter-

ances lack the weak syllable preceding the target weak syllable. Under condi-

tions 1 and 2, the verb-final weak syllable is omitted (e.g., Peter find∅ den

Ball ; Peter kitz∅ Gespenster). Under Condition 3, the final weak syllable of

the preceding noun is deleted (e.g., Tim ist Aut∅ gefahren).

“omitted schwa”: In the German sentences in conditions 2 and 3, some C[@]-syllables

are reduced to C, resulting in a complex word-initial consonant cluster, e.g.

Gespenster → [kS]penster ; gefahren → [kf]ahren. Note that in the regional di-

alect spoken in Southwest Germany, schwa-omission is allowed if the resulting

cluster does not violate the sonority hierarchy in German.

“inserted syllable”: In some of the children’s utterances we find syllable insertions

such as definite articles or local adverbs in front of the target syllable, e.g.

"Peter "kitzelt "die Ge"spenster “Peter tickles the ghosts” or "Peter "kitzelt "da

Ge"spenster “Peter tickles ghosts there”.

“stress shift”: In lapse phrases, some children realize the second weak syllable with a

primary stress in combination with a full vowel, e.g. "Peter "kitzelt "Geespenster.

6.4 Results

Overall, both language groups were able to complete the task. Appendix C demon-

strates the word and sentence realizations of a selected group of children from both

language groups. Before turning to the children’s performance in the sentence pro-

duction task, the results of the single word productions are presented first. The

development in performance of the two language groups is compared considering

each of the three word beginnings separately. Subsequently, each group of children

is analyzed with respect to the behavior in the three conditions. The strategies to
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avoid complex structures are addressed for each age and language group. Finally,

the behavior of the matched age groups for German and German-Italian children are

compared.

For the statistical analysis, the percentages of correct and incorrect utterances

were calculated in relation to the total number of utterances for each child separately.

Subsequently, we calculated the average number of correct and incorrect utterances

for the particular age and language groups. We used a linear mixed-effects regression

model (LMER) with “age” and “language background” as between-subjects factors

and “word/sentence type” as a within-subjects factor.

Turning to the productions of single words with a simplex onset, we obtained

147 utterances from German children in age group 1, 151 utterances from German

children in age group 2, 152 utterances from German-Italian children in age group 2

and 153 utterances from German-Italian children in age group 3. Children in general

showed accurate performance (see Figure 6.1 below).
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Figure 6.1: Average percentages of children’s correct words with a simplex onset.
“N” refers to the number of children who provided speech data for this onset type.

Whiskers represent standard error.

There was a slight increase in the proportion of German and German-Italian

children’s correct utterances from the younger to the older age group. The differ-

ences are only significant for the bilinguals (German children: β = 4.6, SE = 4.12,
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ns ; German-Italian children: β = 4.61, SE = 1.42, p < 0.01). The older age group

of bilingual children realized nearly 100% of the German consonants included in our

study correctly.

For single words with a complex onset, we obtained 155 utterances from Ger-

man children in age group 1, 172 utterances from German children in age group 2,

187 utterances from German-Italian children in age group 2 and 197 utterances from

German-Italian children in age group 3. In this type of word beginning, more difficul-

ties are observable compared to the previous one (see Figure 6.2 below). Within both

language groups, the percentage of correct utterances increases significantly from the

younger to the older age group (German children: β = 31.26, SE = 10.27, p < 0.01;

German-Italian children: β = 18.46 , SE = 7.6, p < 0.05).
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Figure 6.2: Average percentages of children’s correct words with a complex onset.
“N” refers to the number of children who provided speech data for this onset type.

Whiskers represent standard error.

Within the category of single words starting with a weak syllable, we obtained

91 utterances from German children in age group 1, 162 utterances from German

children in age group 2, 148 utterances from German-Italian children in age group 2

and 191 utterances from German-Italian children in age group 3. This type of word

beginning causes even more difficulties than a word-initial cluster. As illustrated in

Figure 6.3 below, the older monolingual and bilingual children produce more correct
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words that start with a prosodically weak syllable compared to the younger children

in the respective language group (German children: β = 28.24, SE = 13.59, p < 0.05;

German-Italian children: β = 10.79, SE = 8.57, ns).
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Figure 6.3: Average amounts of children’s correct words with an initial weak
syllable. “N” refers to the number of children who provided speech data for this

onset type. Whiskers represent standard error.

Let us now turn to the performance in the three conditions by looking at each

group of children separately. The younger group of German children performs best

when realizing words with a simplex onset. Words with an initial weak syllable cause

the most difficulties. The percentage of correct utterances for words starting with

a cluster lies in between the other two onset types (simplex versus complex: β =

48.84, SE = 10.35, p < 0.01; simplex versus weak syllable: β = 55.81, SE = 11.0, p

< 0.01; complex versus weak syllable: β = 6.97, SE = 11.03, ns). A similar hierar-

chy is found for the older group of German children (simplex versus complex: β =

22.18, SE = 8.57, p < 0.05; simplex versus weak syllable: β = 32.17, SE = 8.73, p <

0.01; complex versus weak syllable: β = 9.99, SE = 8.73, ns). The younger group of

German-Italian children also produces the highest percentage of correct utterances

for words starting with a simplex onset. The percentages of correct utterances in

the other two conditions are approximately the same (simplex versus complex: β =

21.8, SE = 8.13, p < 0.05; simplex versus weak syllable: β = 18.67, SE = 8.67, p <
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0.05; complex versus weak syllable: β = 3.13, SE = 8.67, ns). The oldest bilingual

children’s behavior in the three conditions resembles that of the German children

(simplex versus complex: β = 7.96, SE = 3.44, p < 0.05; simplex versus weak sylla-

ble: β = 12.49, SE = 3.58, p < 0.01; complex versus weak syllable: β = 4.53, SE =

3.58, ns).

Considering German children’s mispronunciations, the most frequent error for

the group of simplex onsets were sound substitutions (average 11.7% in age group 1

(range 33.3%) and average 9.9% in age group 2 (range 27.3%), percentages calculated

from total number of words). In 2.9% of the cases on average, the children in age

group 1 omit the initial consonant (range 22.2%). The palato-alveolar fricative /S/

caused the most difficulties and was mostly replaced by [s] or [z]. In a few instances,

a velar plosive was fronted.

Within the group of complex onsets, we found the following error types in age

group 1: replacement of one consonant (average 13.1%, range 37.5%), omission of one

consonant (average 34.8%, range 100.0%), replacement of both consonants (average

10.9%, range 33.3%) and vowel-insertion (average 4.6%, range 28.6%). Among the

consonant replacements, we often find place assimilations, such as Traktor “tractor”

→ Kraktor. In age group 2, the same error types were found: replacement of one

consonant (average 22.7%, range 69.2%), omission of one consonant (average 6.3%,

range 50.0%), replacement of both consonants (average 1.1%, range 7.7%) and vowel-

insertion (average 2.1%, range 14.3%).

For words with an initial weak syllable, the following error types were found

for age group 1: omission of initial syllable (average 46.1%, range 100.0%), schwa-

deletion (average 3.8%, range 25.0%), omission of initial consonant (average 11.0%,

range 100.0%) and replacement of initial consonant (average 9.5%, range 46.7%). The

following error types were found for age group 2: omission of initial syllable (average

18.9%, range 100.0%), schwa-deletion (average 3.6%, range 25.0%), omission of ini-

tial consonant (average 3.0%, range 25.0%), replacement of initial consonant (average

16.1%, range 85.7%) and stress shift (average 0.5%, range 6.3%).

Considering German-Italians’ mispronunciations, the only error type for the

group of simplex onsets were sound substitutions for both age groups (AG2: 5.3%,
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range 10.0%; AG3: 0.6%, range 9.1%). The sound that caused the most difficulties

was the palato-alveolar fricative /S/ which was mostly replaced by [s]. In a few in-

stances, a velar plosive was fronted.

Within the group of complex onsets, the German-Italian age group 2 produces

the same error types as the German children: replacement of one consonant (average

9.8%, range 23.1%), omission of one consonant (average 9.6%, range 28.6%), replace-

ment of both consonants (average 6.1%, range 42.9%) and vowel-insertion (average

1.5%, range 14.3%) and for age group 3: replacement of one consonant (average 2.0%,

range 14.3%), omission of one consonant (average 3.6%, range 14.3%), replacement

of both consonants (average 2.5%, range 14.3%) and vowel-insertion (average 0.5%,

range 6.7%).

For words with an initial weak syllable, the following error types were found

in age group 2: omission of initial syllable (average 14.3%, range 100.0%), schwa-

deletion (average 2.3%, range 12.5%), replacement of initial consonant (average 6.8%,

range 28.6%) and stress shift (average 0.6%, range 6.3%). In the older age group,

the following error types were found: omission of initial syllable (average 5.8%, range

14.3%), schwa-deletion (average 5.2%, range 18.8%), omission of initial consonant

(average 0.5%, range 5.9%), replacement of initial consonant (average 1.1%, range

7.1%) and stress shift (average 0.5%, range 6.3%).

The German and the German-Italian children in age group 2 do not produce

significantly different proportions of correct words with respect to the three word

beginnings (simplex onset: β = 4.69, SE = 2.38, ns ; complex onset: β = 5.07, SE =

9.38, ns ; weak syllable: β = 18.19, SE = 12.09, ns).

In sum, simplex word onsets pose the least difficulties for all children. Noun-

initial weak syllables pose the most difficulties for the German children and for the

older bilingual children. For the younger bilingual children, a complex initial cluster

poses slightly more difficulties than a noun-initial weak syllable. The two language

groups behave similarly with respect to certain difficult sounds and sound combi-

nations. The strategy to move the stress to the noun-initial weak syllable was not

applied by the younger monolingual Germans. The remainder of this section is de-

voted to the children’s sentence productions. The monolinguals are considered first,
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the bilinguals second. The final part of this section is concerned with a comparison

of the two language groups with reference to children of the same age.

Monolingual Germans

The number of recorded utterances from the children in age group 1 is 47 (trochaic

phrases) and 61 (lapse phrases). In age group 2, we recorded 139 trochaic phrases

and 161 lapse phrases. Some children refused to utter certain sentences which is why

we have different numbers of children per sentence type.

Overall, monolingual German children prefer trochaic sentences to lapse sen-

tences. Figure 6.4 below illustrates that children in both age groups produce a

significantly higher proportion of correct utterances in a target trochaic sentence

compared to a sentence with a stress lapse (AG1: β = 35.38, SE = 13.47, p < 0.05;

AG2: β = 18.55, SE = 5.69, p < 0.01). Across the two age groups, children improve

significantly in their production of trochaic sentences (β = 8.71, SE = 4.15, p < 0.05)

and lapse sentences (β = 25.54, SE = 11.01, p < 0.05).
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Figure 6.4: Average amounts of German children’s correct utterances in sw- and
sww-phrases. “N” refers to the number of children who provided speech data for

this sentence type. Whiskers represent standard error.

Due to the high percentage of correct utterances in target trochaic sentences, we

decided to focus on the type of weak syllable that formed part of the lapse for both age

groups. Three types of weak syllables are part of the test: articles, noun-initial schwa
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syllables, and the verbal prefix ge-. The German children in age group 1 produced

31 lapse phrases containing an article, 18 lapse phrases containing a noun-initial

weak syllable and 12 lapse phrases containing a prefix. We find that these children

show a similar pattern of performance in their realization of non-trochaic-sentences

containing an article or a prefix (β = 1.51, SE = 31.83, ns, compare Figure 6.5

below). Less correct utterances were produced if a lapse within the phrase contained

a noun-initial weak syllable. But statistically, the difference is not significant (article

versus noun-initial syllable: β = 22.62, SE = 25.66, ns ; prefix versus noun-initial

syllable: β = 21.11, SE = 32.62, ns). The percentages of omissions of the target

syllable (represented by the white bar) are not significantly different (article versus

noun-initial syllable: β = 22.86, SE = 27.06, ns ; prefix versus noun-initial syllable:

β = 17.78, SE = 34.39, ns ; article versus prefix: β = 5.08, SE = 33.56, ns).

For all three weak syllable types, the most frequent strategy to create a trochaic

pattern is to omit the target weak syllable. Only in the case of a weak article do

we find some omissions of the preceding verb-final weak syllable. In a few instances

in Condition 2 (noun-initial weak syllable), children insert a syllable to create a new

foot.
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Figure 6.5: Average amounts of German children’s pronunciation variants of lapse
phrases (AG1). “N” refers to the number of children who provided speech data for
this sentence type. (Some children refused to utter certain sentences which led to

different numbers of analyzable children per sentence type.)
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The German children in age group 2 produced 61 lapse phrases containing an

article, 50 lapse phrases containing a noun-initial weak syllable and 50 lapse phrases

containing a prefix. Overall, these children produce higher percentages of correct

utterances with respect to the three weak syllable types in lapse phrases compared

to the German children in age group 1 (see Figure 6.6 below). In the older age

group, we find a hierarchy in correct utterances: lapse phrases with a prefix are

almost all produced correctly, a lower percentage of correct utterances is found for

articles and the smallest percentage of correct utterances is found for noun-initial

weak syllables. However, the percentage of correct utterances for articles and prefixes

was not significantly different (β = 7.56, SE = 13.45, ns). Phrases with noun-initial

weak syllables are realized correctly to a lower extent compared to phrases with a

prefix but the difference was not statistically significant (β = 22.74, SE = 13.69,

ns). The percentages of correct utterances in lapse phrases containing an article or a

noun-initial weak syllable were not significantly different (β = 15.17, SE = 12.8, ns).

The percentages of omissions of the target syllable were not significantly different

either (article versus noun-initial syllable: β = 13.27, SE = 12.28, ns ; prefix versus

noun-initial syllable: β = 12.5, SE = 13.14, ns ; article versus prefix: β = 0.77, SE

= 12.9, ns).
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Figure 6.6: Average amounts of German children’s pronunciation variants of lapse
phrases (AG2). “N” refers to the number of children who provided speech data for

this sentence type.
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In a lapse phrase containing an article or a noun-initial weak syllable, the Ger-

man children in age group 2 apply both the strategy to omit the target weak syllable

and the strategy to omit the preceding weak syllable to create a trochee. We do not

find any syllable insertions in age group 2, but we do find a few schwa-omissions as a

strategy to create a trochee in a lapse phrase containing a noun-initial weak syllable.

Note that in the regional dialect spoken in Southwest Germany where all participants

were recorded, schwa-omission in word-initial weak syllables is not required but per-

mitted if the resulting cluster follows phonotactic constraints. In the speech of our

children, we consider this process to be a strategy to create a trochee, as it is found

in more lapse phrases than in trochaic phrases and the experimenter spoke standard

German with the children. Should schwa-omission be a dialectal feature for these

children, we would expect it to occur irrespective of the prosodic context.

We will now address the question of whether greater exposure to a marked

rhythmic pattern in Language α facilitates the production of non-trochaic utterances

in Language A in bilinguals.

Bilinguals speaking German

The number of recorded utterances by the children in age group 2 is 103 (trochaic

phrases) and 117 (lapse phrases). In age group 3, we recorded 156 trochaic phrases

and 168 lapse phrases. The bilingual German-Italian children behaved similarly to

German monolinguals when they spoke German. Bilinguals also prefered to produce

trochaic phrases compared to non-trochaic ones (AG2: β = 19.04, SE = 6.87, p <

0.01; AG3: β = 6.72, SE = 2.43, p < 0.01; see Figure 6.7 below). Just as the mono-

lingual children, the bilingual children in the older age group produce significantly

more correct trochaic sentences compared to the children in the younger age group

(β = 5.61, SE = 2.7, p < 0.05) and non-trochaic sentences (β = 17.93, SE = 6.09, p

< 0.01).
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Figure 6.7: Average amounts of German-Italian children’s correct utterances in sw-
and sww-phrases. “N” refers to the number of children who provided speech data

for this sentence type. Whiskers represent standard error.

The German-Italian children in age group 2 produced 38 lapse phrases con-

taining an article, 28 lapse phrases containing a noun-initial weak syllable and 51

lapse phrases containing a prefix. When we examine the type of weak syllable in

more detail, we find a similar pattern in the behavior of bilinguals in age group 2

and monolinguals in age group 2: the bilinguals in age group 2 utter significantly

more correct non-trochaic-sentences if the stress lapse contains a verbal prefix ge-

compared to an article or a weak initial syllable (article versus prefix: β = 30.14,

SE = 13.92, p < 0.05; noun-initial syllable versus prefix: β = 29.36, SE = 14.23, p

< 0.05). The percentages of correct utterances of lapse phrases with an article or a

noun-initial weak syllable are not significantly different (β = 0.78, SE = 14.23, ns,

see Figure 6.8 below). The percentages of omissions of the target syllable are not

significantly different (article versus noun-initial syllable: β = 2.27, SE = 10.44, ns ;

prefix versus noun-initial syllable: β = 18.94, SE = 10.44, ns ; article versus prefix:

β = 16.67, SE = 10.21, ns).
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Figure 6.8: Average amounts of German-Italian children’s pronunciation variants of
lapse phrases (AG2). “N” refers to the number of children who provided speech

data for this sentence type.

In conditions 1 and 2, the bilingual children in age group 2 either omit the

target weak syllable to create a trochaic rhythm, or they delete the preceding weak

syllable to approximately the same extent. In some sentences in conditions 1 and 2,

we find insertions of monosyllabic words such as local adverbs or definite articles to

create a trochaic rhythm. In Condition 3, the only strategy to avoid a lapse is to

omit the prefix (< 10% of all utterances).

The German-Italian children in age group 3 produced 55 lapse phrases contain-

ing an article, 41 lapse phrases containing a noun-initial weak syllable and 72 lapse

phrases containing a prefix. Overall, these children produce more correct utterances

compared to the younger age group of bilinguals. The bilinguals in the older age

group also produce the highest number of correct utterances in lapses that contain a

prefix compared to the other two weak syllable types. The differences in the percen-

tages of correct utterances in the three conditions were not significant (article versus

noun-initial syllable: β = 4.29, SE = 5.58, ns ; article versus prefix: β = 8.5, SE

= 5.58, ns ; noun-initial syllable versus prefix: β = 4.22, SE = 5.58, ns, cf. Figure

6.9 below). The percentages of omissions of the target syllable were not significantly

different either (article versus noun-initial syllable: β = 4.52, SE = 3.11, ns ; prefix
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versus noun-initial syllable: β = 0.24, SE = 3.11, ns ; article versus prefix: β = 4.76,

SE = 3.11, ns).
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Figure 6.9: Average amounts of German-Italian children’s pronunciation variants of
lapse phrases (AG3). “N” refers to the number of children who provided speech

data for this sentence type.

The bilinguals in age group 3 apply the same types of strategies to create a

trochaic rhythm as found in the bilingual age group 2 and the monolingual age group

1: if the lapse contains an article, the older bilingual children omit the target weak

syllable or the preceding weak syllable. Only in a few cases do we find syllable in-

sertions in Condition 1. In a lapse sentence containing a weak noun-initial syllable,

the bilinguals in age group 3 predominantly insert a syllable (i.e. the definite article)

and only a few target weak syllables are omitted. Lapses with a prefix are nearly

all uttered correctly and only in a few instances, the target syllable or the preceding

syllable is omitted.

Comparison of children in AG2

For all three conditions combined, monolingual German children produce a higher

percentage of correct utterances compared to German-Italian children in trochaic

and non-trochaic sentences but the differences were not significant (trochaic phrases:

β = 4.71, SE = 3.08, ns ; lapse phrases: β = 5.2, SE = 8.19, ns). Within lapse
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phrases, the percentages of correct utterances for the three conditions are higher for

monolinguals than for bilinguals. The differences were not statistically significant

(article: β = 18.83, SE = 13.74, ns ; noun-initial syllable: β = 2.87, SE = 16.37, ns ;

prefix: β = 3.75, SE = 9.83, ns). The percentages of target weak syllable omissions

were not significantly different either (article: β = 7.44, SE = 8.96, ns ; noun-initial

syllable: β = 3.56, SE = 15.68, ns ; prefix: β = 10.0, SE = 9.08, ns). Looking at

the percentages of correctly produced lapse phrases, the monolingual children realize

more than 85% of lapse phrases correctly in age group 2 whereas the bilinguals do so

in age group 3 (compare figures 6.4 and 6.7).

To conclude, both German and German-Italian children have more difficulties

producing non-trochaic phrases compared to trochaic ones. Language groups that

are matched for age do not perform significantly different in the realization of correct

lapse phrases. Considering the percentages of correctly realized lapse phrases, the

monolingual children realize more than 85% of lapse phrases correctly at a younger

age compared to the bilinguals. Thus, the bilinguals’ preference for a trochaic rhythm

persists longer compared to the monolinguals. The strategies applied by both lan-

guage groups are similar with slightly more syllable insertions by the bilinguals and

no schwa-deletions by the bilinguals. If a lapse contains the schwa syllable GE -, it is

realized much more frequently if it occurs as a verbal prefix compared to cases where

it forms part of the noun. Hence, GE - is more likely to be preserved if it carries

grammatical information. These findings are discussed in the following section by

addressing our previously formulated hypotheses.

6.5 Discussion

The present study confirms findings from previous studies by showing that rhythm

and meter affect children’s early utterances both on the word level and on the sen-

tence level in German. Monolingual German children of approximately two years

of age adapt target words with an initial weak syllable to a trochaic pattern signifi-

cantly more often than monolingual German children of approximately three years

did. These kinds of adaptations were also produced by bilingual German-Italian chil-
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dren of approximately three years but the difference compared to the older bilingual

German-Italian children of almost five years was not significant.

In line with the results by Gerken (1994a, 1994b, 1996), Demuth and McCul-

lough (2009), Wijnen et al. (1994) and others, our monolingual German children aged

one year eight months to three years ten months as well as our bilingual German-

Italian children aged two and a half years to five and a half years realize weak syllables

in trochaic environments more often than in lapses. Our prediction that the omission

of a weak syllable in a lapse phrase also depends on its grammatical load was not

confirmed by our analysis on the percentages of target syllable omissions. Consider-

ing the percentages of correct utterances in lapse phrases, however, we were able to

show that grammatical load plays a role for the realization of the weak word-initial

GE-. Both the German and the German-Italian children in age group 2 produce

significantly more correct phrases if the second weak syllable of the lapse contains

the verbal prefix compared to the noun-initial syllable. We also observed that the

children in the younger age groups refused to repeat sentences including the past

participle ge-. This might be due to the fact that the children have not yet developed

a sense for past events. Once children start realizing sentences expressing past tense,

the prefix ge- in a lapse is mostly realized correctly.

Grammatical load did not have an effect on the realization of articles compared

to noun-initial weak syllables. This finding does not confirm our prediction that the

articles should have been omitted less often than the verbal prefix due to the greater

amount of grammatical information carried by the former. It is conceivable that the

children considered the information carried by the article less important than the

information carried by the verbal prefix. The noun that follows the article expresses

the information on number and the case is deducible because the semantic roles of

the agent and the recipient were obvious. Verbs ending in -en only have the prefix

ge- to express past participle and this information is lost if the prefix is omitted.

Moreover, the children in our study omitted articles to approximately the same

extent as the preceding verb-final weak syllable. We explain this finding by the fact

that both of these weak syllables carry grammatical information.
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Despite the fact that articles are more frequent in Italian compared to Ger-

man, the German definite articles in lapse phrases are realized to the same extent by

our German and German-Italian children in age group 2. Thus, frequency of occur-

rence in one language does not have an impact on the realization of weak articles in

the other language for bilinguals. We also did not find any interferences with respect

to the realization of verb inflections. Previously gained knowledge for example by

Hyams (1984, 2008) that children whose native language possesses a rich inflectional

system (e.g., Italian) acquire verbal inflections at an earlier stage than children whose

native language possesses a comparatively poorer inflectional system (e.g., German)

did not show any effects in our study. The bilingual children omitted the verb-final

weak syllable to a similar extent as seen by the monolingual children. In conclusion,

prosody plays the most crucial role in determining whether a weak syllable is realized

or omitted in early child speech.

With respect to our second hypothesis on interferences in the bilingual speech

data, we observed a few traces from Italian in the bilinguals’ German speech. Some

of the bilinguals realized the German uvular ‘r’ as an alveolar trill like in Italian. The

bilingual children in our study never inserted a schwa to resolve a consonant clus-

ter like German children did (AG1: 4.6%; AG2: 2.1%). Instead, an inserted vowel

between two consonants in a cluster was always a full vowel. Our bilinguals often

realized noun-initial weak syllables with a full vowel instead of a schwa. In contrast,

the clusters involving the palato-alveolar fricative [S] are resolved similarly by young

German and German-Italian children. Some of the bilingual children uttered the tar-

get word and/or sentence both in German and Italian. This behavior suggests that

the two languages are equally present in the child’s mind regardless of the language

input. Language-specific strategies to create a trochaic pattern are addressed in the

following paragraph.

Our third hypothesis on an increase in correctly uttered lapse phrases with

growing age could be confirmed for both language groups. We further expected the

German-Italian children to take smaller steps in their language development com-

pared to the monolinguals. This expectation was confirmed by our analysis of cor-

rectly produced lapse phrases. The monolingual children realize more than 85% of
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lapse phrases correctly in age group 2 whereas the bilinguals do so in age group 3.

We base this lag on the fact that bilingual children have to acquire two separate sys-

tems which takes more time compared to the monolinguals with one system. With

one exception (i.e., weak syllable insertion), the children of the two language groups

share the strategies to avoid a lapse. Among these strategies are the omission of the

target weak syllable, the omission of the preceding weak syllable and syllable inser-

tion. Bilinguals were more likely to insert an article compared to the monolinguals.

This might be due to the fact that in Italian, articles occur more frequently than

in German. Our prediction that one of the German children’s strategies to avoid

noun-initial weak syllables is to delete schwa whereas German-Italian children would

not do so could be confirmed.

The findings of this study will be discussed together with the findings by the

following perception study and against the background of previous studies in the

general discussion in Chapter 8. The following chapter presents the perception study

that includes some of the mispronunciations found in the present production study.
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Chapter 7

Perception Study on German

Children’s Development of

Complex Structures

In early stages in the language acquisition process, children are sensitive to the rhyth-

mic pattern of their mother tongue. Studies on children’s acquisition of English or

German phrases have established a preference for a trochaic rhythm both in percep-

tion and production. For example, English-learning seven and a half-month-olds as

well as nine-month-olds prefer listening to words consisting of a strong syllable fol-

lowed by a weak one (such as baby) rather than weak-strong-words (such as guitar)

(Jusczyk, 1999; Jusczyk, Cutler and Redanz, 1993; Jusczyk, Houston and Newsome,

1999). With respect to early word productions by English children, Demuth (1995)

found that the first words consist of a strong-weak syllable sequence rather than

a weak-strong one. Further evidence for the preference for the trochaic pattern in

children acquiring Germanic languages comes from children’s early multi-word utter-

ances.

Morpheme realizations often depend on the prosodic structures which children

have acquired up to a certain point in their development. For English-speaking chil-

dren, Gerken (1994b, 1996) demonstrated that weak syllables such as articles and

word-initial syllables are more likely to be produced if they can be parsed into a

trochaic foot. A similar result was reported in a production study with two- to
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five-year-old monolingual German and bilingual German-Italian children which was

conducted by the author of this thesis (see Chapter 6). The results reveal that chil-

dren from both language groups do not have problems pronouncing word-initial weak

syllables as long as these occur after a stressed syllable within a phrase. Moreover,

these children have considerable difficulties realizing German single words that start

with a prosodically weak syllable.

On the basis of these previous studies, our primary goal here is to find out

whether young German children actually detect the pronunciation errors found in

the previous production study by the author of this thesis. A closer examination of

the children’s reactions to pronunciation errors may reveal whether these errors are

the result of a strategy to avoid complex rhythmic and prosodic structures or whether

they should be attributed to imprecise phonological specifications in the children’s

mental lexicons.

7.1 Research questions

Based on the findings of the previous study, we put forward the following research

questions:

1. Are children at an early stage in their language development aware of the pro-

duction errors? In other words: is the reduction or omission of weak syllables

and consonant clusters which we found in our production study really a “repair

strategy”, or can theses pronunciation errors be attributed to imprecise lexical

specification?

2. How much detail for German nouns is stored in children’s mental lexicons and

how disruptive are different types of mispronunciations in the course of language

acquisition?

3. Do children in different stages in their language development react differently

to the types of errors?

The following section provides our expected answers to these questions.
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7.2 Hypotheses

We proposed the following hypotheses:

1. In line with findings from previous perception studies (summarized in Subsec-

tion 5.1.1), we expect children to notice pronunciation errors in general. Differ-

ent types of errors might cause different degrees of confusion (see Hypothesis

2) but we interpret the mispronunciations found in our production study as

strategies to reduce phonological complexities.

2. We start from the premise that children’s mental representation of words is

very detailed. Within the erroneous pronunciation variants, we expect schwa-

deletion to be least disruptive if the resulting consonant cluster is legal in Ger-

man and occurs in the dialectal forms spoken in Southwest Germany. Moreover,

the deletion of a consonant or a weak syllable should be worse than the insertion

of a consonant as in the former case, pieces of information in the form of sound

segments are lost. Children should be most confused by an auditory presented

label if the meaning of the target word is altered by the omission or insertion

of a consonant. With respect to an erroneous schwa-insertion to break up a

cluster, we assume that the children in the youngest age group will react differ-

ently compared to the children in the oldest age group (see Hypothesis 3 below).

3. Children’s phonological representations develop over time and are most detailed

in the oldest age group. This hypothesis is in line with findings by Fikkert

(1994) on children’s development of phonological representations (see Section

4.1 above). The hypothesis is corroborated if we find a greater acceptance

of mispronunciations overall in the youngest age group compared to the old-

est. With respect to the development of rhythmic structures, we hypothesize

that children develop more complex structures the older they get. As schwa-

insertions in an initial consonant cluster lead to a prosodically more complex

word form, children in the youngest age group should reject these word forms,

whereas children in the oldest age group should accept them to a greater ex-

tent. We do not expect that children at any point in their development accept

schwa-insertions to a greater extent than the correct label as correct labels
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should always be accepted the most. We assume that the children in each age

group reject mispronunciations including a complex onset cluster or a schwa-

insertion in a cluster to the same extent, because both of these error types are

more complex in that one segment is added to the correct word form.

7.3 Method

The following subsections provide information about the participants, material and

procedure involved in the perception study.

7.3.1 Participants

In total, 72 children were included in the analysis of our study (36 girls). We selected

three age groups: AG 1: 18-month-olds (± two weeks, N=24); AG 2: 27-month-olds

(± two weeks, N=24); AG 3: 36-month-olds (± two weeks, N=24). By the age of

18 months, children start to label objects (e.g., Bischof-Köhler, 2011: 85) and the

vocabulary size of 18-month-old children is adequate for our perception study. The

production study presented in the previous chapter established that the monolingual

German children correctly produce complex word onsets by the age of three years.

Hence, 36-month-olds were selected as the oldest age group for the present perception

study. The age group of 27-month-olds lies exactly between the other two age groups.

All participants had a monolingual German language background, they were

born full-term and their parents reported no history of speech or hearing difficulties.

Another 37 children (33.9%) participated in the study but had to be excluded from

the analysis due to fussiness (N=8), not meeting certain criteria for looking behavior

(specified below, N=20), cold on the day of testing (N=8) or experimental error

(N=1).

7.3.2 Material

The material consisted of German nouns with or without a pronunciation error. Fol-

lowing White and Morgan (2008), we decided to include familiar objects only. One
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of our pilot production studies with unfamiliar objects such as a wine-bottle cap or

a knife grinder revealed that 3-year-olds are very creative and can attach all kinds of

different labels to the objects depicted. For example, one child saw a sofa upon the

presentation of a knife grinder and another child claimed to see a book instead of a

hinge. As it is not feasible to control for all possible words that may be activated by

the participants during the silence phase of the perception study, we decided to avoid

this confounding factor by presenting familiar objects only. Moreover, we wanted

to ensure that the audio stimulus directs the gaze to one object at the onset of the

target word.

In our vocabulary test, parents reported that most of the 18-month-olds are fa-

miliar with the words included in our study. The average score of familiarity reached

77.3% for all displayed items combined. For the target items included in the study,

the average score of familiarity reaches 57.0% (cf. the individual results of all items in

Appendix E). We avoided similarities between target words and excluded for example

bird which could have caused confusion with pigeon. Words that were known in less

than 25% of toddlers were not used in the experiment either. We based this decision

on the perception study conducted by Barton (1976). He found that children’s per-

formance on discriminating sound contrasts in existing words was worse if one of the

words was unknown to the children. On the basis of the results of the aforementioned

production study with German and German-Italian children, we generated the fol-

lowing pronunciation variants per word onset (the first in each row represents the

correct label). The words listed below are exemplary for the three word onset types.

A complete list of the target words may be found in Appendix D.

1. simplex onset: Tauben “pigeons” → Tauben; Trauben

2. complex onset: Trauben “grapes” → Trauben; Tauben; T[@]rauben

3. word-initial weak syllable: Getränke “drinks”→ G[@]tränke; Tränke; [kt]ränke;

G[e:]tränke (stress shift involved)

The cluster reduction in target words that formed part of category 2 always

involved the omission of the liquid. This process is in line both with a production
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study showing that German-speaking children preserve the left consonant if onset

cluster reduction occurs (Lleó and Prinz, 1996) and with production studies demon-

strating that children tend to omit the more sonorous segment in a cluster (e.g.,

Ohala, 1999). Among the trochaic words with a branching onset, two of the words

resulted in an existing German word upon the removal of the liquid (i.e. Trauben

“grapes” → Tauben “pigeons”; Brote “loaves of bread” → Boote “boats”) and two

words resulted in a non- existing German word (i.e. Glocken “bells” → *Gocken;

Blumen “flowers” → *Bumen). This was done to compare whether the presentation

of a reduced consonant cluster leads to more confusion if the resulting word exists

in German or not. To test whether consonant deletion resulting in an existing word

or consonant insertion also leading to an existing German word has similar effects,

we included two words with a simplex onset with an erroneous consonant insertion

(i.e. Boote “boats” → Brote “loaves of bread” and Tauben “pigeons” → Trauben

“grapes”). This pronunciation variant is not based on the mispronunciations found

in the previous production study and was only included in the perception study to

allow comparison. As children tend to reduce onset clusters, one might argue that the

mental representations of clusters like /bl/ and /tR/, for example, do not differ from

the stored representations for the single consonantal onsets /b/ and /t/. Hence, we

investigated whether the insertion of /l/ or /R/ after the single consonant is equally

acceptable as hearing a reduced consonant cluster.

All the pronunciation variants in category 3 resulted in non-existent German

words, except for two mispronunciations (Schenke “inn” and Tränke “watering hole”).

However, these two words are very unlikely to occur in child-directed speech and our

vocabulary test confirmed that they are unknown by the 18-month-old children in

our study. As mentioned in Chapter 6, one of the strategies to turn a lapse into a

trochee was to omit the lax vowel in a word-initial weak syllable. In our percep-

tion study, we included one German word where schwa-omission is allowed in some

dialects (e.g., Geschenke “presents”) and one word whose resulting onset cluster is

illegal in German (e.g., Getränke “drinks”). Some varieties of German allow schwa-

deletion in word-initial weak syllables if the consonants of the resulting cluster follow

the sonority hierarchy, e.g., Gschenke contains the permissible cluster [kS], whereas
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*Gtränke with *[kt] does not. Our intention was to compare the extent of children’s

confusion with respect to schwa-deletion in two different environments, i.e. one that

satisfies the language’s phonotactic constraints and one that does not.

To avoid priming effects, all participants were exposed to each object maxi-

mally once in combination with one pronunciation variant per condition and each

pronunciation variant occurred only once in each condition (as in White and Mor-

gan, 2008). As illustrated above, the maximum number of pronunciation variants per

word is four. Hence, our experimental design consisted of four conditions. Correct

and mispronounced labels were presented in an alternating order. In total, our tar-

get pronunciation variants consisted in a higher number of mispronunciations than

correct labels. The numbers were balanced by the addition of correctly pronounced

filler items consisting of words with an onset that did not form part of our investi-

gation (for example a fricative-liquid-cluster as in Flaschen “bottles”). The number

of mispronunciations was not evenly distributed over four conditions. As a result,

the conditions varied in their total number of items (ten to twelve) and included

four to five mispronunciations each. In a sound proof booth, we recorded a female

native speaker of German producing German real words without errors in an infant-

directed speech style. To create the stimuli with the pronunciation errors as indicated

above, we manipulated the recordings with praat© (Boersma and Weenink, 2013).

This software allows for precise edits and increases the ability to achieve a realis-

tic production. Edits were done at zero-crossings to ensure naturalness. We also

cross-spliced the words we presented as correct labels by replacing one cycle taken

by another one from a different token. This was done to minimize the possibility

that the listeners could distinguish experimental and control stimuli based on the

manipulations rather than on the intended differences (i.e. mispronunciations).

In order to verify the reliability of the pronunciation errors, we conducted a pi-

lot study with German adult native speakers (N=34). In an acceptability judgment

task, we presented the same pictures and audio stimuli of the test and filler items

that we prepared for our perception experiment with children. On a scale from 1

(bad) to 5 (excellent), the participants had to evaluate how well a label fits to a de-

picted object. The results reveal that all correct labels received an averaged rating of
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4.6. An enhancement of vowel quality from a schwa to a full vowel and the insertion

of a schwa to break up a consonant cluster were judged as medium severe (∅ 3.9

and ∅ 3.1, respectively). All other error types obtained poor scores (∅ 1.9). The

average group results for each item are listed in Appendix D. On the basis of these

adult judgments, we decided to use the same audio stimuli and pictures that were

presented to the adults for a perception study with German children.

7.3.3 Procedure

To test children’s detection of the pronunciation errors listed above, we use the Pref-

erential Looking Paradigm (henceforth PLP; for more information see Section 4.4 and

Swingley, 2003) in a between-subjects design. The PLP uses children’s looking pref-

erences towards an object depicted on a screen as a method to draw conclusions on

children’s knowledge about sound-meaning pairings. This methodology is adequate

to test all of our selected age groups.

The perception tests are conducted in the Baby Speech Laboratory at the Uni-

versity of Konstanz in a sound-attenuated room. Upon arrival, the child has time

to play and become familiar with the new environment. The child is then seated

on a caregiver’s lap in a three-sided booth (see Figure 7.1 below). The child faces a

monitor (46”) big enough to clearly display two objects simultaneously. Below the

monitor, a camera records the child’s head and eye movements and transfers these to

a separate computer screen. At each side at about eye-level, there is a loudspeaker to

present the audio stimuli at a comfortable level of 70dB. During the test, the parent

listens to music over headphones in order to prevent him or her from influencing the

child. The experimenter sits behind the screen and watches the child on a separate

computer screen. The experimenter presses a button whenever the child looks to-

wards the screen to start a new trial phase. Between the phases, a red flashing light

in the center of the screen serves as an attention getter and prevents the child from

continuously keeping his or her gaze at one side of the screen. The software we use

for this paradigm is Habit X 1.0 (developed by Cohen, Atkinson and Chaput, 2000)

which is designed for stimuli presentation and data collection.
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As soon as the child fixes his or her gaze on the attention getter, it is switched

off and two objects are presented on the screen in a silent phase for a period of four

seconds. Each object is presented as a triplet as the German generic plural form for

nouns does not require an article. Note that if the object had been presented as a

single item, the definite article would have had to be used which can appear in three

forms depending on the gender of the noun. Hence, the child could infer information

from the article and direct his or her gaze to an object at an earlier point than at the

onset of the target word.

Figure 7.1: Three-sided booth with exemplary pictures as used in the present study.

The pictures of the objects are slowly moving up and down to maintain the

child’s attention (as in the experimental setup by White and Morgan, 2008). All

pictures are presented in black and white to avoid color effects. Some of our selected

objects are inherently very colorful (e.g., a doll) whereas others usually have one more

or less salient color (e.g., a spoon). By using black and white pictures, we prevented

long looking times based on attractive colors. Studies on children’s perception of

colored objects showed that the shape of the object is the primary cue for object

recognition. Johnson (1995) tested children’s picture-association of familiar objects

in three conditions: (i) uncolored, (ii) typically colored, and (iii) atypically colored.

Her overall results reveal that children’s reaction time is slightly faster if the depicted

object had a typical color (e.g., a red apple) compared to the other two conditions.
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However, these differences were not significant. The same effect was found in a sim-

ilar study conducted by Prevor and Diamond (2005). Here, pictures were presented

either (i) colored (e.g., a yellow heart), (ii) in a congruent color (e.g., a red heart)

or (iii) in a neutral color (e.g., purple scissors). The results show that children’s

response time and accuracy is equal across all three conditions. The lack of evidence

that typically colored items improve children’s picture-association significantly sub-

stantiates our decision to present the objects in black and white.

In our experimental setup, trials consist of two phases. In the first phase (=

silent phase), the target object is presented together with a distractor object in si-

lence on a screen. After the silent phase, the child’s attention is drawn back to the

center of the monitor by the attention getter. In the second phase (= test phase),

the same two objects are presented again in the same location as during the silent

phase (i.e. either left or right) and one of them is labeled. The label of the target

object (e.g., Blumen “flowers”) is inserted in the following carrier phrase: Schau mal,

Blumen! Kannst du sie finden? “Look, flowers! Can you find them?” The target

object appears randomly but equally often on the left or on the right side across all

trials.

The test items are always presented in the same order in each condition. A ran-

domization of the trials was impossible for two reasons: (i) we intended to present the

mispronounced and the correctly pronounced items in an alternating order and (ii)

we wanted to prevent the succession of two adjacent word labels coinciding in their

type of word onset (i.e. simplex onset, complex onset, noun-initial weak syllable).

We measure the looking behavior during the entire silent phase (four seconds)

and during a short time window in the test phase. A silent phase of 4s is long enough

to allow the child to look at both pictures but not too long to prevent the child from

establishing a preference. Studies on language processing (e.g., Snedeker and Yuan,

2008) have demonstrated that after hearing the onset of the target word, children

as well as adults need a short period of time before they respond. To provide for

this delay in the present perception study, the time window in the test phase started

363ms after the onset of the target word. This is in line with the experimental setup

by White and Morgan (2008). The time frame in the test phase has a duration of
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1637ms (= 2s after the onset of the target word). Our pilot study revealed that a

longer time window of 3s leads to different results. We observed that after a first

response to the perceived label, many children shift their attention to the unlabeled

object perhaps because they just want to look at that object, or because they want

to check whether the object had not changed compared to the object they saw during

the silent phase.

The recorded movies are all analyzed and coded offline by the author of this

thesis using the SuperCoder software by Hollich (2005). A random sample of the

result videos (22.2%) were analyzed additionally by trained research assistants. The

two codings of the movies did not differ substantially. Divergent cases were rewatched

and discussed to find a common solution.

In order to calculate the change in looking behavior between the two phases,

the looking time towards the target object during the test phase was calculated in

relation to the looking time towards the target during the silent phase. The look-

ing times were relative looking times averaged across all subjects per age group and

condition. A difference score per participant and per trial was computed using the

following formula (based on White and Morgan, 2008):

%looking(target)test phase – %looking(target)silence phase

For example, in the silence phase, children ideally look at the target object 50%

of the time. If the label was pronounced correctly in the test phase, children should

look at the target object 100% of the time. Thus, the increase would be 50%. If a

mispronunciation is presented and detected by the children, they react confused and

shift their gaze back and forth between the two objects, looking at the target 50% of

the time. Hence, the difference between the two phases is 0%. In our calculations, the

difference in percentages also went beyond 50% and lower than 0%. On average, we

maintain the baseline of 0% for detected pronunciation errors and 50% for accepted

labels. Trials were excluded from the analysis if children failed to look at both objects

during the silent phase or if their total looking time towards any object on the screen

amounted to less than 60%. Each child had to succeed for at least five analyzable
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trials. If this criterion was not met, the child was excluded from the analysis. The

test was framed by a pre- and posttest (i.e. a jumping duck) to detect gazes into

space. This would have been another criterion for exclusion but it did not apply in

this study. After the participation in the test, all children received a small gift.

7.4 Results

We conducted a linear mixed effects regression model (LMER) with “age” and “item”

as between-subjects factors and “pronunciation variant” as a within-subjects factor

(for different target words) using R. The LMER allows for a simultaneous analysis of

both random-effects factors (participants and items) as crossed random factors. The

data set may include an indefinite number of variables with two or more values. We

consider this model as adequate for our data set and did not use any other models.

The results of our study are presented in Table 7.1 below. For a selected group of chil-

dren, the reaction towards single pronunciation variants may be found in Appendix F.

Table 7.1: Overall reaction towards each pronunciation variant for all three age groups

pronunciation
variant

AG1 AG2 AG3

simplex onset

C insertion –9.0% (SD = 46.9) 3.0% (SD = 25.1) 0.8% (SD = 29.8)
correct 23.6% (SD = 28.9) 22.5% (SD = 24.2) 22.1% (SD = 25.6)

branching onset

cluster reducion 4.6% (SD = 33.6) 7.7% (SD = 30.4) 10.9% (SD = 27.8)
schwa-insertion –20.5% (SD = 35.8) 14.2% (SD = 34.1) 20.9% (SD = 26.9)
correct 3.6% (SD = 32.1) 9.7% (SD = 35.0) 20.0% (SD = 35.6)

weak word-initial syllable

syllable omission 22.3% (SD = 53.7) 24.9% (SD = 16.5) 6.8% (SD = 28.7)
syllable reduction 33.9% (SD = 26.3) 12.5% (SD = 33.5) 14.8% (SD = 17.2)

enhancement in
vowel quality

21.4% (SD = 23.0) 15.5% (SD = 35.4) 19.0% (SD = 25.6)

correct 2.4% (SD = 30.3) 18.4% (SD = 31.1) 11.3% (SD = 35.1)
Note. The data in this table stem from a descriptive analysis based on the behavior of the parti-

cipants in our study.
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The results demonstrate that overall, children look significantly longer to an ob-

ject if its label is pronounced correctly compared to an object whose label contains a

mispronunciation (β = 7.36, SE = 2.97, p < 0.05). Children’s looking times increase

by an average of 10.2% in the test phase compared to the silent phase if presented with

an incorrect label, whereas they increase by 17.5% if a correctly pronounced label is

presented (compare Figure 7.2 below). We will return to the difference in looking be-

havior for correct and incorrect labels in the discussion part, after an analysis on the

children’s performance in the three age groups. Within the set of mispronounced la-

bels, we differentiated between the presence and absence of a meaning change. In case

the meaning is changed, children’s looking times decrease significantly (β = 12.12,

SE = 4.74, p < 0.05). Recall that there is a positive correlation between increased

looking time and acceptance of the audio stimulus for the label of the depicted object:

an increase in the percentage of the child’s looking time corresponds to an increased

inclination to match the sound to the label of the depicted object. We do not find

any gender effects (AG1: β = 7.11, SE = 6.36, ns ; AG2: β = 6.34, SE = 4.7, ns ;

AG3: β = 4.1, SE = 4.49, ns).
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Figure 7.2: Children’s overall looking behavior for correct and incorrect labels.
Whiskers represent standard error.

Children’s looking behavior reveals that more shifts between the two objects

occur in test phases with an incorrectly pronounced label (maximally 3 shifts) as

opposed to a correct label (maximally 2 shifts). We do not find an increase in error
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detection as children grow older (AG1 compared to AG2: β = 8.83, SE = 5.16, ns ;

AG2 compared to AG3: β = 0.6, SE = 4.94, ns ; AG1 compared to AG3: β = 9.43,

SE = 5.14, ns (approaching significance)). Comparing incorrect labels that involve

a meaning change to labels that are presented correctly, children are more confused

by incorrect labels the older they get (AG 1: β = 7.15, SE = 10.96, ns ; AG 2: β =

12.82, SE = 7.59, ns (approaching significance); AG 3: β = 15.75, SE = 6.29, p <

0.05). We therefore decided to take a closer look at the type of word beginning.

For all three age groups combined, the highest increase in looking times across

all children was reached upon the presentation of correct simplex onsets (22.7% on

average) compared to correct complex onsets (11.6% on average) and correct word-

initial weak syllables (10.7% on average). The error types that were accepted the

least were consonant insertion after a simplex onset (–1.1% on average) and schwa

insertion in a consonant cluster (5.6% on average). The most accepted error types

were schwa deletion (19.1% on average) and schwa replacement by a full vowel (18.5%

on average). Compared to a correctly pronounced label containing an initial weak

syllable, the two pronunciation variants are not significantly different (schwa deletion:

β = 8.38, SE = 7.47, ns ; schwa replacement: β = 7.81, SE = 7.59, ns). The looking

times upon the presentation of an erroneous schwa deletion do not differ significantly

from the looking times towards an object with a correctly pronounced cluster (β =

7.53, SE = 7.01, ns). The difference in looking times between schwa deletion and

schwa insertion approaches significance (β = 13.45, SE = 7.23, p = 0.06).
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Figure 7.3: Children’s looking behavior for correctly and incorrectly pronounced
simplex word-onsets. Whiskers represent standard error.

To get a clearer picture of the children’s behavior, we consider the three age

groups separately. The children’s reaction upon the correct presentation and the

mispronunciation of a simplex onset is similar in all three age groups (see above).

Children from 18 to 36 months of age look significantly longer to a correctly pro-

nounced simplex onset compared to an erroneous consonant insertion (AG 1: β =

32.56, SE = 12.95, p < 0.05; AG 2: β = 19.53, SE = 8.59, p < 0.05; AG 3: β =

21.24, SE = 9.03, p < 0.05).

We observe two different trends for children’s behavior related to pronunciation

variants of words with a complex onset. The children in the youngest age group

reject mispronunciations to a greater extent than the correct label. In contrast, the

children in age groups two and three accept correct utterances to the same extent as

mispronounced complex word onsets (compare Figure 7.4). The children in all three

age groups do not show a significant difference between correctly and incorrectly pro-

nounced consonant clusters (AG1: β = 12.5, SE = 10.51, ns ; AG2: β = 1.5, SE =

8.62, ns ; AG3: β = 4.09, SE = 8.08, ns). Compared to age groups one and two, the

children in age group three show the longest looking times upon the presentation of

a correct cluster.
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Figure 7.4: Children’s looking behavior for correctly and incorrectly pronounced
complex word-onsets. Whiskers represent standard error.

With respect to weak word-initial syllables, the German children in age group

1 perform differently compared to the older age group, compare Figure 7.5 below.
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Figure 7.5: Children’s looking behavior for correctly and incorrectly pronounced
weak word-initial syllables. Whiskers represent standard error.

The children in age group 1 tolerate mispronunciations that result in a trochaic

word irrespective of the kind of modification of the correct pronunciation. The

youngest children’s looking times increase for all incorrectly pronounced weak word-

initial syllables compared to correctly presented word-initial weak syllables (β =
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23.48, SE = 12.0, p = 0.05). The differences in looking times between correctly and

incorrectly pronounced weak word-initial syllables is not significant for age group two

(β = 1.3, SE = 10.5, ns) and neither are they for age group three (β = 2.27, SE

= 9.28, ns). As the mispronunciations are different by nature, we now take a closer

look at the following two modification types, based on the children’s productions as

found in the previous production study:

1. A change to a more complex rhythmic structure: an unmarked rhythmic pattern

within a German word (strong-weak) is altered into a marked (weak-strong-

weak) pattern by the insertion of a lax vowel in between a consonant cluster,

e.g., Trauben → T[@]rauben.

2. A change to a more complex syllable structure: a simple syllable onset is

changed into a branching syllable onset by deletion of schwa in the word-initial

weak syllable, resulting in a permissible cluster, e.g., Geschenke → Gschenke.

Overall, the children in our study do not show a different reaction towards the

two modification types (β = 16.88, SE = 10.64, ns). This result arises from a contrary

behavior across the three age groups (compare Figure 7.6 below).
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Figure 7.6: Children’s looking behavior for complex foot/syllable structure per age
group.

The children in the youngest age group are significantly more sensitive to com-

plex foot structures and less sensitive to complex syllable structures (β = 74.63, SE
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= 21.15, p < 0.01). On average, children’s looking times increase by 54.1% if the syl-

lable structure becomes more complex in an environment where schwa-deletion leads

to a cluster that follows the sonority hierarchy. Children’s looking times decrease by

20.5% for cases where the rhythmic structure becomes non-trochaic.

By the age of 27 months, children reveal a balanced behavior between the two

modification types. The percentages for the two types of mispronunciations do not

differ significantly (β = 0.69, SE = 16.51, ns). On average, children’s looking times

increase by 14.9% if the syllable structure becomes more complex and they increase

by 14.2% in case the foot structure is turned into a disfavored pattern.

The children in the oldest age group on the contrary are slightly more sensitive

to modified syllable structures as opposed to modified foot structures. On aver-

age, children’s looking times increase by 12.7% if the syllable structure increases in

complexity, whereas looking times increase by 20.9% in case the rhythmic structure

becomes more complex. However, the percentages for the two modification types do

not differ significantly (β = 8.22, SE = 12.79, ns).

7.5 Discussion

Our study investigated the interrelations between children’s mental representations

and children’s pronunciation errors found in a previous study by the author of this

thesis. On the basis of the production study, we created different types of speech

errors leading to simplex or complex syllable structures and foot structures. The

present perception study reveals that children between 18 and 36 months of age are

able to detect the pronunciation errors. Hence, our claim is that children’s previ-

ously found pronunciation errors may be ascribed to preferred prosodic production

patterns (i.e. a rhythmic structure of alternating strong and weak syllables) rather

than to deficient storage of mental representations of words. This finding is in line

with previously mentioned perception studies on children’s phonological representa-

tions by Fikkert (1994), Swingley and Aslin (2000) as well as White et al. (2005).

As expected, the shortest looking times towards the target object were found when a

meaning change was involved. Furthermore, we found that children’s lexical entries
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become more precise with increasing age. In case a mispronunciation led to a mean-

ing change, the children in the oldest age group are more confused compared to the

other two age groups.

As illustrated above, children’s syllable structure is specified for simplex onsets

by 18 months. We draw this conclusion from the findings that the children in all three

age groups showed an increase in looking times if the simplex onset was presented

correctly but the target words were no longer identified if a consonant was inserted

after the initial consonant. Complex onsets are fully developed around the age of 36

months. The children in the youngest and in the middle age group did not show any

significant differences between correctly presented onset clusters and cluster reduc-

tions. This difference was only significant in our oldest age group. Children at 18

months of age have difficulties encoding words that start with a weak syllable and

the children in this age group accept all pronunciation variants leading to a trochaic

pattern. In contrast, children at the age of 36 months have difficulties progressing a

word whose initial weak syllable is deleted.

Moreover, we examined the error types concerning two different modification

types, the first resulting in a more complex syllable structure, the second leading

to a complex foot structure. Our results indicate that when a target word starts

with an unstressed syllable and the vowel of that syllable is omitted, the resulting

legal complex onset does not pose any difficulties for 18-month-olds to parse that

word. Hence, 18-month old children accept syllable complexity in lieu of a word-

initial weak syllable. When a lax vowel is inserted to resolve a complex onset in a

target word, the 18-month-old children in our study reject this pronunciation. They

disfavor word-initial weak syllables and this type of mispronunciation may lead to

unsuccessful recognition of the target word. At this age, German children still have

a preference for trochaic foot structures in perception.

The exact opposite results were found for 36-month-old children. Pronuncia-

tion errors that result in a complex onset initiated by the deletion of a lax vowel

make it difficult for the children to identify the intended meaning of that word. Our

preliminary interpretation of this finding is that 36-month-olds have a detailed repre-

sentation of foot structure that is adult like. In contrast to 18-month-olds but similar
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to adult speakers, children in the oldest age group are able to differentiate single

onsets, complex onsets and unstressed initial syllables as separate units for parsing

the speech signal. Conversely, adding a schwa to break up a word-initial obstruent-

sonorant cluster causes fewer parsing difficulties compared to the deletion of schwa.

As long as all underlying segments of the word are realized, three-year-old children

tolerate the mispronunciation.

The behavior of our 27-month-old participants may be considered as the turn-

ing point between the behavior of the children of the youngest and of the oldest age

group. The children in the middle age group differ from the youngest age group

in that they now have a more detailed representation of rhythmic patterns in the

sense that they allow the marked rhythmic pattern of weak-strong syllable sequences

and reject mispronunciations that include schwa-deletions. The 27-month-olds differ

from the oldest age group in that their representation of words starting with a weak

syllable is still imperfect, because they allow for schwa-deletions and weak syllable

omissions to a greater extent than the three-year-olds. We claim that the acquisition

of complex foot structures and complex syllable structures takes place independently

and to a similar rate. Due to the contrary behavior of the children in the youngest

and the oldest age group, the difference between the overall looking times for correct

and incorrect labels for all three age groups combined (illustrated in Figure 7.2 above)

is comparatively small.

Our pronunciation variants also included two mispronunciations leading to sim-

plex syllable structures (i.e. consonant cluster reduction) and simplex foot structures

(i.e. weak syllable deletion). We observed that for age groups 1 and 2, cluster reduc-

tions cause more confusion than weak syllable omissions. The children in age group 3

reject these two error types to a similar extent. This result also shows the clear per-

ceptual advantage for words starting with a simplex onset until the age of three years.

We conclude that children until the age of three years have strong representations for

forms with simplex onsets and that this allows them to match the form to the object.

The production study presented in the previous chapter found that children up to age

two have more difficulties producing a word starting with a weak syllable compared

to a word starting with a complex onset. This is further evidence that children’s
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productions of complex structures advance at a different rate compared to their de-

velopment of structural complexity in their mental lexicon. The present perception

study is thus able to show that there is a steady progression in syllable complexity

and foot complexity from age 18 to 36 months. The results suggest that children’s

mental representations of phonological information undergo a development in that

they change from simplex structures (i.e. a single consonant in onset and a trochaic

pattern) to more complex syllable and foot structures. The next chapter readdresses

these findings and establishes a relation to findings from previous production and

perception studies.
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Chapter 8

General Discussion and Conclusion

The present thesis investigated the effect of prosodic structures on both children’s

perception and production of German familiar words and sentences, respectively.

As mentioned in the Introduction, prosodic structures are acquired very early in

children’s language development and they continue to play a role during the later

stages in language acquisition. The first section of this chapter concentrates on

the effects of prosodic and rhythmic structures on children’s speech production. The

second section focuses on the effects of prosodic and rhythmic structures on children’s

speech perception. In the third section, conclusions are drawn from the production

and perception studies combined. The final section presents an outlook on future

research in this field.

8.1 Production

The first aim of the present production study was to investigate how German and

German-Italian children between one year eight months to five years six months

cope with complex prosodic structures such as consonant clusters as well as complex

rhythmic structures such as noun-initial weak syllables in single words. To be able to

compare the phonological development across the two language groups without any

confounding variables, we concentrated on word beginnings within children’s single

word productions (Olmsted, 1971).
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In the monolingual and bilingual German speech data especially in the younger

children, we found omission, assimilation and substitution of sounds as also reported

for example by Hoff (2001). In the majority of the cases, these phonological adapta-

tions were the result of a strategy to simplify a consonant cluster, to avoid word-initial

weak syllables or sounds that are acquired comparatively late (e.g., [S]). With increas-

ing age, children’s productions become more complex and by the age of three years

ten months, monolingual German children are able to realize all German word-initial

clusters involving a stop consonant as well as iambic words including an initial Be-

or Ge- correctly.

The bilingual German-Italian children behave similarly to the monolingual Ger-

man children in their production of single words. Both language groups have difficul-

ties with the same speech sounds and apply the same strategies to simplify a complex

structure. The oldest German children in age group 2 (aged 3;10) produced all sin-

gle words correctly. In comparison, simplifications of complex structures were still

observed in the group of bilingual children in age group 3 and the youngest bilingual

child who produced all onset types correctly was 4;9 years old. This delay might be

due to the fact that the bilingual children acquire two systems simultaneously which

requires more mental workload compared to acquiring a single system for monolin-

guals.

Some previous studies were able to demonstrate that the simultaneous acqui-

sition of two languages does not always lead to a delay in language performance.

Bilinguals can benefit from certain linguistic structures in one language in the realiz-

ation of these structures in the other language. For example, Lleó et al. (2003) found

a positive effect in the interaction of the two language systems in Spanish-German

bilinguals with respect to coda productions. The bilingual children obtained better

results in Spanish than the Spanish monolinguals. The researchers ascribe this find-

ing to a transfer from German where coda consonants occur more frequently than in

Spanish. The German-Italian bilinguals in our study cannot draw on their language

competence in Italian in the realization of complex syllable structures in German as

the syllable structure in Italian is less complex than in German.
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A few phonological interactions were found in some of the bilinguals’ utter-

ances as they produced the German uvular trill as an alveolar trill like in Italian.

Further evidence for the equal status of the two languages in our bilingual children

comes from the children’s readiness to label certain objects in Italian although the

experimenter spoke only German.

The second aim of the production study was to investigate whether rhyme and

meter also affect the realization of weak syllables and morphemes in German sentences

uttered by German and German-Italian children. Previous studies (e.g., Gerken,

1994a, 1994b, 1996; Demuth and McCullough, 2009; Wijnen et al., 1994) have shown

that weak syllable omissions in English child speech are less likely to occur if the

weak syllable forms part of a trochaic foot. The German sentence productions by our

German and German-Italian children demonstrate that rhythmic structures also play

a role in the realization of weak syllables in German child speech. Both the monolin-

gual German children and the bilingual German-Italian children produced the three

different types of weak syllables more frequently if they followed a stressed syllable

rather than an unstressed one. The preference for a strict trochaic pattern decreases

in the monolingual German children in the second age group. Statistically, the cor-

rect utterances by the German children in age group 2 are not significantly different

from the percentage of correct utterances by their German-Italian peers. Looking at

the percentages of correctly produced lapse phrases, the monolingual children realize

more than 85% of lapse phrases correctly in age group 2 whereas the bilinguals do

so in age group 3. In this respect, the bilingual children also lag a bit behind the

monolinguals as in the production of single words with a complex structure. We also

ascribe this finding to the greater mental task of bilinguals compared to monolin-

guals.

To find out whether grammatical load carried by the respective weak syllable

also has an effect on its realization, the following three types of weak syllables formed

part of our data set: definite articles, noun-initial weak syllables and the verbal prefix

ge-. We chose not to include the noun-initial prefix Ge- as in Geläut “chimes”. Such

verb-derived nouns occur rarely in child-directed speech and are difficult to illustrate

for the elicited imitation task. Moreover, in our sentences containing the prefix ge-,
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the prefix was always preceded by a noun to avoid children from establishing a pat-

tern consisting of hat “has” followed by ge-.

Gerken (1996) compared children’s realization of the English definite article and

the initial weak syllable in proper names in lapse phrases. Her results show that in

lapses, children are more likely to realize the noun-initial syllable than the definite

article. Gerken (1996: 705) concludes that children disprefer organizing weak sylla-

bles into feet across lexical word boundaries. The present production study could not

confirm this result. The monolingual German children realized fewer correct lapse

phrases containing a noun-initial syllable compared to those containing an article.

This finding led us to the preliminary conclusion that grammatical load plays a role

in the realization of weak syllables. As a reminder, the noun-initial syllable does not

carry any information as it forms part of the noun. The definite article, by contrast,

carries information on gender, number and case of the noun it refers to. An ana-

lysis of the bilingual German-Italian children’s sentences revealed that they realized

the same percentages of noun-initial syllables and articles in German lapse phrases.

This finding differs from what we saw for German monolinguals and does not sup-

port an “informational” account. The picture becomes clearer when analyzing the

percentage of realized verbal prefixes compared to noun-initial weak syllables. All

children realized the former weak syllable type more often than the latter syllable

type. We conclude that grammatical load plays a role in the realization of GE- in a

lapse phrase.

Comparing the behavior of the two language groups in the production of Ger-

man sentences, we find that the bilinguals have the same strategies to cope with

complex structures as the monolinguals. The strategies are applied to different de-

grees in the single age and language groups. In a lapse phrase containing an article,

monolingual German children in age group 1 omit the article more often than the

preceding syllable. Within the respective group of participants, the monolingual Ger-

man children in age group 2 and the bilingual children in both age groups delete the

article and the preceding syllable to a similar extent, with overall fewer omissions by

the older bilingual age group. The bilinguals also produce a few syllable insertions to

create an extra foot which results in a trochaic pattern. In a lapse phrase containing
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a noun-initial weak syllable, monolingual German children in age group 1 predomi-

nantly omit the noun-initial weak syllable and only in a few cases insert a syllable.

The monolingual and bilingual children in age group 2 omit the noun-initial weak

syllable and the preceding weak syllable to equal amounts. The monolingual children

in age group 2 show a few instances of schwa-omissions whereas the bilingual children

in both age groups insert a syllable in a few cases. In a lapse phrase containing a

verbal prefix, monolingual German children in age group 1 omit the prefix whereas

the monolingual German children in age group 2 realize all sentences correctly. The

German-Italian children in age group 2 also omit the prefix but to a lesser extent than

the monolinguals in age group 1. In a few cases, the German-Italian children in age

group 3 omit the preceding weak syllable and even more rarely the prefix. In addition

to the strategies that are applied by the monolingual German children, the bilingual

German-Italian children shift the stress to the first syllable in words with an initial

weak syllable. In this regard, the findings of this study support the view of Lleó and

Rakow (2006) who also found that bilingual children behave like monolinguals.

In sum, early word and sentence productions by the monolingual and bilingual

children in our study contain deviations from the adult form in terms of simplifi-

cations of complex prosodic structures. Consonant clusters at the word onset were

reduced by omitting one of the consonants or by replacing the cluster by a single

consonant (monolinguals AG1: 45.7% of all utterances; monolinguals AG2: 7.4%;

bilinguals AG2: 15.7%; bilinguals AG3: 6.1%). Words with an initial weak syllable

were simplified by omitting the initial syllable, by omitting schwa or by a stress shift

(monolinguals AG1: 49.9% of all utterances; monolinguals AG2: 22.5%; bilinguals

AG2: 17.2%; bilinguals AG3: 11.5%). In sentences containing two adjacent weak

syllables, different strategies are applied to avoid this stress lapse. Our production

study revealed that monolinguals avoid lapses until the end of the third year of life,

approximately and bilinguals until the end of the forth year of life. Concerning the

three different types of weak syllable involved in a lapse, the highest percentage of

correct utterances were observed for the prefix ge-.

The Metrical Theory of Phrasal Stress and Optimality Theory provide an ac-

count for our findings from two separate starting points. Against the background of
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the first theory, a trochaic pattern derives from the concept that metrical structure is

binary branching, syllables are grouped into feet and feet consist of a strong syllable

optionally followed by a weak one. In a single word such as Gespenster “ghosts”, the

first syllable cannot be parsed into a foot and it is therefore prone to omission. If this

word is embedded in a phrase where a single stressed syllable precedes the weak Ge-,

it is more likely to be realized as it then forms part of a foot. Later in their language

development, children realize that a prosodic word may contain a weak syllable that

is not parsed into a foot. Consequently, children correctly produce word-initial weak

syllables in single words as well as sequences of two weak syllables within a phrase.

Optimality Theory can provide the following account for children’s omissions

of sound segments and weak syllables at an early stage in language development.

Referring to this theory, the following assumptions can be drawn from our results:

1. Word productions:

a) As listed above, monolingual and bilingual children at an early stage reduce

complex syllable structures as well as complex prosodic structures. These find-

ings imply that for young children, word productions with a simple structure

play a more important role than being faithful to the underlying structure of

the word. The following order of constraints is assumed for children at this

stage (based on the constraints listed in Section 5.4):

FTBIN; *COMPLEX >> MAX-IO

b) Based on our findings that the monolingual children at the beginning of age

group 2 and the bilingual children at the beginning of age group 3 produce

more correct consonant clusters than noun-initial weak syllables, we assume

the following order of constraints at an intermediate level:

FTBIN >> *COMPLEX; MAX-IO

c) In the final stage in the development of complex prosodic structures, children

are able to produce consonant clusters and word-initial weak syllables correctly.

We thus assume that the order of constraints is reversed compared to the initial

stage:

MAX-IO >> FTBIN; *COMPLEX
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2. Sentence productions:

a) At an initial stage, lapses are avoided by the omission of the first or second

weak syllable. For children at this stage, a phrase with a trochaic pattern is

more optimal than realizing all morphemes completely. We assume the follow-

ing hierarchy of constraints:

ALIGNPrWd >> REALIZE-MORPHEME, MAX-IO

b) In lapse sentences containing a word-initial weak syllable, some of the children

did not delete the entire weak syllable but only schwa. At the cost of an in-

crease in syllable structure complexity, these children maintain more segments

compared to the children who omit the entire syllable. We ascribe this strategy

to an intermediate stage and assume the following hierarchy of constraints:

REALIZE-MORPHEME >> ALIGNPrWd, MAX-IO

c) At the final stage, all children realize lapse phrases correctly. The realization

of all morphemes is more important than a binary foot structure, illustrated by

the following order of constraints:

REALIZE-MORPHEME, MAX-IO >> ALIGNPrWd

In sum, the Metrical Theory of Phrasal Stress and Optimality Theory explain

children’s advancement in the realization of complex rhythmic structures from two

separate starting points. In their language development, children proceed from less

complex structures to more complex structures. The former theory defines “less com-

plex” as structures that follow universal principles relating to the prosodic structure

of phonological utterances as well as to language-specific parameters (e.g., the prevail-

ing rhythmic pattern). In the initial stages of their language development, children

stick to the prevalent rhythmic pattern of their mother tongue. Only later do chil-

dren allow exceptions which in our study manifest themselves in the realization of

non-trochaic syllable sequences. OT refers to universal and language-specific con-

straints that are ranked in a way that simplex structures are initially more optimal

than complex structures. Later in language development, the order of the constraints

is reversed and the faithfulness constraints are most important. This order allows for
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the realization of complex structures. For further discussions on OT-related processes

leading to deviations in surface forms may be found in Donegan and Stampe (2009).

8.2 Perception

The perception study of the present dissertation investigated whether German chil-

dren have a preference for the trochaic pattern in the perception of familiar words

and tested how children react to different types of mispronunciations based on the

production study. The material consisted of familiar words rather than unfamiliar

ones. We followed the view of Barton (1976) who claims that unfamiliar words are

inappropriate to test phonological contrasts and impose extra memory challenges on

the children.

The results of the perception study demonstrate that in general, German chil-

dren between 18 and 36 months of age are able to detect mispronunciations in single

words. Our perception study thus confirms the results by previous perception stud-

ies (e.g., by Swingley and Aslin, 2000: 18–23). The mispronunciations in our study

included errors which result from changes in the syllable structure as well as from

changes in the rhythmic pattern of familiar words. We found different reactions to-

wards the types of errors in the three age groups. The 18-month-olds accept changes

that simplify the syllable structure (e.g., cluster reductions) as long as the trochaic

pattern is preserved. The 36-month-olds prefer the retention of all speech sounds

and accept cluster breakups through the insertion of a schwa which adds an initial

weak syllable to the word. The behavior of the middle age group lies in-between.

The 27-month-old children start accepting word-initial weak syllables and are more

sensitive to sound omissions compared to the youngest age group.

The study by White et al. (2005) found that the number of altered features is

directly proportional to children’s ability to link certain labels to an object. This sort

of hierarchical order of mispronunciation types could not be established in the present

study with 18- to 36-month-olds. The control perception study with adults revealed

that certain types of mispronunciations are closer to the target word than others.

Schwa-omissions in a permissible environment – i.e. one in which the resulting clus-
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ter conforms to the language’s phonotactic restrictions – and enhancements of vowel

quality are more accepted than omissions of stop consonants, for example. In con-

trast to White et al. (2005), we found that the acceptance of the mispronunciations

in our study is linked to children’s age as illustrated in the preceding paragraph.

8.3 Production and perception

The two studies of the present thesis were able to answer the question of to what ex-

tent prosodic cues have an impact on the realization of complex structures in German

children’s speech and how these structures are represented in children’s mental lexi-

con. It was demonstrated that at an initial stage, children have a strong preference for

trochaic structures both in perception and production. Our perception study showed

that within the group of words containing an initial weak syllable, German children

at the age of 18 months accepted the pronunciation variants leading to a trochaic

pattern (e.g., schwa deletions or stress shifts involving an enhancement of the schwa)

compared to the correct pronunciation of the word. Further evidence comes from our

production study which showed that children in the younger age groups omit weak

syllables in non trochaic environments. In a later stage, more complex structures are

observable in production and they are also processed in perception.

In general, the children in our perception study are able to detect the types of

mispronunciations that are based on our production data from the production study.

We conclude that children’s deviations from the adult form are a strategy to create

a trochaic rhythm and may not be ascribed to imprecise lexical representations.

Comparing the emergence of complex structures in perception and production,

we found that in perception, German children have acquired rhythmic structures

deviating from the trochaic rhythm by the age of three years. In production, by

contrast, the preference for a trochaic pattern persists until the age of three and a

half years in German children. The bilingual German-Italian children even have diffi-

culties with non-trochaic syllable sequences until the age of four. Thus, the empirical

part of this thesis provided further evidence for the view that perception precedes

production (proposed, e.g., by Fraser, et al., 1963 as well as Ingram, 1974).
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As mentioned in Subsection 5.2.2, there are two explanations for the omission

of weak syllables in child speech. Echols and Newport (1992) base this observation

on the fact that stressed syllables have a greater saliency than weak syllables. Gerken

(1994a), however, claims that the rhythmic pattern is responsible for the realization

of weak syllables in child speech. The researcher found that English weak syllables are

more likely to be omitted if they do not form part of a trochaic foot. If we look at the

production of single German words with an initial weak syllable, these two viewpoints

both apply. Especially the children in the younger age groups omitted noun-initial

weak syllables which might be due to the lower saliency of the weak syllable and

to the dispreferred iambic pattern of the word. Children’s production of sentences

reveals that in a trochaic environment, the weak syllable under investigation is more

likely to be realized compared to a lapse environment. If merely the saliency of the

weak syllable played a role, the weak syllable should be omitted irrespective of the

rhythmic pattern of the phrase. We support the finding of Gerken as it predicts the

omission of weak syllables in both words as well as sentences.

The material in our production study included three different types of weak syl-

lables to investigate the impact of grammatical information on children’s realizations

of the respective weak syllable. Despite the fact that in spontaneous child speech,

the prefix ge- appears later than definite articles and word-initial weak syllables, we

were able to show that the prefix is more likely to be realized than word-initial weak

syllables. In this respect, grammatical load plays a role in the realization of weak

GE - in German. Furthermore, our results reveal that simplifications regarding the

rhythmic structure occur to the same extent in German and German-Italian kinder-

garten children that are matched for age but the simplifications persist longer in our

bilingual children compared to our monolingual children.

In conclusion, prosodic information begins to be mastered in early stages in

the development of speech perception and production in German. Our two studies

were able to establish the relationship between perception and production in the ac-

quisition of complex German prosodic structures. Moreover, we expanded previous

findings on the influence of rhythmic structures on the realization of weak syllables.

We presented German speech data and investigated the effect of the knowledge of a
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second language with different rhythmic preferences as well as the effect of grammati-

cal load carried by three different types of weak syllables. We confirmed the findings

by previous studies on English and Dutch child speech. In how far our findings can

be applied to other languages is left open for future research. Further ideas for future

projects are addressed in the following section.

8.4 Future prospects

In the present production study, all children uttered single words as well as sentences.

The analysis of the present study considered the word and sentence productions sep-

arately as a group result. A future analysis could be conducted to establish an

interrelation between the performance in the word and the sentence imitation task

within children. This analysis could answer the question whether children who have

difficulties producing an initial weak syllable of a single noun are more likely to realize

this syllable if it forms part of a trochaic foot in a phrase.

In a future study, bilingual children whose age corresponds to the monolingual

age group 1 should be included in the production study for a better comparison be-

tween the two language groups. This comparison could reveal whether the bilinguals’

performance develops in a similar way as in the monolinguals and whether the same

strategies are applied in the two language groups.

In lapse phrases, the children in both language groups clearly prefer realizing

the verbal prefix ge- over the preceding weak syllable to obtain a trochaic pattern.

We ascribe this preference to the greater amount of information carried by the pre-

fix compared to the preceding syllable. In a future study, morphological information

could be added to the preceding syllable for example by the addition of a plural suffix

to find out whether children have a preference for the expression of number (which is

expressed by the first weak syllable of the lapse) or time (which is expressed by the

second weak syllable). This variable could shed more light on the hierarchy of the

maintenance of weak syllables in monolingual and bilingual children.

One drawback in the selection of the weak syllable types in the production

study is that children start producing past tense sentences comparatively late due
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to the lack of understanding of time. Thus, the verbal prefix appears later than the

other two syllable types. Once children start producing past tense sentences, the

weak verbal prefix is produced correctly in almost all environments. A future study

should take other languages with verbal prefixes into consideration to be able to draw

a comparison. This would provide additional evidence for the extent to which gram-

matical information influences the realization of weak syllables.

An ongoing EEG-study by Valerie Shafer and Tanja Rinker is investigating

babies’ reaction to different types of mispronunciations relating to changes in phono-

logical complexity and rhythmic structure. Using the same auditory stimuli as used

in the present perception study, interesting parallels can be drawn to the present

perception study. Measuring Event Related Potentials shows which regions in the

brain are responsible for the processing of the respective error type. The advantages

are that the children’s reactions are recorded on-line and in several time intervals

which yield more precise data on the processing of the word compared to the present

perception study.
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Appendix A

List of words and sentences

included in the production study

1. List of single words:

item translation
frequency of
occurrence
in adult speech∗

occurrences per
1 000 000 words
in child speech∗∗

simplex onset Puppe “doll” 710 544
(N=11) Teddy “teddy bear” 282 425

Katze “cat” 1497 1167
Birne “pear” 258 196
Dackel “dachshund” 199 no data
Gabel “fork” 1355 137
Vogel “bird” 2446 397
Sonne “sun” 9584 119
Schaufel “shovel” 294 14
Lampe “lamp” 1708 21
Rutsche “slide” 18 411

∗ The frequency data stem from dlexDB (2008), a corpus which is based on the core corpus

of the digital lexicon of the German language (Digitales Wörterbuch der Deutschen Sprache)

which contains approximately 2.3m written adult German words from the 20th century.
∗∗ The numbers are based on speech data collected from English children at the age of

24 months (compare the ChildFreq database by B̊åath, 2010). There are no frequency data

on German child corpora available to us. It may be assumed that the occurrences per

1 000 000 words are similar in German and English because German and English children

are confronted with more or less the same objects and animals in their environment.
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF WORDS AND SENTENCES INCLUDED IN THE
PRODUCTION STUDY

item translation
frequency of
occurrence
in adult speech

occurrences per
1 000 000 words
in child speech

complex onset Plastik “plastic” 1301 28
(N=14) Priester “priest” 3519 no data

Traktor “tractor” 90 467
Klammer “clip” 197 77
Krabbe “crab” 97 45
Blume “flower” 1313 305
Brille “glasses” 1329 105
Drache “dragon” 181 24
Glocke “bell” 960 66
Grube “cavern” 967 no data
Flasche “bottle” 2800 386
Frühling “spring” 1775 0
Schlange “snake” 1080 235
Schraube “screw” 235 172

word-initial Bekannte “acquaintances” 969 no data
weak syllable Beton “cement” 543 21
(N=16) Befehl “command” 5661 0

Besuch “visit” 9540 38
Besteck “cutlery” 326 no data
Belag “covering” 205 7
Beruf “job, profession” 4598 7
Gepäck “luggage” 1110 0
Getränk “drink” 543 213
Gebäck “pastries” 267 no data
Gedeck “(place) cover” 169 no data
Gefängnis “jail” 3791 no data
Gesicht “face” 24007 232
Geschenk “present, gift” 1793 126
Geländer “handrail” 530 no data
Gerät “gadget, device” 1501 0
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2. List of sentences:

a) trochaic sentences:

article Peter sucht den Ball. “Peter looks for the ball.”
Peter spielt den Ball. “Peter plays the ball.”
Peter küsst den Bären. “Peter kisses the bear.”
Lena pflückt die Blume. “Lena picks the flower.”
Lena kocht die Suppe. “Lena cooks the soup.”
Lena malt die Sonne. “Lena draws the sun.”

initial weak syllable Peter malt Gesichter. “Peter draws faces.”
Peter isst Gebäck. “Peter eats pastries.”
Peter hat Besuch. “Peter has a visitor.”
Peter mischt Beton. “Peter mixes cement.”
Lena hört Geräusche. “Lena hears noises.”
Lena sucht Gespenster. “Lena looks for ghosts.”

prefix Peter hat den Keks gegessen. “Peter ate the cookie.”
Peter hat den Ball geworfen. “Peter threw the ball.”
P. hat den Tim gestreichelt. “P. caressed Tim.”
Peter hat Papier gefaltet. “Peter folded paper.”
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF WORDS AND SENTENCES INCLUDED IN THE
PRODUCTION STUDY

b) sentences with a lapse:

article Peter füttert den Bären. “Peter feeds the bear.”
Peter findet den Ball. “Peter finds the ball.”
Peter streichelt den Bären. “Peter caresses the bear.”
Lena schneidet die Hecke. “Lena cuts the hedge.”
Lena kitzelt die Katze. “Lena tickles the cat.”
Lena zeichnet die Sonne. “Lena draws the sun.”

initial weak syllable Peter öffnet Geschenke. “Peter opens presents.”
Peter kitzelt Gespenster. “Peter tickles ghosts.”
Hans und P. spülen Besteck. “H. and P. wash dishes.”
H. und P. treffen Bekannte. “H. and P. meet

acquaintances.”
Peter futtert Belag. “P. noshes the covering.”
Lena füttert Gespenster. “Lena feeds ghosts.”

prefix P. ist nach Hause gelaufen. “P.walked home.”
Peter hat die Sonne gemalt. “Peter drew the sun.”
P. hat den Bären gestreichelt. “P. caressed the bear.”
Tim ist Auto gefahren. “Tim drove by car.”
Peter hat die Blume gepflückt. “Peter picked the flower.”
Peter hat die Zeitung gelesen. “Peter read the paper.”
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Appendix B

Language background of the

bilingual children

B.1 Amount of language input (as reported by

parents)

participant % German % Italian % other languages first word(s) spoken in

S AC 60 30 10 Italian
S A 50 50 0 Italian
S N 50 50 0 Italian
S EO 50 50 0 Italian
S G 30 70 0 Italian
S GV 40 60 0 Italian
S MB 70 30 0 German
S SS 60 40 0 German
S V 50 50 0 Italian

average 51.1 47.8 1.1
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APPENDIX B. LANGUAGE BACKGROUND OF THE BILINGUAL CHILDREN

B.2 Comparison of language competence

participant∗
known
words
(German)

known
words
(Italian)

unknown
words
(German)

unknown
words
(Italian)

% known
words
(German)

% known
words
(Italian)

S AC 68 59 4 13 94.4 81.9
S N 52 47 19 24 73.2 66.2
S GV 48 52 24 20 66.7 72.2
S MB 60 27 12 45 83.3 37.5
S V 52 45 20 27 72.2 62.5

∗ Not all parents filled in the vocabulary test for both languages which is why the number of

participants in this table is smaller compared to the preceding one.
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Appendix C

Exemplary production data

The following tables present exemplary speech data collected from eight German and

eight German-Italian children in the production study.

Single words

age of
participant

language
background

word onset output

2;04,0 monolingual simplex 9 correct, 2 C replacements
complex 2 correct, 1 CC replacements,

11 C omissions
weak σ 13 σ omissions

2;05,16 monolingual simplex 9 correct, 1 C replacement,
1 C omission

complex 1 cluster replacement,
4 vowel insertions, 9 C omissions

weak σ 4 correct, 7 C replacements
2 C omissions, 2 σ omissions

Note. “C” refers to a single consonant, “CC” to a cluster.
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APPENDIX C. EXEMPLARY PRODUCTION DATA

age of
participant

language
background

word
onset

output

3;00,23 monolingual simplex 10 correct, 1 C replacement
complex 8 correct, 3 C replacements,

1 CC replacement, 1 vowel insertion
weak σ 9 correct, 1 C replacement, 1 [@] omission

3;10,21 monolingual simplex 11 correct
complex 14 correct
weak σ 12 correct, 1 C replacement, 1 C omission

2;06,06 bilingual simplex 10 correct, 1 C replacement
complex 9 correct, 2 C replacements,

1 vowel insertion
weak σ no data

3;00,24 bilingual simplex 10 correct, 1 C replacement
complex 10 correct, 1 C replacement,

1 CC replacement, 2 C omissions
weak σ 14 correct, 2 C replacements

3;10,24 bilingual simplex 11 correct
complex 13 correct, 1 CC replacement
weak σ 15 correct, 1 σ omission

4;10,16 bilingual simplex 11 correct
complex 13 correct, 1 C omission
weak σ 15 correct, 1 [@] omission

Note. “C” refers to a single consonant, “CC” to a cluster.
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Trochaic sentences

age of
participant

language background article initial weak syllable prefix

2;03,15 monolingual 2 correct 3 correct no data
2;05,06 monolingual 6 correct 6 correct 1 correct
3;0,20 monolingual 5 correct 2 correct 3 correct
3;10,21 monolingual 5 correct 4 correct 5 correct
2;10,24 bilingual 2 correct 1 correct, no data

1 syllable insertion
3;10,02 bilingual 3 correct 1 correct 6 correct
4;10,16 bilingual 6 correct 5 correct, 6 correct

2 syllable insertions
5;02,22 bilingual 1 correct 2 correct 5 correct
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Lapse sentences

age of
participant

language
background

article initial weak syllable prefix

2;03,15 monolingual 3 correct 1 omitted T σ 2 omitted T σ

2;05,06 monolingual 4 correct, 3 correct, 5 correct,
1 omitted T σ 2 omitted T σ 1 omitted T σ

3;0,20 monolingual 3 correct, 2 omitted T σ 3 correct
1 omitted P σ

3;10,21 monolingual 7 correct 4 correct 6 correct
2;10,24 bilingual 2 omitted T σ, 1 omitted T σ no data

1 omitted P σ
3;10,02 bilingual 1 omitted P σ, 1 correct, 3 correct,

2 omitted T σ 3 omitted T σ 1 omitted P σ
4;10,16 bilingual 3 correct, 3 correct 6 correct

1 σ insertion,
1 omitted P σ,
1 omitted T σ

5;02,22 bilingual 1 correct 1 correct 4 correct

Note. “T” stands for “target”; “P” for “preceding”.
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Appendix D

List of words included in the

perception study

1. Target items in addition to their pronunciation variants

The following table lists the target items included in the perception study ar-

ranged by word beginning. For each item the corresponding pronunciation variants

are indicated in addition to the realization of that variant. The final column presents

the average score provided by the adult rating test. “1” represents a poor label for

the picture and “5” a good one.

item translation
pronunciation
variant(s)

IPA adult score

simplex onset Tauben “pigeons” Tauben ["thau
“
.bn

"
] 4.6

Trauben ["töau
“
.bn

"
] 1.6

Boote “boats” Boote ["bo:.t@] 4.9
Brote ["böo:.t@] 1.9
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item translation
pronunciation
variant(s)

IPA
adult
score

complex Trauben “grapes” Trauben ["töau
“
.bn

"
] 4.8

onset Tauben ["thau
“
.bn

"
] 1.8

Terauben [t@."öau
“
.bn

"
] 3.6

Brote “loaves Brote ["böo:.t@] 3.9
of bread” Boote ["bo:.t@] 1.6

Berote [b@."öo:.t@] 3.7
Blumen “flowers” Blumen ["blu.m@n] 4.4

Bumen ["bu.m@n] 1.8
Belumen [b@."lu.m@n] 2.7

Glocken “bells” Glocken ["glO.kN
"
] 4.6

Gocken ["gO.kN
"
] 1.4

Gelocken [g@."lO.kN
"
] 2.4

word-initial Getränke “drinks” Getränke [g@."töEN.k@] 4.9
weak syllable Tränke ["töEN.k@] 1.7

*Gtränke ["ktöEN.k@] 2.8
Geetränke ["ge:.töEN.k@] 3.9

Geschenke “presents” Geschenke [g@."SEN.k@] 4.8
Schenke ["SEN.k@] 1.9
Gschenke ["kSEN.k@] 3.1
Geeschenke ["ge:.SEN.k@] 3.9

2. Filler items

Äpfel “apples”; Autos “cars”; Bälle “balls”; Bäume “trees”; Brillen “glasses”;

Bücher “books”; Fische “fishes”; Flaschen “bottles”; Häuser “houses”; Kekse

“cookies”; Lampen “lamps”; Löffel “spoons”; Puppen “dolls”; Rutschen “slides”;

Schaufeln “shovels”; Schuhe “shoes”; Sterne “stars”; Teddys “teddy bears”
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Appendix E

Vocabulary test

The following vocabulary test was completed by the parents of the 18-month-old chil-

dren who participated in the perception study. The test includes the words that were

presented on the screen in combination with a number of low frequency words. This

was done to prevent the parents from indicating that all words are known by their

child. The items that were used in the perception study are underlined; the target

items are indicated by an arrow.

item translation
known
(absolute numbers)

unknown
(absolute numbers)

% known

Adapter “adapter” 0 65 0
Apfel “apple” 64 1 98.5
Auto “car” 64 1 98.5
Ball “ball” 64 0 100
Baum “tree” 57 8 87.7
→ Blume “flower” 56 9 86.2
→ Boot “boat” 45 18 71.4
Brille “glasses” 53 12 81.5
→ Brot “bread” 64 1 98.5
Buch “book” 65 0 100
Eichel “acorn” 3 63 4.5
Fisch “fish” 51 14 78.5
Flasche “bottle” 56 9 86.2
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item translation
known
(absolute
numbers)

unknown
(absolute
numbers)

% known

Gabel “fork” 58 6 90.6
Gerät “gadget” 4 61 6.2
→ Geschenk “present” 25 40 38.5
Gesicht “face” 33 32 50.8
Gespenst “ghost” 7 58 10.8
→ Getränk “drink” 23 42 35.4
→ Glocke “bells” 10 22 31.3
Gräten “fishbones” 2 63 3.1
Haus “house” 55 9 85.9
Karabiner “carabiner” 0 65 0
Katze “cat” 64 1 98.5
Keks “cookie” 62 3 95.4
Lampe “lamp” 53 12 81.5
Löffel “spoon” 64 1 98.5
Messerschleifer “knife grinder” 0 65 0
Pinzette “tweezers” 1 64 1.5
Puppe “doll” 50 15 76.9
Rutsche “slide” 59 6 90.8
Scharnier “hinge” 0 65 0
Schaufel “shovel” 47 18 72.3
Schenke “inn” 0 32 0
Schuh “shoe” 65 0 100
Stern “star” 34 31 52.3
→ Taube “pigeon” 19 46 29.2
Teddy “teddy bear” 42 23 64.6
Tränke “watering hole” 0 32 0
→ Traube “grape” 43 22 66.2
Vogel “bird” 62 3 95.4
Wagenheber “car-jack” 0 65 0
Weinverschluss “wine-bottle cap” 0 43 0
Zahnrad “gear wheel” 0 65 0
Zirkel “pair of compasses” 0 65 0
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Appendix F

Exemplary perception data

The following tables present exemplary data from children in all three age groups

collected in the perception study. The numbers in the tables refer to the percentages

of looks to the target object. The following abbreviations are used to refer to the

pronunciation variants:

C-C: a simplex onset is realized correctly

C-CC: a simplex onset is realized as a cluster

CC-CC: a complex onset is realized correctly

CC-C: a complex onset is realized as a simplex onset

CC-CsC: a complex onset is realized with an inserted schwa

Cs-Cs: an initial weak syllable is realized correctly

Cs-∅: the initial weak syllable is omitted

Cs-C: an initial weak syllable is realized without schwa

Cs-Ce: an initial weak syllable is realized with a full vowel instead of schwa
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APPENDIX F. EXEMPLARY PERCEPTION DATA

participant age group
pronunciation
variant

silence phase test phase difference

S220 1 C-C 30.3 100 69.7
CC-CsC 51.5 0 -51.5

Cs-∅ 52.3 100 47.7
CC-C 22.1 72.3 50.2
Cs-Ce 67.0 66.0 -1.0

CC-CC 26.5 48.9 22.4
CC-CC 60.7 27.7 -33.0

S155 2 C-C no data no data no data
CC-CsC 34.6 0 -34.6

Cs-∅ 62.5 100 37.5
CC-C 57.8 40.4 -17.4
Cs-Ce 48.9 47.8 -1.1

CC-CC 13.5 41.0 27.5
CC-CC 61.5 61.7 0.2

S172 3 C-C 47.6 73.3 25.7
CC-CsC 42.9 55.6 12.7

Cs-∅ 71.6 36.4 -35.2
CC-C 83.5 75.0 -8.5
Cs-Ce 45.3 62.2 16.9

CC-CC no data no data no data
CC-CC no data no data no data
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participant age group
pronunciation
variant

silence phase test phase difference

S177 1 C-C 43.4 76.6 33.2
C-CC 37.0 68.2 31.2

CC-CC no data no data no data
Cs-C 52.1 100 47.9
CC-C 60.9 52.4 -8.5
Cs-Cs 72.9 89.4 16.5
C-C 76.0 100 24.0

S180 2 C-C 81.8 100 18.2
C-CC 19.1 0 -19.1

CC-CC 64.5 100 35.5
Cs-C 57.3 12.5 -44.8
CC-C 25.9 8.7 -17.2
Cs-Cs 76.4 78.7 2.3
C-C 48.3 68.1 19.8

S188 3 C-C 59.5 83.0 23.5
C-CC 69.5 57.8 -11.7

CC-CC 61.3 100 38.7
Cs-C no data no data no data
CC-C 34.3 2.2 -32.1
Cs-Cs 23.9 78.3 54.4
C-C 53.3 36.2 -17.1
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Appendix G

Consent forms

G.1 Production study

G.1.1 Monolingual German children
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APPENDIX G. CONSENT FORMS

 

 
 

Fachbereich Sprachwissenschaft • Fach 180 • D-78457 Konstanz 
Telefon: +49 (0)7531 88 2587 • Email: BSL@uni-konstanz.de 

http://ling.uni-konstanz.de/bsl/ 

Babysprachlabor 
Prof. Dr. Janet Grijzenhout 
Anne Gwinner  

 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Liebe Eltern, 
 
im Babysprachlabor der Universität Konstanz führen wir Studien durch, die den Erstsprach-
erwerb von Kindern untersuchen. Eines unserer laufenden Projekte befasst sich mit dem 
Erwerb der Satzmelodie im Deutschen. Da Kinder in frühen Stadien in manchen Umgebungen 
unbetonte Silben weglassen (z.B. eine Banane  eine Nane) möchten wir gerne genauer 
untersuchen, in welchen Kontexten dies vorkommt. Dafür vergleichen wir die Lautproduktion in 
verschiedenen Altersgruppen (zwei bis vier Jahre). Außerdem interessiert uns, ob die 
Muttersprache einen Einfluss auf den Entwicklungsprozess hat. Deswegen führen wir die 
Studie mit monolingual deutschen Kindern in Konstanz und bilingual deutsch-italienischen 
Kindern in Stuttgart durch. Für die Sprachaufnahmen kommen wir im Januar, April und Juli 
2013 und an einem Vormittag in das Kinderhaus und zeigen Ihrem Kind ein Buch mit Bildern 
und spielen mit Handpuppen kleine Szenen vor (z.B. Laura pflückt eine Blume). Ziel ist, Ihr 
Kind die Sätze sprechen zu lassen. Um die Äußerungen Ihres Kindes analysieren zu können, 
wird der gesamte Test mit einem Aufnahmegerät aufgezeichnet. Selbstverständlich werden die 
Aufnahmen nur für wissenschaftliche Zwecke verwendet und vertraulich behandelt. Falls Sie 
Fragen haben, können Sie uns gerne per Telefon oder Email (anne.gwinner@uni-konstanz.de) 
kontaktieren!  
 
Wir würden uns sehr freuen, wenn Sie Ihr Kind an unserer Studie teilnehmen lassen! Bitte 
füllen Sie dazu den folgenden Abschnitt aus und geben ihn bis 17. Dezember 2012 im 
Kinderhaus ab. Vielen herzlichen Dank! 
 
Mit freundlichen Grüßen 
 
 
Prof. Dr. Janet Grijzenhout    Anne Gwinner (Doktorandin) 
 
 

Ich bin damit einverstanden, meine Tochter/meinen Sohn ____________________________ 
an der Spracherwerbsstudie teilnehmen zu lassen. 
 
Geburtsdatum des Kindes: _________________________________ 
 
Muttersprache(n): ________________________________________ 
 
Hatte Ihr Kind bereits schwerwiegende Krankheiten an Augen oder Ohren? 
 

nein �   ja �: ____________________________________________ 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Unterschrift Erziehungsberechtigte(r) 
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G.1. PRODUCTION STUDY

G.1.2 Bilingual German-Italian children

! "!

! ! ! ! ! !
!
!
!
!
!
!
"#$%&'(!! !!! ! )! ! ! ! ############################!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! $%&%!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! $%&'(!
!
#########################################!! ############################!
)*(+!,+-!.%(./0*! ! ! ! ! ! 1'*2*!+!,%&%!,/!0%34/&%!,+-!.%(./0*!
)%(+!,+3!5/0,+3! ! ! ! ! ! 6+.'7&3*7&!'0,!8,%&'(!,+3!5/0,+3!
!
!

!
!
##############################! ! ############################!
1'*2*!,/!0%34/&%!,+--%!(%,7+! ! ! 1'*2*!,/!0%34/&%!,+-!9%,7+!
6+.'7&3*7&!,+7!:'&&+7! ! ! ! 6+.'7&3*7&!,+3!;%&+73!
!
• !"#$%"&'(#)*+,(#-.-*#.&#/*0+"&."1#

2*.)#3"&&#4*5*&#2.*#.&#!*%)6784"&'1#
!
!
##############################! ! ############################!
:%,7+!!! ! ! ! ! ! <%,7+!
:'&&+7!! ! ! ! ! ! ;%&+7!
!
• !"#$%"&'(#)*+,(#,"04"#4*#4.&9%*#6*9%*&).1#

2*.)#3"&&#6,0*78*&#2.*#'.*#:(49*&'*&#2,0"78*&1#
!
:%,7+!! ! ! ! ! ! <%,7+!
:'&&+7! ! ! ! ! ! ;%&+7!
!
=&%-/%0*>!! ###################! ! =&%-/%0*>! ###################!
=&%-/+0/34?>! ! ! ! ! ! =&%-/+0/34?>!
!
@+,+34*>! ###################! ! @+,+34*>! ###################!
$+'&34?>! ! ! ! ! ! $+'&34?>!
!
A-&7+>! ! ###################! ! A-&7+>! ! ###################!
A0,+7+>! ! ! ! ! ! A0,+7+>!
!

"#$%&'()*+'(!
,+*-$.(-$)!
!
!
,!
55!
)5!
!
!
BB!

/!-$)'&(+'!
0'$!12&$+)!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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! C!

!
!
!
#
• ;(+*#-"4%)*0*55*#4*#2%*#,0(,0.*#7(+,*)*&<*#4.&9%.6).78*1##

=.*#3>0'*#2.*#?80*#*.9*&*#6,0"784.78*#@(+,*)*&<#*.&678A)<*&1#
!
:%,7+!
:'&&+7!

*&&/(*!
3+?7!2'&!

.'*0*!
2'&!

,/347+&*!
(/&&+-!

3'DD/4/+0&+!
%'37+/4?+0,!

34%73*!
34?-+4?&!

3$4$%5(!
0$#&%56!

! ! ! ! !

/&*2'*)(!
/&*2'$)'%56!

! ! ! ! !

72&+$!!!
7)4$+$!

! ! ! ! !

!
!
<%,7+!
;%&+7!

*&&/(*!
3+?7!2'&!

.'*0*!
2'&!

,/347+&*!
(/&&+-!

3'DD/4/+0&+!
%'37+/4?+0,!

34%73*!
34?-+4?&!

3$4$%5(!
0$#&%56!

! ! ! ! !

/&*2'*)(!
/&*2'$)'%56!

! ! ! ! !

72&+$!!!
7)4$+$!

! ! ! ! !

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
#######################################################################!
=-!;*3&7*!.%(./0*E!,%!F'%0,*!&+(9*!D7+F'+0&%!-G%3/-*H!
I+/&!J%00!.+3'4?&!=?7!5/0,!,+0!5/0,+72%7&+0H!
!
!
#######################################################################!
K'%0&+!L*-&+!M!F'%0&*!&+(9*H!N*7+M2/*70*O!2/*70/M3+&&/(%0%P!
Q/+!?R'D/2!M!J/+L/+-!S+/&H!NI&'0,+0!%(!@%2O!@%2+!97*!Q*4?+P!
!
!
##################################################################!
1/02'%!9%7-%&%!M!,/%-+&&*!9%7-%&*!%--G%3/-*!
=(!5/0,+72%7&+0!2+397*4?+0+!I97%4?+!M!2+397*4?+0+7!$/%-+T&!
!
!
!
!
!
!

7%'2(!!!
8')4$+-*+&$)!!
!
!
!
UVUU!
!
!
!
!
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! W!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
$%!4?/H"!
;*0!
J+(H!
!

6=XY)=!$Z11A!IZ@@=:A)A!
Q*4?+0&%2+!

1=)6[A!<AY1A@A!
6+397*4?+0+!!
I97%4?+!

XYZ!A1!6=XY)X!
I&'0,+0!97*!@%2!

:%,7+!
:'&&+7!

1'08;+0!
:*8\7!

! !

! I%.8$*(!
I%8I*!

! !

<%,7+!
;%&+7!

1'08;+0!
:*8\7!

! !

! I%.8$*(!
I%8I*!

! !

!
!

! ! !

!
!

! ! !

!
!

! ! !

!
!
########################################################################!
=-!.%(./0*E!/0!F'%-+!-/02'%!?%!9%7-%&*!-+!3'+!97/(+!9%7*-+H!!
=0!J+-4?+7!I97%4?+!?%&!,%3!5/0,!3+/0+!+73&+0!QV7&+7!2+397*4?+0H!
!
!
########################################################################!
=-!.%(./0*E!/0!F'%-+!-/02'%!2'%7,%!-%!&LM,+/!D/-(H! !
=0!J+-4?+7!I97%4?+!3/+?&!,%3!5/0,!@;M\/-(+H!
!
!
########################################################################!
=-!.%(./0*E!/0!F'%-+!-/02'%!%34*-&%!-%!7%,/*M,+--+!4%33+&&+M,+/!]$H!
=0!J+-4?+7!I97%4?+!?V7&!,%3!5/0,!Y%,/*M5%33+&&+0M]$3H! ! !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"!I/!97+2%!,/!+-+04%7+!&'&&+!-+!9+73*0+E!4?+!?%00*!'0!4*0&%&&*!7+2*-%7+!4*0!/-!3'*!.%(./0*>!2+0/&*7/E!D7%&+--/E!
0*00/E!9%7+0&/E!.%.^3/&&+7!+44_!
!!!Z3!J/7,!,%7'(!2+.+&+0E!%--+!<+73*0+0E!,/+!/0!7+2+-(R`/2+(!5*0&%T&!(/&!=?7+(!5/0,!3&+?+0E!%0a'2+.+0>!Z-&+70E!
6+34?J/3&+7E!67*`+-&+70E!;+7J%0,&+E!b%.^3/&&+7E!+&4_!

9')-#$!*%5(2&*&$!4*2!.*:.')(!
;(:!8')4!-$6<+&$!=>+*56$)!
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! c!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
=&%-/%0*! ################! d! ! IL+L*! ! ######################!d!
=&%-/+0/34?! ! ! ! ! ! I4?JR./34?!
!
!
@+,+34*! ################! d! ! %-&7+! ! ######################!d!
$+'&34?! ! ! ! ! ! A0,+7+!
!
!
!
!
!
!
#
• B(6)0(#5"+5.&(#C#6)")(#+".#9%"0.)(#'"#%&"#+"4"))."#'*44*#(0*778.*#(#'*94.#(778.1#

=%0'*#?80#@.&'#D*+"46#-(&#*.&*0#E0F0"&F%&9#"&#G80*&#('*0#H%9*&#9*8*.4)1#
!

!
!!!!!!!!!0*! !!!!!!3e>!############################################################!
!!!!!!!!!0+/0! !!!!!!U%!
!
!
!
! ! !!!!!

?$+5$)&#*2$!$%&':*&*!4$22$!2')-#$!*%5(2&*&$!')!-$)$+*2$!
@$%56A&B&$+!7)&$'2!4$+!C(:!8')4!-$6<+&$)!=>+*56$)!!!

D*22*!E')$!
D#)4!%562'$F2'56!
!

7))(&*B'()'!
G$:$+H#)-$)!
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!

"!

! ! ! ! ! !
!
!
!
!
!
!
"!#$%&$'()!$*$'+,)!+-'($'%-'-!&'.!/.#(.!#+$*(.!0)!1.2-*$!($0$#+,$!$0!)(.*).'$!+-'!0)/$2#)!%2.0)!
0)!0)33)+-*(45!6!-//)-!+,$!)*!7-#(2-!8.98)'-!.'+-2.!'-'!1&:!+-'-#+$2$!(&(($!*$!1.2-*$!$*$'+.($5!
7-%*).9-!#.1$2$!;&.*)!#-'-!*$!1.2-*$!+,$!1-##).9-!#-((-1-2%*)!#$%!&'()&*+(!,'+-*(.!7)!
12$%,).9-!0)!#$%'.2$!+-'!&'.!+2-+$<!#$!)*!7-#(2-!8.98)'-<!&#.!*$!#$%&$'()!1.2-*$!.(()/.9$'($!
=.(()/-><!-!#$!*$!+-912$'0$!)'!9-0-!1.##)/-!=1.##)/-><!-11&2$!#$!'-'!*$!+-'-#+$!.'+-2.!
=#+-'-#+)&(->5!?@(()/-A!+-912$'0$!.'+,$!&'.!+-'-#+$'B.!1.##)/.!0$**.!1.2-*.5!
!
!
C)$!3-*%$'0$'!D)#($'!&93.##$'!$)'$!%2-E$!@&#F.,*!.'!0$&(#+,$'!&'0!)(.*)$')#+,$'!GH2($2'!9)(!
&'($2#+,)$0*)+,$9!I+,F)$2)%J$)(#%2.05!K#!)#(!#$*8#(/$2#(L'0*)+,<!0.##!",2!M)'0!'-+,!')+,(!.**$!
GH2($2!J$''$'!J.''5!G)2!FN##($'!%$2'$<!F$*+,$!GH2($2!F)2!M)'0$2'!)'!F$*+,$9!@*($2!'+!
/$'0$+!1#%(&2$+!B&9&($'!JH''$'5!O)(($!J2$&B$'!I)$!.'<!-8!0)$!3-*%$'0$'!GH2($2!/-'!",2$9!
M)'0!.J()/!%$#12-+,$'!F$20$'!=.J()/><!-8!",2!M)'0!0)$#$!/$2#($,(!=1.##)/><!-0$2!-8!",2!M)'0!#)$!
'-+,!')+,(!J$''(!=&'8$J.''(>5!?@J()/A!8$)',.*($(!.&+,!$)'!1.##)/$#!G)##$'5!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

7-+.8-*.2)-!
G-2(#+,.(B!
!
!
!
P!
33!
43!
!
!
5!
!
5!
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!

6!

!
789:794;!
"Q@D"KR"IST!
!
! (<<'=>!

(?<'=!
#())'=>!
#())'=!

)&>+>)&'*<>!
*+/$?(++<!

! (<<'=>!
(?<'=!

#())'=>!
#())'=!

)&>+>)&'*<>!
*+/$?(++<!

.1$! ! ! ! -2#.++,)-((-! ! ! !
8.%.%*)-! ! ! ! -2#-! ! ! !
8.98-*.! ! ! ! -#1)()! ! ! !
8.'.'.! ! ! ! 1.*$((.! ! ! !
8.##-((-! ! ! ! 1.**.! ! ! !
8$/.'0.! ! ! ! 1.'$! ! ! !
8*&! ! ! ! 1.14! ! ! !
8-(()%*).! ! ! ! 1.#()++)')! ! ! !
82.++)-! ! ! ! 1$+-2.! ! ! !
82-0-! ! ! ! 1$2.! ! ! !
+.*+$#(2&BB-! ! ! ! 1$#.'($! ! ! !
+.9)+).! ! ! ! 1)-/$! ! ! !
+.91.'.! ! ! ! 1*.#()+.! ! ! !
+.'$! ! ! ! 1-$#).! ! ! !
+.1$**)! ! ! ! 1-#.(.! ! ! !
+.#.! ! ! ! 12$($! ! ! !
+./.**-! ! ! ! 12)%)-'$! ! ! !
+*.##$! ! ! ! 12)9./$2.! ! ! !
+-0.! ! ! ! ;&.02-! ! ! !
+-*-2$! ! ! ! 2$%.*-! ! ! !
+-9.'0-! ! ! ! 2)'%,)$2.! ! ! !
+-'-#+$'($! ! ! ! 2-#.! ! ! !
+-1$2(-! ! ! ! 2&9-2$! ! ! !
+-2-'.! ! ! ! #+)/-*-! ! ! !
02.%-! ! ! ! #$21$'($! ! ! !
3.++).! ! ! ! #)$1$! ! ! !
3.'(.#9.! ! ! ! #-*$! ! ! !
3$29.%*)-! ! ! ! #(2.(-! ! ! !
3)-2$! ! ! ! (2.((-2$! ! ! !
3*.&(-! ! ! ! #(2&9$'(-! ! ! !
3-2+,$((.! ! ! ! &++$**-! ! ! !
3-##.! ! ! ! /)($! ! ! !
%.98$2-! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
%.((-! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
%-*.! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
%2.'0$! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
*.91.0.! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
9$*-0).! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
9$#()$2$! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
-++,).*)! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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G.1. PRODUCTION STUDY

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

@!

!
!
!
8ABA1C;!
CKUQIST!
!
! (<<'=>!

(?<'=!
#())'=>!
#())'=!

)&>+>)&'*<>!
*+/$?(++<!

! (<<'=>!
(?<'=!

#())'=>!
#())'=!

)&>+>)&'*<>!
*+/$?(++<!

@29! ! ! ! V$1L+J! ! ! !
O.**! ! ! ! V*-+J$! ! ! !
O.'.'$! ! ! ! %2-E! ! ! !
OL2! ! ! ! V2&8$! ! ! !
O$3$,*! ! ! ! T..2$! ! ! !
O$J.''($2! ! ! ! T.*#! ! ! !
O$*.%! ! ! ! T.&#! ! ! !
O$2&3! ! ! ! T$+J$! ! ! !
O$#($+J! ! ! ! T$90! ! ! !
O$#&+,! ! ! ! T&'0! ! ! !
O$(-'! ! ! ! M.(B$! ! ! !
O)$'$! ! ! ! M*.99$2! ! ! !
O)*0! ! ! ! M*.##$! ! ! !
O)2'$! ! ! ! M2.88$! ! ! !
8*.&! ! ! ! M2-'$! ! ! !
O*&9$! ! ! ! D.91$! ! ! !
O2)**$! ! ! ! W$*-0)$! ! ! !
O2-(! ! ! ! X.1.! ! ! !
C.+J$*! ! ! ! X3$20! ! ! !
C2.+,$! ! ! ! X*.#()J! ! ! !
P.28$! ! ! ! X&11$! ! ! !
P*.#+,$! ! ! ! X2)$#($2! ! ! !
P*H($! ! ! ! =$#>!

2$%'$(!
! ! !

P2N,*)'%! ! ! ! Y-#$! ! ! !
V.8$*! ! ! ! Y&(#+,$! ! ! !
V$8L+J! ! ! ! I+,.3! ! ! !
V$0$+J! ! ! ! I+,.&3$*! ! ! !
V$0)+,(! ! ! ! I+,*.'%$! ! ! !
V$3L'%')#! ! ! ! I+,2.&8$! ! ! !
V$*L'0$2! ! ! ! I+,F.'B! ! ! !
V$2L(! ! ! ! #+,F$2! ! ! !
V$2L&#+,! ! ! ! I-''$! ! ! !
V$#+,$'J! ! ! ! I&11$! ! ! !
V$#)+,(! ! ! ! Q$00Z! ! ! !
V$#1$'#(! ! ! ! Q2$+J$2! ! ! !
V$(2L'J! ! ! ! 7-%$*! ! ! !
!
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APPENDIX G. CONSENT FORMS

G.2 Perception study

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Titel des Projekts: Wahrnehmung von unterschiedlich komplexen Konsonantenfolgen bei deutschen 

Kleinkindern 
 
Projektleiterin:  Prof. Dr. Janet Grijzenhout     Tel: +49 (0) 75 31 / 88 35 55 
Mitarbeiterin:  Anne Gwinner      Tel: +49 (0) 75 31 / 88 25 87 
    
Diese Einverständniserklärung vermittelt die grundlegende Vorstellung über den Inhalt und Ablauf des 
Forschungsprojekts. Bitte stellen Sie uns Fragen, wenn Sie an einer bestimmten Stelle weitere Auskünfte 
möchten. Auf Wunsch erhalten Sie eine Kopie dieses Schreibens. 
 
 
 
 
Diese Studie untersucht, wie Kleinkinder die Lautform von Wörtern mit unterschiedlich komplexen 
Konsonantenfolgen am Wortanfang lernen. Niederländische und kanadische Studien legen nahe, dass Kinder 
Wörter zu Beginn in einer vereinfachten Form in ihrem Lexikon speichern und sie somit statt bspw. ‚Schnee’ 
‚Nee’ sagen. Nach und nach wird die Lautform immer detaillierter, bis sie schließlich der von Erwachsenen 
gleicht. Wir möchten nun herausfinden, in welchen Schritten sich diese Entwicklung vollzieht. Dafür 
vergleichen wir die Lautwahrnehmung verschiedener Altersgruppen (18, 27 und 36 Monate). Außerdem 
interessiert uns, ob die Wahrnehmung Aufschluss über die Produktion komplexer Konsonantenfolgen bei 
Kleinkindern gibt. Deswegen führen wir zusätzlich eine Produktionsstudie mit älteren deutschen Kindern 
durch. 

EINVERSTÄNDNISERKLÄRUNG 
 

ZIEL 
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G.2. PERCEPTION STUDY

 

 
Wenn Sie sich zur Teilnahme entscheiden, werden wir Sie bitten, einen Fragebogen auszufüllen, der uns 
Aufschluss über den genauen Sprachenhintergrund Ihres Kindes gibt. Anschließend werden Sie mit Ihrem 
Kind an einem Wahrnehmungstest teilnehmen. Während des Tests sitzt Ihr Kind auf Ihrem Schoß und schaut 
auf einen Bildschirm. Hin und wieder erscheint dort ein blinkendes Licht, um die Aufmerksamkeit Ihres Kindes 
zu wecken. Wenn Ihr Kind auf den Bildschirm schaut, werden Bilder von Gegenständen und Tieren 
präsentiert. Einen Teil der Bilder kennt Ihr Kind wahrscheinlich aus dem täglichen Leben. Ihr Kind bekommt zu 
den Bildern Sätze zu hören, in denen die gezeigten Objekte benannt werden. Manche der Wörter enthalten 
kleine Aussprachefehler und uns interessiert, ob Kinder diese Fehler bemerken oder nicht. Um die Reaktionen 
der Kinder analysieren zu können, wird der gesamte Test mit einer Videokamera aufgezeichnet. 
Selbstverständlich wird das Video nur für wissenschaftliche Zwecke verwendet und vertraulich behandelt. Um 
die Reaktionen Ihres Kindes nicht zu beeinflussen, bitten wir Sie, während des Tests über Kopfhörer Musik zu 
hören und so wenig wie möglich mit Ihrem Kind zu interagieren. Es ist besonders wichtig, dass Sie nicht auf 
den Bildschirm zeigen, solange die Bilder zu sehen sind.  
Der Test dauert insgesamt ungefähr 5-10 Minuten. 
 
 
 
 
Die Teilnahme an diesem Projekt ist vollkommen ungefährlich. Da die Reaktionen als Gruppenergebnisse 
ausgewertet werden, können wir keine Aussagen über die individuelle Sprachentwicklung der Kinder machen. 
Ihr Kind erhält ein kleines Geschenk als Dankeschön für die Teilnahme. 
 
 
 
 
Ihre Teilnahme an dieser Studie ist vollkommen freiwillig. Sie können den Test jederzeit abbrechen, ohne dass 
sich dies negativ auf Sie auswirken wird. Um Ihre Anonymität zu bewahren, werden sämtliche Daten, die wir 
während der Studie sammeln, verschlüsselt. Falls Sie weitere Fragen haben, können Sie Prof. Dr. Janet 
Grijzenhout oder Anne Gwinner gerne telefonisch kontaktieren. 
 
 
 
 
Ich wurde über den Ablauf der Studie aufgeklärt und meine Fragen wurden vollständig beantwortet. Ich 
stimme der Teilnahme an diesem Projekt zu. 
 
 
       
Datum 
 
       
Name des Kindes 
 
              
Name der Mutter/des Vaters    Unterschrift 
 
              
Name des Versuchsleiters    Unterschrift 

ABLAUF 

FREIWILLIGE TEILNAHME & DISKRETION 

EINVERSTÄNDNIS 

RISIKEN & NUTZEN 
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